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This study designed a Software Size Model and an Effort Prediction Model, then 
performed an empirical analysis of these two models. Each model design began with 
identifying its objectives, which led to describing the concept to be measured and the 
meta-model. The numerical assignment rules were then developed, providing a basis for 
size measurement and effort prediction across software engineering projects. The 
Software Size Model was designed to test the hypothesis that a software size measure 
represents the amount of knowledge acquired and stored in software artifacts, and the 
amount of time it took to acquire and store this knowledge. The Effort Prediction Model 
is based on the estimation by analogy approach and was designed to test the hypothesis 
that this model will produce reasonably close predictions when it uses historical data that 
conforms to the Software Size Model. 
The empirical study implemented each model, collected and recorded software 
size data from software engineering project deliverables, simulated effort prediction 
using the jack knife approach, and computed the absolute relative error and magnitude of 
relative error (MRE) statistics. This study resulted in 35.3% of the predictions having an 
MRE value at or below twenty-five percent. This result satisfies the criteria established 
for the study of having at least 31 % of the predictions with a MRE of 25% or less. 
This study is significant for three reasons. First, no subjective factors were used 
to estimate effort. The elimination of subjective factors removes a source of error in the 
predictions and makes the study easier to replicate. Second, both models were described 
using metrology and measurement theory principles. This allows others to consistently 
implement the models and to modify these models while maintaining the integrity of the 
models' objectives. Third, the study's hypotheses were validated even though the 
software artifacts used to collect the software size data varied significantly in both 
content and quality. Recommendations for further study include applying the Software 
Size Model to other data-driven estimation models, collecting and using software size 
data from industry projects, looking at alternatives for how text-based software 
knowledge is identified and counted, and studying the impact of project cycles and 
project roles on predicting effort. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This chapter explains the reasons for undertaking this research study. 
Statement of the Problem to be Investigated and Goal to be Achieved 
1 
A primary reason for the inaccuracy in software development estimates is that 
these estimates are based on an imprecise projection of the software size (Briand & 
Wieczorek, 2001). A software size projection is usually expressed as source lines of code 
or function points, and is determined through a parametric model or an expert knowledge 
approach. Studies have shown that these models do not accurately predict software size 
(Jones, 1995; The Standish Group International, 2001), which results in software 
development estimates that are also inaccurate. This study describes an alternative 
approach for predicting software size and development effort. This approach is inspired 
by common practices within the building construction industry, and leverages the 
progression of artifacts typically found in software development life-cycles. 
A software development life-cycle (SDLC) evolves the software from a high-level 
needs-based description to a detailed design, and finally to program code and test data. 
Each step along the way refines the understanding of what the software will do. A 
common trait of an SDLC is that it describes various methods and techniques for 
decomposing a large software description into smaller more manageable units. This 
stepwise refinement results in layers of abstraction and degrees of detail as a project 
progresses through the life-cycle phases. The Software Size Model is based on these 
SDLC characteristics. 
The goal ofthis study is to describe and evaluate a new Software Size Model and 
an Effort Prediction Model for software development projects. The Effort Prediction 
Model is based on the estimation by analogy approach and it uses the Software Size 
Model as its only criteria for predicting work effort. The evaluation of these two models 
consisted of implementing each model in software, followed by an empirical evaluation 
to assess their effectiveness. The detailed empirical results are described, along with 
suggestions for future research. 
Relevance, Significance, or Need for the Study 
2 
The software development industry has shown no consistency in its ability to 
accurately predict work effort. For example, a 2001 update to the CHAOS report (The 
Standish Group International, 2001) on 280,000 software development projects shows 
that 23% of these projects were canceled before completion, while 28% were completed 
on time, on budget, and with all the features and functions originally specified. The 
remaining 137,000 projects are labeled challenged, which means that they were over 
budget, over the time estimate, and delivered fewer features and functions then initially 
specified. These challenged projects were, on average, 63% over the original time 
estimate, 45% over the original cost estimate, and delivered 67% of the original features 
and functions. In addition, Jones (1995) shows project outcome statistics related to 
project size, as measured by function points. For very large projects (over 5,000 function 
points): 24% were canceled, 55% were over six months late, 20% were approximately on 
3 
time, and 1 % was completed earlier then expected. Finally, a survey by Lederer and 
Prasad (1992) indicated that 63% of all large projects (costing over $50,000) significantly 
overrun their estimates while 14% of all large projects significantly under run their 
estimates. 
A major factor influencing the cost of software projects is the size of the software 
(Briand & Wieczorek, 2001; Hastings & Sajeev, 1997; Musilek, Pedrycz, Succi, & 
Reformat, 2000). The software cost estimation survey by Briand and Wieczorek (2001) 
identified two main approaches for estimating software size - solution-oriented via 
source lines of code (SLOC), and problem-oriented via functional sizing. A more recent 
solution-oriented approach for determining software size is the use of software metrics. 
Detailed descriptions of these three approaches for determining software size are 
included in Chapter 2. Brief descriptions of other less widely used software sizing 
approaches are also in Chapter 2. 
Barriers and Issues 
A significant issue was the collection of the software size data for the empirical 
evaluation of the two models. Specifically, the project data sets used by researchers in 
the study of existing software cost estimation models do not contain sufficient 
information to generate data for the Software Size Model described in this study. Thus, 
more detailed information was collected by using software development documents 
produced by Nova Southeastern University (NSU) computer science graduate students as 
part of two software engineering courses. Refer to the Resource Requirements section in 
Chapter 3 for more details on the NSU student projects. 
The size and complexity of the software size and Effort Prediction Models was 
also significant. For example, the variety of software development environments - from 
SDLC methods and techniques, to programming tools and types of deliverables -
presented many obstacles toward defining models that are both complete and useful. In 
addition, the models needed to address three flaws associated with many software 
engineering measurement studies (Abran, Sellami, & Suryn, 2003; Fenton, 1994). First, 
studies often misuse data based on its scale type (e.g., nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio, or 
absolute). Second, the research does not apply a representational theory of measurement 
to the attributes under study (Fenton, 1994). Finally, a disregard for the science of 
measurement (called metrology) as it relates to the scientific basis of a measurement and 
the sequence of operations that produces the measurement results (Abran et al.). 
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Three issues related to the estimation by analogy approach are described in 
Shepperd, Schofield, and Kitchenham (1996). First, which variables should be chosen as 
an accurate prediction of software size? Second, how does one determine similarity 
between a historical project and the project being estimated? Third, once the most 
similar project is identified, how does the effort estimate get generated for the project 
being estimated? The resolution of these three issues is described in detail in Chapter 4. 
Briefly, the first issue has been resolved by the fact that the Software Size Model 
provides all of the data used by the Effort Prediction Model. For the second issue, the 
Effort Prediction Model uses Euclidean-based distance formulas that compute the 
distance between the historical project and the project being estimated. This uses 
software size data and results in identifying the most similar project as the historical 
project with the smallest distance value. Finally, generating the estimate uses linear 
extrapolation of software size data from both the most similar project and the project 
being estimated. 
Given the design of the software size and Effort Prediction Models, four 
additional questions are left for future research. First, are the subjective factors used in 
other effort estimation models irrelevant in the two models being studied? These 
subjective factors are described in the Review of the Literature section of Chapter 2. 
Second, can the two models in this study be applied independent of the SDLC being 
used? Third, can the two models be applied to any application domain? And finally, are 
there certain project characteristics that may adversely affect the two models? For 
example, will the models be effective for a project that exhibits high staffturnover? 
Elements, Hypotheses, Theories, or Research Questions to be Investigated 
Two hypotheses have been investigated in this study. The first hypothesis states 
that a software size measure represents 1) the amount of knowledge acquired and stored 
in software artifacts and 2) the amount oftime it took to acquire and store this 
knowledge. This hypothesis is based on the fact that software development is a 
knowledge acquisition activity (Annour, 2004; Rus & Lindvall, 2002). Note that the 
second part of this hypothesis is directly related to the goal of this study, since the 
Software Size Model provides all of the data input into the Effort Prediction Model. 
The second hypothesis states that the Effort Prediction Model will produce 
reasonably close predictions when it 1) is based on the estimation by analogy approach 
and 2) uses historical data that conforms to the Software Size Model. Refer to the 
Definition of Terms section below for information on where to find more details on what 
is meant by reasonably close. 
5 
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Limitations and Delimitations 
A limitation of this study is the number of projects available for use in generating 
the software size data. While the number of graduate students initially enrolled in the 
Ph.D. software engineering course was around twenty, the drop-out rate resulted in 
eleven providing a usable Software Requirements Document. Only six of these eleven 
projects provided usable source code representing their final deliverable for the course. 
In addition, five students completed a Master's level software engineering course. 
Details on these projects are found in Chapter 4. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are relevant to this study and are thus defined below. These 
terms are listed alphabetically. 
.. Analogous project The historical project whose software size is closest to the 
target project. In the Barriers and Issues section above, this 
was referred to as the most similar proj ect. 
.. Cost estimation model An approach or method that predicts the development effort 
of a project. 
.. Historical project A software development project where work effort was 
recorded for each software artifact that was developed. 
.. Jackknife approach An iterative process that selects an historical project as the 
target project and uses all of the other historical projects to 
determine the analogous project. Iteration stops when each 
historical project has been selected as the target project. 
.. Metrology The science of measurement as it relates to the scientific 
basis of a measurement and the sequence of operations that 
produces the measurement results. 
.. Reasonably close As in "this model will produce reasonably close 
predictions". Mathematically defined in the Empirical 
Study component of the Specific Procedures to be 
Employed section in Chapter 3. Range of values defined in 
the Projected Outcomes section in Chapter 4. 
III Target project 
Summary 
The historical project whose effort will be predicted. 
The goal ofthis study is to describe a Software Size Model and an Effort 
7 
Prediction Model for software development projects, and then to implement and 
empirically evaluate the effectiveness of these two models. Two hypotheses are tested. 
First, a software size measure represents the amount of knowledge acquired and stored in 
software artifacts, and the amount oftime it took to acquire and store this knowledge. 
Second, the predicted work effort can be reasonably close to the actual work effort when 
the prediction is based on the estimation by analogy approach using historical data that 
conforms to the Software Size Model. This study is relevant since at least three surveys 
of software development projects have found that the majority ofprojects do not 
successfully complete within a small margin of error ofthe estimated time and cost. 
study. 
Chapter 2 
Review of the Literature 
This chapter contains a literature review of the topics related to this research 
Historical Overview of the Theory and Research Literature 
Three main approaches for estimating software size and development effort have 
been extensively studied. In 1979, Allan J. Albrecht published the original paper on 
function point analysis (FP A). This problem-oriented approach to predicting software 
size and development effort focuses on the functional characteristics of the system by 
counting function points. A function point count represents the number of functional 
system features as seen by the end user. While FP A is over twenty years old, research is 
still being done to improve and assess this approach. 
The second main approach was first published in 1981 by Barry Boehm. This 
approach was originally based on counting source lines of code (SLOC) and is therefore 
considered a solution-oriented approach to predicting software size and development 
effort. The result of Boehm's original research was the Constructive Cost Model 
(COCOMO 81). In 1995, COCOMO II was published as a major update to the original 
approach. COCOMO II can use SLOC or function points as the software size basis for 
predicting development effort. 
8 
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The third main approach to predicting software size and development effort came 
about in the 1990's as a result of research done on object-oriented metrics. Object-
oriented metrics research tends to focus on the design and coding portions of the software 
development life cycle (SDLC). Thus the size and effort prediction methods based on 
these metrics are considered solution-oriented approaches. 
A key contributor to the behavior of these three software cost estimation models 
is the use of metrology and measurement theory. Metrology, or the science of 
measurement, has been around for thousands of years (Hellenic Institute of Metrology, 
2004). The ancient Greeks, Egyptians, Babylonians, Hebrews, and Romans all developed 
units of measure that were related to the human body, the movement ofthe sun and 
moon, and other physical entities. Today, the international Metric System and the less 
widely used English System represent modern metrology. The foundations of metrology 
are represented by a set of operations (Abran et aI., 2003) which are put into a logical 
sequence and are directly linked to the principles or scientific basis for the measurement. 
Also included in a measurement are quantities and units of measure, etalons (i.e., 
internationally recognized yardsticks), and characteristics of the measuring instrument. 
In contrast, measurement theory represents the subset of metrology that focuses on the 
conditions for representing a measurement and the mathematical properties associated 
with these conditions (Abran et aI., 2003). 
The Theory and Research Literature Specific to the Topic 
The software size and effort prediction topics are first described. These two 
topics are split into four sections - problem-oriented, solution-oriented using SLOC, 
solution-oriented using metrics, and other software sizing and effort estimation methods. 
This is followed by a description of some common practices within the building 
construction industry, which is used as inspiration for the design of the Software Size 
Model. Finally, more detail is provided on the topics of measurement theory and 
metrology. 
Problem-oriented 
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The most widely used problem-oriented sizing approach describes the size of the 
software system by counting function points, which represent the functional 
characteristics of the system. This approach is called function point analysis (FP A) and 
originates from Albrecht (1979). The function point counts represent the number of 
functional system features as seen by the end user. 
The International Function Point Users Group (IFPUG) describes the five 
functional features that are counted. These five features are: (1) an elementary system 
process that processes data or control information that comes from outside the system 
boundary; (2) an elementary system process that generates data or control information 
that goes outside the system boundary; (3) an internal logically related data or control 
information that is maintained through an elementary system process within the system 
boundary; (4) an external logically related data or control information that is referenced 
by the system but maintained through an elementary system process outside the system 
boundary; and (5) an elementary system process that processes an external inquiry where 
the data and control information supplied to the external request contains no derived data. 
Due to IFPUG, a consistent definition exists for counting function points - as 
described below this is a major drawback to estimation based on SLOe. Also, these 
function points are programming language independent, thus eliminating another 
11 
drawback associated with SLOe. As noted in Matson, Barrett, and Mellichamp (1994) 
function points may be derived from requirements documents or design specifications. 
Thus, function points may be used early in a project life cycle to predict software size. 
Also, since the function points are a users' view of the system, non-technical managers 
and users have a better understanding ofthe basis for a software cost estimate. 
As stated in the Briand and Wieczorek (2001) survey on software cost estimation, 
limitations of the function point approach for software sizing include the following. A 
lack of a coherent rationale for the weighting scheme used by IFPUG, the five functional 
measures are not mutually exclusive, and the five functional measures apply mainly to 
the development of business systems. Refer to the survey (Briand & Wieczorek, 2001) 
for studies that are cited which describe each of these limitations in more detail. 
Matson et al. (1994) describes the computation of the function point count as: 
5 3 
FP=C*2:2:(Wij *Zij) 
i;J j;J 
The constant C represents an adjustment factor, which is based on fourteen aspects of 
processing complexity, and ranges from 0.65 to 1.35. The two sums result in an 
unadjusted function point count. The first sum goes across the five separate functional 
features, while the second sum goes across three levels (low, average, high) associated 
with each functional feature. Thus, the weight (Wij) for each feature and level is 
multiplied by the corresponding count (Zij), and summed across the five functional 
features and three levels. 
A study done by Matson et al. (1994) looked at applying function points to 
estimate software cost based on a dataset of 104 completed projects. The dataset contains 
effort and function point counts for each of these projects. This study produces a 
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function point software cost estimation model based on a relatively large dataset. Noted 
as significant is the problem associated with subjective assessments in both the raw count 
of function points and in the complexity factor. The study found that separate individuals 
often generate significant differences in function point counts or in the factors used to 
generate the complexity adjustment constant. 
Yau and Tsoi (1998) propose a fuzzified FP A that models the probabilistic 
behavior of the fourteen complexity factors associated with function points. The sum of 
all minimum and maximum scores for the fourteen factors is computed, called Dlmin 
(minimum degree of influence) and D1max (maximum degree of influence). The 
minimum and maximum technical complexity factors (rCF min and rCF max) are then 
computed and used to generate the minimum adjusted function point (FP min) and 
maximum adjusted function point (FP max). A fuzzy B-spline membership function is 
then applied to each of the fourteen complexity factors, resulting in a certainty factor for 
each complexity score. This results in a distribution of software cost estimation and 
provides information on how certain the model is regarding the FP A complexity factors. 
This study concludes that the probabilistic behavior of the complexity factors, as 
described through the proposed fuzzy model, provide better understanding and control 
over the SUbjective judgments of complexity. 
Seybold (2003) describes the Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect tool, which is a 
UML modeling tool. This tool provides use case metrics that mirror the function point 
analysis approach. First, the unadjusted use case points (UUCP) is computed based on 
the number and complexity of the use case models drawn in the tool. This is adjusted by 
two factors - technical complexity and environment complexity - to derive the use case 
points (UCP). The UCP is then multiplied by an hourly rate per use case to generate an 
effort estimate. 
Solution-oriented using SLOe 
13 
The primary benefit of using the source lines of code (SLOC) approach to 
software sizing is that it is easy to count given the syntactic rules associated with 
programming languages. However, the drawbacks to SLOC appear to outweigh this 
benefit. These drawbacks include: no accepted standard definition for SLOC, it is 
programming language dependent, SLOC is hard to estimate early in a project life cycle, 
and SLOC emphasizes only one phase (coding) of software development. The lack of a 
standard definition for SLOC relates to the types of programming language statements 
that should be counted. 
Jones (1986) describes eleven variations for counting SLOe. These include (1) 
count only executable lines, (2) count executable lines plus data definitions, (3) count 
executable lines, data definitions, plus comments, (4) count executable lines, data 
definitions, comments, plus job language, (5) count lines and physical lines on an input 
screen, and (6) count lines as terminated by logical delimiters. The other five alternatives 
involve alteration of an existing program. These include (1) count only new lines, (2) 
count new lines plus changed lines, (3) count new lines, changed lines, plus reused lines, 
(4) count all delivered lines plus temporary scaffold code, and (5) count all delivered 
lines, temporary code, plus support code. 
A widely used approach for estimating software development effort is the 
Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO). This model uses a SLOC estimate to compute the 
work effort: 
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E = AF * A * KSLOC B 
The adjustment factor AF represents subjective cost drivers which may influence 
productivity on the project, A is a constant that represents the type ofproject being 
estimated, KSLOC represents the SLOC estimate in thousands, and B is a constant that 
represents the expected economies of scale for the project. The work effort E represents 
the estimated person-months of effort. While constants A and B do vary somewhat, and 
AF will influence the effort estimate based on the subjective cost drivers, the estimate for 
KSLOC plays a significant role in the final estimate. 
To assess the significance of SLOC in the COCOMO model, Musilek et al. 
(2000) did a study where the SLOC estimate was specified as a fuzzy set. This study 
found that generalizing the software size estimate improved the feedback given by 
COCOMO. In this case, the decision-maker is provided with a distribution of possible 
values for both the software size and software effort estimates. 
Solution-oriented using Metrics 
Recent research has looked at metrics-based approaches for describing software 
size, where the metrics are based on the solution being constructed. The two 
programming paradigms being studied are object-orientation and web-based 
development. In addition, evolutionary approaches to software development and 
maintenance have been studied for additional ideas on describing software size. 
The software sizing approaches for the object-oriented paradigm are based on a 
set of object-oriented metrics proposed by various researchers. Chidamber, Darcy, and 
Kemerer (1998) propose the use of six metrics as a basis for making management 
decisions. These six metrics are weighted methods per class (WMC), depth of 
inheritance tree (DIT), number of children (NOC), coupling between object classes 
(CBO), response for a class (RFC), and lack of cohesion in modules (LCOM). These 
metrics were combined with the size of each class (in SLOC) and the number of 
developer hours of effort to compute productivity, rework effort, and design effort. The 
six metrics are defined in reference [10] of Chid amber et al. (1998) and were conceived 
as a way to measure the quality of an obj ect-oriented design. 
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Nesi and Querci (1998) propose describing complexity and size using three levels 
- method, class, and system. At the most detailed level, a method's complexity and size 
is computed using the method interface complexity/size, two constants (weights) and a 
metric m that represents the complexity/size for method evaluation. The metric m may be 
the McCabe cyclomatic complexity, number of SLOC, the Halstead metric, or the 
method size metric. Refer to Nesi and Querci (1998) for definitions of the method 
interface complexity/size and the method size for metric m. The other metrics for mare 
described by reference in (Nesi & Querci, 1998). At the class and project levels, metrics 
are computed for the attribute complexity/size, method complexity/size, method interface 
complexity/size, and the overall complexity/size. The project level metrics also 
includes global definitions, number of classes, and other project-wide counts. 
Reifer (2000) proposes a Web Objects metric that uses Halstead's equation for 
volume. The size predictors used to compute the number of Web Objects include number 
of building blocks, number of COTS components, number of multimedia files, number of 
object or application points, number ofxml, sgml, html and query language lines, number 
of web components, number of graphics file, and number of scripts. Each of these 
elements is assessed to see how it contributes to the size of the project. To use Halstead's 
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volume equation, the number of operands (objects) and the number of operators (actions) 
need to be counted for each size predictor. Then, each set of operands and operators are 
classified by complexity. The complexity numbers are applied to compute the total 
number of operands and operators per size predictor. These results are then summed to 
determine the number of Web Objects. The number of Web Objects and nine sUbjective 
cost drivers are then used to predict effort. 
Ruhe, Jeffery, and Wieczorek (2003) modified the Cost Estimation Benchmarking 
and Risk Analysis (COBRA) method to web-based applications. The statistics used in 
this study were work effort, software size based on Web Objects (Reifer, 2000), and the 
maximum size of the project team. 
Mendes, Mosley, and Counsell (2003) use a case-based reasoning (analogy-
based) approach to predict web development costs. The approach used twenty variables 
that characterize a web application and its development process. Included in these twenty 
variables are number of people on the development team, average number of years 
experience, number of web pages, number of text pages typed, number of new images, 
number of new animations, number of high effort features, number of low effort features, 
and total effort to develop the web application. Four similarity measures are used for 
comparison (analogy) purposes. These are unweighted Euclidean distance, weighted 
Euclidean distance using subjective weights, weighted Euclidean distance using 
correlation-based weights, and maximum distance. 
Ramil and Lehman (2000) describe a software size and Effort Prediction Model 
for software evolution and maintenance. Eight indicators are used to describe the size of 
the change to existing software (through an evolutionary development life-cycle or as 
part of a maintenance task). The five module-level indicators are number of changes to 
modules, number of modules modified, number of modules added, number of total 
change log entries (for both new modules and modified modules), and number of 
modules either added or changed. The three subsystem-level indicators are number of 
subsystems that had modules modified, number of subsystems that had modules added, 
and number of subsystems that had modules added or modified. 
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A study done by Verner and Tate (1992) describe a Software Size Model that is 
FPA-like, but focuses on component-level sizing instead of sizing the entire software 
system. The components are categorized into types, where sizing characteristics differ 
for each type. Example component types are relations, menus, transaction screens, 
reports, and updates. One or more size driver variables are selected for each component 
type. For example, relations had number of data elements as its size driver, menus had 
number of choices as its size driver, while screens had number of data elements, number 
of relations, number of nesting levels, a complexity factor, and number of choices as 
candidate size drivers. The complexity factor was based on the SLOe for the component 
type, and resulted in dividing the screen component type into groups based on a screen's 
complexity factor. Each component type and group was then compared with the actual 
size of the artifacts, using the same size drivers just described. 
Hakuta, Tone, and Ohminami (1997) describe a software size estimation model 
based on software design. This model uses processing units, processing complexity, and 
environmental factors to derive a software size estimate. The model includes levels of 
design detail, where a more detailed design results in a smaller error coefficient. Also 
included in the model are reference sizes based on an analysis of existing program sizes 
and its relationship to processing functions. 
Other Software Sizing and Effort Estimation Methods 
Other software sizing methods described in the Briand and Wieczorek (2001) 
survey include extensions to FP A, estimation-refinement methods, estimation by 
structural decomposition, and estimation by analogy. Some extensions to the FP A 
approach were described above. Refer to the survey for additional references on 
extensions to the FP A approach. 
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The estimation-refinement methods use independent estimates from several 
experts, and may include size ranking of components. This approach usually produces a 
lower and upper bound for the size estimate, as well as the most likely size estimate. The 
agreed upon size estimate would then be applied to an appropriate software cost 
estimation model. 
The estimation by structural decomposition approach decomposes a system into . 
basic components that are assumed to be of similar size. The size of the basic component 
is then estimated, using another software size estimation approach. Finally, the size for 
the entire system is computed using the number of basic components and the estimated 
size ofthe basic component. The resulting estimate of software size is then applied to 
either a SLOe-based or function point-based software cost estimation model. 
The estimation by analogy method generates a size and effort estimate by 
comparing the new system with previously developed systems. An historical database is 
used that contains descriptions of these prior projects. This approach is highly dependent 
on the amount of detail included in both the historical database and in the description of 
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the new system to be developed. Shepperd and Schofield (1997) describe the key 
activities associated with analogy-based prediction. These activities are to identify the 
problem as a new case, retrieve similar historical cases, reuse the knowledge from the 
retrieved similar cases, and suggest a solution for the new (problem) case. From an effort 
prediction perspective, the analogous project represents the historical project that is most 
similar to the target project. The actual effort from the analogous project is used to 
estimate effort for the target proj ect. 
A study by Angelis and Stamelos (2000) describe various methods to compute the 
similarity (or distance) between two projects using multiple project variables. The 
distance methods described include Euclidean distance, scaled Euclidean distance, 
Minkowski distance, Canberra distance, Czekanowski coefficient, and Chebychev 
(maximum) distance. The Euclidean distance formula is described as: 
dnew,i = t(Yj - X j )2 for i = 1,2, ... ,n ( J
1I2 
J=1 
In this formula, n represents the number of projects and k the number of attributes in the 
historical data set. Thus, Jj represents the value ofattributej in the target project andAj,i 
represents the value of attribute j in historical project i. 
Another approach for software size is described in Hastings and Sajeev (1997). 
This approach developed an Algebraic Specification Language (ASL) to concisely 
express both the functions and complexity of the software to be developed. The ASL is 
used to count functions and determine complexity, which results in a software size 
prediction. Functions are counted by determining the set of function signatures (syntactic 
properties) that describe an interface. The complexity count is the sum of all distinct 
non-redundant semantic properties as expressed in the ASL. The software size estimate 
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is the sum of all function counts and complexity counts. While the use of ASL provides 
precision in a design specification, and thus improves the cost estimate for coding, the 
widespread adoption of ASL by practitioners is not assured. 
Building Construction Industry 
There are clear differences between constructing buildings and constructing 
software. A primary difference is that one creates an integrated structure of physical 
entities while the other creates an integrated structure of abstract entities that is executed 
on a machine. Another difference is the maturity of each industry - building construction 
is based on thousands of years of experience, while the history of software development 
has not yet reached the century mark. However, there are also similarities between 
building and software construction that gives relevance to using cost estimating of 
building construction as motivation for predicting software size. These similarities 
include that both are labor intensive and require a large number of different skill sets 
during the project. Both life-cycles generate similar types of artifacts (e.g., requirements, 
design drawings, design models) that require precision, clarity and a certain level of 
detail to ensure that the concepts are clearly communicated (Construction Specifications 
Institute, 1991). Finally, both buildings and software have many different types of 
elements (components) that are integrated into the final product. 
The building construction industry has maintained historical cost data for over 
fifty years (R. S. Means Company, 1998). A significant factor in the use ofthis historical 
data is the MasterFormaeM (Construction Specifications Institute & Construction 
Specifications Canada, 1995). This is an indexing system, first introduced in 1963, for 
organizing project information based on elements of a building. The MasterFormat™ has 
become a building industry standard for organizing information about construction 
requirements, products and activities. 
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By looking at the historical cost data (R. S. Means Company, 1998), one can 
observe that the building industry does not use one size number or one unit of measure to 
represent the building size. Instead, size is dependent on the building element in 
question. A foundation is measured in cubic feet, floors, walls, and ceilings are measured 
in square feet, height of a room or building is measured in linear feet, and so on. The 
labor effort and cost data is then specified using the unit of measure appropriate for the 
building element. Example building elements are concrete, masonry, metals, woods, 
plastics, composites, mechanical, electrical, and heating, cooling and drying equipment 
(Construction Specifications Institute & Construction Specifications Canada, 1995). 
Metrology and Measurement Theory 
Metrology establishes a scientific basis of a measurement by logically sequencing 
a set of operations that represent the measurement. The foundations of measurement are 
described using a hierarchy of concepts as shown in Figure 1 (Abran et aI., 2003). 
Metrology 
Principles of Measurement 
Method of Measurement 
Measurement 
Science of Measurement 
Scientific Basis of Measurement 
Logical Sequence of Operations 
Set of Operations 
Figure 1 Measurement Foundations 
Terminology associated with metrology is depicted through a production process 
that shows inputs, outputs, and control variables, as shown in Figure 2 (Abran et aI., 
2003). The measuring instrument accepts inputs into a set of operations (measurements) 
to produce measurement results. Controlling the set of operations are quantities and 
;etalons, and characteristics of the measuring instrument. An etalon is an official 
(e.g., meter is an international standard for measuring linear distance). 
Measuring instrument 
Input -1 Measurements ~ Measurement Results 
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Figure 2 Metrology Terms 
Jacquet and Abran (1997) proposed a measurement process model for software 
research as shown in Figure 3. This process model has four steps, with the 
step having four sub-steps, the second step having three sub-steps, and so on. 
1: Design of the 
measurement 
method 
Definition of 
the objectives 
Definition of 
the numerical 
assignment rules 
2: Measurement 
method 
application 
Software 
documentation 
gathering 
Construction 
of the 
software model 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
3: Measurement 
result 
analysis 
LIre 3 Measurement Proce~s • Detailed Model 
4: Exploitation 
of the 
result 
Quality 
model 
Budgeting 
model 
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The design ofthe measurement method (step 1) describes the activities associated 
with designing measurement models. The first sub-step of step 1 defines the objectives 
ofthe measurement method. This includes defining the goal, indicating the intended use 
of, and describing who would use this measurement method. The second sub-step 
(characterization ofthe concept to be measured) is done jointly with the third sub-step to 
clearly define the concepts being measured. The design or selection of the meta-model 
(third sub-step) identifies the entities and attributes being measured. This includes 
describing each entity and attribute, describing the relationships between these entities 
and attributes, and describing the rules that allow for the identification of each entity. 
The last sub-step (definition of the numerical assignment rules) translates the information 
from the first three sub-steps into numerical measures. These rules may be described 
using either text or mathematical expressions. 
Fenton (1994) describes measurement theory as the process by which numbers or 
symbols are assigned to attributes of entities in the real world. This is done in such a way 
as to describe the real world entities according to clearly defined rules. A real world 
entity may be an object or event, while an attribute is a feature or property of the entity. 
Constructing a measurement theory begins by identifying the objective of the 
measurement and determining whether the measure is for assessment or prediction. Next, 
the entities of interest are identified and the significant attributes of these entities are 
determined. 
Measurement theory is based on the representational theory of measurement, 
which consists of an empirical relation system, a representation condition, and scale 
types. An empirical relation system describes the relationships between the entities and 
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L-''' ..... ,,,, under study. The representation condition is a mapping function from the 
relation system to a numerical relation system. This mapping function must 
' ........ "'P1"'(T<" the relationships identified in the empirical relation system, and must assert a 
two-way correspondence between empirical and numerical relationships. The scale types 
are nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio, and absolute. The meaning of each scale type is 
important since it describes the types of mathematical transformations and operations that 
are admissible. For example, an ordinal scale for describing failure criticality might be 
high=6, medium=3, and low=l. However, it is not valid to say that a failure deemed high 
is .twice as critical as a failure deemed medium. 
Summary of What is Known and Unknown about the Topic 
A general theme of many studies on estimating software size is the struggle to 
find a single unit-of-measure (and value) that accurately represents software size (Briand 
& Wieczorek, 2001; Verner & Tate, 1992). On the one hand, the goal ofa single metric 
for software size is beneficial since it allows systems to be easily compared, and allows 
cost estimates to be easily developed. However, a single size measure for a software 
system has many problems. The primary problem is that a single software size value is 
being used to describe all of the complexities associated with software development. 
Since a single value cannot possibly describe the layers of abstraction produced by a 
complex process, cost estimation models must include additional software project 
characteristics. These project characterizations are based on factors that the research 
community believes influence the productivity of project team members. However, these 
factors require an individual to make a SUbjective assessment of the project. Briand and 
Wieczorek (2001) predict that a software sizing approach based on an empirical but 
approach, that uses local project data to identify key sizing dimensions, will 
produce a more adequate and precise result when used to predict development 
Many software engineering research studies fail to use metrology and 
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' .. "'1 ...... P1"1T theory to describe the metrics being proposed (Abran et aI., 2003; Fenton, 
Jacquet & Abran, 1997). The consistent use of metrology and measurement theory 
enable software engineering researchers to more easily replicate studies and to merge 
metrics into a meaningful suite of tools. 
Contribution this Study will Make to the Field 
This study describes a new Software Size Model that is based on the fact that 
'-rT"<U':l"'" development is a knowledge acquisition activity. This new Software Size 
is described using metrology and measurement theory principles, allowing others 
replicate this study or modify the Software Size Model for other purposes. 
estimation by analogy research has been used to develop a new Effort Prediction 
that uses the Software Size Model as its only criteria for predicting work effort. 
Effort Prediction Model is also described using metrology and measurement theory 
. Ies. Finally, the empirical study demonstrates the effectiveness of these two 
and uses error analysis techniques that are commonly used in cost estimation 
Chapter 3 
Methodology 
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This chapter contains a detailed description of the ways in which the research has 
. conducted. 
Methods to be Employed 
The research methods used in this study are modeled in Figure 4. This model 
the Jacquet and Abran (1997) measurement process model shown in Figure 3 (see 
and Measurement Theory in Chapter 2). The changes made to the process 
address the needs of this study without affecting the merits of the process. 
, steps 1 through 3 in Figure 4 have undergone some minor wording changes 
reflect that two measurement models have been designed. These wording changes do 
affect the structure or intent of these three steps. On the other hand, step 4 in Figure 4 
been reduced in scope (when compared to Figure 3) based on the purpose and goals 
study. That is, this study leaves for future research an analysis of whether the two 
·,J:U\JUo;;!i:) may be utilized to describe quality, budget, or productivity factors associated with 
development. The Figure 4 model has been applied to this study because of its 
"".L"'U,",,", to metrology and measurement theory principles. This allows results from this 
to be more easily replicated. In addition, the measurement models produced from 
study may be combined with other software measurements, assuming that these other 
..,IU,VU",,", adhere to the principles associated with metrology and measurement 
(Abran et ai., 2003; Fenton, 1994; Jacquet & Abran, 1997). 
1. Design Software 
Size and Effort 
Prediction Models 
r"-----~;~~~--"--"! 
I 1.2 Characterize 1.3 Design I Co,;;:::;, '" ~;:'~, 
.... 
:
;.,1 ~~~~~:~ 
Assignment Rules 
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2. Apply 
Measurement 
Models 
2.1 Develop 
Software 
Implementations 
of Models 
Prediction 
Figure 4 Research Methodology Model 
i 3. Analyze 
j Measurement I Results 
~ 
: 
I 
4. Exploit 
Results 
4.1 Identify 
Future 
Research 
The first step of the research methodology model shows that two measurement 
models have been designed - a Software Size Model and an Effort Prediction Model. 
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Both of these measurement model designs adhere to the four sub-steps of step 1 in Figure 
4. These four sub-steps are define objectives, characterize concept to be measured, 
design meta model, and define numerical assignment rules. Details on these four sub-
steps are included in the next section ofthis cQ.apter. 
There are two goals associated with the first step ofthe research methodology. 
The first goal is to design a Software Size Model that is utilized by the Effort Prediction 
Model and is applicable to most software development projects. The design of the 
Software Size Model is not based solely on the software projects used in this study. 
Instead, the Software Size Model has been designed based on characteristics common to 
most software development projects. This is further explained in the next section ofthis 
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A hypothesis validated by this study is that a software size measure represents 
of knowledge acquired and stored in software artifacts and the amount of time 
to acquire and store this knowledge. Inspiration for the Software Size Model 
from the building construction industry's use ofthe CSI MasterFormat™ 
1'1).l.u ......... vu system for cost estimation and from the strengths and weaknesses 
~V:\.I.~"''''u. with existing software size approaches (as described in Chapter 2). 
The second goal of step I (Figure 4) is to design an analogy-based Effort 
,",UL',",UV'U Model that predicts the work effort associated with software development. 
second hypothesis validated in this study is that an analogy-based Effort Prediction 
utilizing historical data based on the Software Size Model produces effort 
.... U.l .... U\JU" that are reasonably close to the known effort of the project. The next section 
the mathematical definition for what is meant by reasonably close. 
Once the two models were designed, an empirical study was conducted as 
described by step 2 in Figure 4. This second step involves developing software 
implementations ofthe two models, collecting and recording software size data, and 
simulating effort prediction using the recorded software size data. The empirical study 
produced results that have been analyzed (step 3 in Figure 4). The goal ofthe third step 
is to characterize the error associated with the 'Effort Prediction Model and to use this 
characterization to help validate the two hypotheses stated above. Finally, the findings 
from analyzing the empirical study results have been used to identify future research 
directions (step 4 in Figure 4). Detailed descriptions on the steps and sub-steps of Figure 
4 are now presented. 
OeClue Procedures to be Employed 
This section describes the detailed procedures associated with the research 
gy model shown in Figure 4. These procedures are sufficiently detailed to 
't replication ofthis research. 
Design Software Size and Effort Prediction Models 
The first goal of step 1 (Figure 4) is to design a Software Size Model that is 
cctlUHL.. ... ' ... by the Effort Prediction Model and is applicable to most software development 
. ects. The second (and last) goal of step 1 (Figure 4) is to design an analogy-based 
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Prediction Model that predicts the work effort associated with software 
I:!e,rel()prnellt. The design of these two measurement models were guided by the four sub-
$teps shown in step 1 of Figure 4. 
Define Objectives, step 1.1 in Figure 4, instructs the researcher to define the 
'ectives, the intended use, and the primary users of the measurement model. This 
information provides the foundation for the model design and is input into the remaining 
three sub-steps of step 1 (Figure 4). 
The second and third sub-steps of step 1 CF:igure 4) are performed concurrently. 
Step 1.2 (Characterize Concept to be Measured) instructs the researcher to describe the 
concept being measured. This description aids in the design of the meta-model, which is 
For the Software Size Model, the concept being measured is software 
"'V'p.uL~U." Thus performing step 1.2 resulted in delineated facts that describe 
associated with developing software. As already noted, these facts were used, 
with the information generated from step 1.1, to design the meta-model. The 
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sub-step also identifies principles associated with software development. These 
are included in the characterization of software development (i.e., the concept 
to ensure the integrity and reliability of the Software Size Model. 
For the Effort Prediction Model, the concept being measured is software 
tHoom.em: effort. Since the Effort Prediction Model is based on the estimation by 
approach, performing step 1.2 resulted in delineated facts and principles derived 
current research on the estimation by analogy approach. Note that the three issues 
in the Barriers and Issues section of Chapter 1 are part of the current research 
estimation by analogy. Thus, these three issues are resolved during the design 
Effort Prediction Model. Specifically, the first issue (Which project variables will 
describe software size?) is addressed in steps 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. The other two 
(How is similarity between an historical project and the target project determined? 
is effort estimated once the most analogous historical project is found?) are 
~j'es:sed in steps 1.2 and 1.3. 
The third sub-step of step 1 (1.3 in Figure 4) is Design Meta Model. This sub-
~'''"'',",'''U''''''''' the domain entity types, describes the relationships between these domain 
and describes how each domain entity type is identified within software 
';'''''~JU1''''U~ projects. For this study, both meta-models will conform to the rules for 
a Domain Model artifact as described by the Unified Process (Larman, 2002). 
technique was chosen because it is well defined and because it conveys 
of the information critical to the description of the two measurement meta-models. 
y, a Domain Model includes notation that identifies the entity types of interest, 
,b'-AJL.U,",Cuu attributes within each entity type, and the relationships between each 
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via cardinality rules. The meta-model design is based on the model objectives 
ri-h .......... sub-step 1.1 and from the description of the concept being measured 
1.4 Define Numerical Assignment Rules (Figure 4) is the final sub-step of 
sub-step transforms the information generated by the first three sub-steps 
;UU,1U'-'J.J.v,u view of the concept being measured. The numerical assignment rules 
scrlOe~a using mathematical notation and include a description of the unit of 
precision, and scale type for each numerical measurement defined by the model. 
Measurement Models 
The goal of step 2 (Figure 4) is to perform an empirical study. The results from 
will be analyzed to validate the hypotheses (step 3 in Figure 4) and to identify 
research directions (step 4 in Figure 4). The specific procedures employed during 
study are now described for each of the three sub-steps shown in step 2 of 
The first sub-step of step 2 (Figure 4) is Develop Software Implementations of 
The two measurement model designs produced from step 1 (Figure 4) are input 
2.1. The software implementation ofthe two models utilized object-oriented 
"""'V"'~".""U practices, the Java ™ programming language, and Microsoft® Access in an 
development life-cycle. Specifically, object-oriented analysis produced use 
a system sequence diagram, a domain model, and a test plan. Object-oriented 
produced sequence diagrams, package and class diagrams, a database diagram, 
cases. Object-oriented programming produced the code and the test results from 
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the test plan and test cases. The just described software development 
technologies were chosen because of their familiarity to the researcher. 
implementation of the Software Size Model resulted in a relational database 
is based on the meta-model, and a data-entry software tool that allows the 
to enter software size project data into this database. The implementation of 
Prediction Model resulted in Java ™ classes representing each of the domain 
defined in the meta-model. In addition, the effort prediction software tool 
,~" ..... + .... the jackknife approach (Angelis & Stamelos, 2000) and three error analysis 
The jackknife approach is included in the effort prediction software tool to 
the use ofthe estimation by analogy approach across the entire set ofprojects 
in the software size database. The three error analysis methods in the effort 
"" • .., •• vu software tool produce the results which will be analyzed in step 3 of Figure 4. 
4 for details on the jackknife approach and the three error analysis methods. 
Step 2.2 Collect and Record Software Size Data is the second sub-step of step 2 
4). The collection of software size data is dependent on the design ofthe 
Size Model and on the software development projects used for this study. The 
Size Model section in Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of this 
model. Below is a description of the procedures used to collect software 
data from the software development projects used in this study. These descriptions 
terms that are defined in Chapter 4. The last task performed in step 2.2 is to 
the software size data, which utilized the software size data-entry tool whose 
~!pjleIIlen.tat:Lon was described above as part of step 2.1. 
type of software development projects used in this study is described in the 
Requirements section of Chapter 3. An explanation of how the software size 
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collected from these projects is based on two characteristics associated with all 
projects. First, the software development projects used in this study consisted of 
project teams. Thus, a single project role was created and used within the 
size database. All of the work effort recorded for the project has been 
with this one project role. Second, the project teams were not given specific 
~""U'VUO on how to record their work effort. Thus, the projects recorded work effort at 
different levels of detail. Examples that illustrate the different approaches for 
work effort are included below. This variability of how projects recorded their 
effort is the basis for the procedures used to collect software size data, and resulted 
<",u."'v.~uF. three distinct sets of software size data for each project. Table 1 describes 
distinct sets of software size data collected for this study. 
Each software size Knowledge Type may have many 
artifacts, and all elements contained in each artifact are 
counted. 
Each software size Knowledge Type has one artifact, and all 
elements identified in set 1 are associated with this artifact. 
Each software size Type has one artifact, and 
only those elements commonly found across all projects are 
associated with this artifact. 
The first set of software size data collected for each project collects the data based 
how the project team chose to record their work effort. For example, when a project 
recorded work effort for the entire requirements document without providing a 
of their effort, the requirements document was considered the only Analysis 
ledge Type) artifact produced by this project. On the other hand, when the project 
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recorded work effort for various sections or components found within the requirements 
document, each section or component was considered a separate Analysis artifact when 
collecting software size data for this first set. In either case, all elements found in an 
artifact were counted and included in this first set of software size data. The procedures 
for identifying and counting elements are described below. The purpose of this first set is 
to collect the software size data based on how the project team viewed their work, as 
expressed by the way their work effort was recorded. Appendix D contains the first set 
of software size data for the projects under study. The first set of software size data was 
used to generate the second set. 
The second set of software size data combines all of the artifacts and elements for 
a Knowledge Type into one artifact. For example, when the first set of software size data 
contains only one Analysis artifact for a project, this same data will appear in the second 
set (see project 12 in Appendices D and E). However, when the first set contains many 
Analysis artifacts for a project, the work effort and elements associated with these 
Analysis artifacts were combined into one Analysis artifact within the second set. 
Similar consolidations were done on the Design and the Construct & Unit Test 
Knowledge Types. When the same element existed in more than one artifact within the 
same Knowledge Type, the counts were combined when producing the data for this 
second set. Duplicate element names were identified within one Knowledge Type by 
sorting all element names associated with the Knowledge Type being consolidated. The 
purpose of this second set of software size data is to describe the projects involved in this 
study using the same set of artifacts. This provides a consistent view of the work 
performed on the projects even though work effort was recorded at many different levels 
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Appendix E contains the second set of software size data for the projects under 
second set of software size data was used to generate the third set. 
Note that the creation of the second set of software size data resulted in some 
being renamed in both the first and second sets. This renaming of an element 
for two reasons: (1) to more clearly describe the knowledge represented by the 
and (2) to ensure consistency in element names across all of the artifacts within 
. Specifically, whenever two or more elements had the same name during 
L.!i)VJ ........ ,Uv.u. the artifact and element data in the first set was examined. When all of the 
element names represented the same type of knowledge, no renaming was 
However, when the duplicate element names represented different types of 
10,,'ledlge. then renaming of each element occurred. For example, the project 4 Design 
in the first set contains both a "class diagram" artifact and an "entity-relationship 
It!:l(n"!:Ilm" artifact. Both of these diagram-based artifacts have an "association" element. 
distinguish between a class diagram association and an entity-relationship association, 
liDlreijx was added to each element name (e.g., "cd: association" and "erd: association"). 
some cases, all of the duplicate element names represented the same type of 
but the element name was still changed to provide a more descriptive name 
the element. For example, the project 1 Design data in the first set contains eleven 
related to the design specification of eleven different modules (see artifacts 
GUI Module Specification" through "Design Reporting Module Specification" 
Appendix D). Originally, the six element names used in these artifacts were 
1"'·"'~UU,l"'UL!i) paragraph", "functions", "interfaces", "internal data structures", "modules 
", and "processing description paragraph". When the project 1 data was 
into one design document artifact (for the second set of software size data), 
element names lost their meaning. That is, it was unclear that these elements 
knowledge about a module specification. Thus, these six element names were 
to "spec: comments paragraph", "spec: functions", "spec: interfaces", "spec: 
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data structures", "spec: modules referenced", and "spec: processing paragraph". 
Also note that during the consolidation of the first set of data to create the second 
not all elements having the same name had their element counts accumulated. For 
~""','V~-' the project 1 data in the first set contains two elements called "modules 
, each having a count of 11. These two elements exist in two different 
;rUI.1ClS within the first data set because the eleven subsystems are described both from 
overview perspective and from a database perspective. However, when the second 
set was created, it made no sense to say that the design document now describes 
;n,pnn}'_lurn modules (subsystems). 
The third set of software size data contains the same number of artifacts as the 
set. The work effort of the third set will match the work effort in the second set. 
, only those elements that were found amongst a majority ofthe projects under 
were included in the third set of data. Specifically, at least two-thirds of the 
,artifacts must contain the element in order for the element to be included in the third set. 
reasoning behind including only those elements that appear in a majority of artifacts 
twofold. First, the Effort Prediction Model includes a set of distance functions. 
a software size data set where the software project artifacts contain similar 
eH:)mE)nts will result in smaller distance values. The similarity functions will then identify 
historical project that has the smallest distance as the analogous project. Second, the 
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(!'I.l"u, ... ~ •• in the prediction functions should produce a closer estimate 
project is closer to the target project. Choosing two-thirds as the 
common elements ensures that over half ofthe projects will 
distance values. While a larger percent could have been used as the 
so would have eliminated most elements from being included in the third 
F contains the third set of software size data for the projects under 
all elements will exist in two-thirds ofthe projects, three generic 
been included in this third set. These generic elements are "diagram", 
". The "diagram" element counts the total number of diagrams 
the associated document that have not already been counted as part of 
that was included in the third set due to the two-thirds rule. The "page" 
the total number of pages of the associated document. The "paragraph" 
the total number of paragraphs contained in the associated document that 
been counted as part of another element that was included in this third 
the two-thirds rule. The reason for including these three generic elements in 
is to describe the knowledge contained in each artifact that is not counted due 
thirds rule. In effect, these three generic elements allow the third set to 
all of the knowledge contained in each artifact, just like the first and second data 
, the knowledge described by these three generic elements is less specific 
context) when compared to the elements found in the first two data sets. 
The procedures used to identify and count elements were based on the structure 
"""·'"''U''' ofthe documents under study. The documents under study were 
r:enlents documents, design documents, and source code documents. For the 
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design documents, information was conveyed to the reader using both 
In source code documents, information was conveyed using 
constructs. When identifying elements in an artifact, the 
,,L_·"'--O~ 
to classify the information contained in the document into distinct groups 
Information found in the document that was used solely to improve the 
readability of the document (e.g., section headings, table of contents, cover 
identified as elements since they add no new information to the document. 
any information that was copied from one document to another document 
the analysis document to the design document) is not new knowledge and 
was not counted. For example, the project 4 design document contains a 
ofthe screen layouts and associated descriptions found in the project's analysis 
Therefore, these screen layouts and associated descriptions were not included 
within this project's design document artifacts. A detailed description of 
elements were identified and counted within diagrams, within text, and within 
~""""-U1Jl"" language constructs is now described. 
When the document under study contains a diagram, the associated modeling 
was used to identify elements within the diagram. Specifically, the procedure 
and counting elements within a diagram is to cite and use a reference that 
the notation and semantics of the modeling technique (see Chapter 4 for the list 
" ... ".LUJl"'- techniques and their associated references). For example, a Unified 
Language (UML) class diagram may be found in a requirements document. 
class diagram notation, which provides a visual presentation of the semantic 
;J!Jlal[IOn (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, & Booch, 1999), was used to identify the elements. 
semantics and notation defined in Rumbaugh et al. (1999), elements ofa 
u ....... - .•• are class and association. Counting elements within a diagram was 
the associated modeling technique used. Continuing the UML class 
£UHIJAV. the number of class elements was determined by using the defined 
class. Likewise, the number of association elements was determined by 
U.VJ,UA .. ' .... notation for association. 
a suitable reference was not found for a diagram and its associated 
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technique, the diagram under study was included in the software size data as a 
"element. Since the notation used in the diagram is not defined (no 
is cited), no additional elements are used to describe the notations used in the 
In addition, it is possible that a reference is cited for a diagram, but the diagram 
conform to the notation and semantics associated with the modeling technique . 
.. ~ .. .,.., .. ". the project 3 design document contains three diagrams called object 
According to the UML Object Diagram reference (see chapter 4) "an object 
shows a set of objects and links that represent the state of a system at a particular 
time. It contains objects with values, not descriptors, ... ". The three diagrams 
mentioned do not show the state of a set of objects because no attribute values 
a.et.lct(~a in the diagram. Thus these three diagrams, called object diagrams by the 
the document, were counted under the generic "diagram" element. 
When the document under study contains text, the paragraph structure was used to 
and count this text-based information. According to Hacker (2000), paragraphs 
to introduce a new idea, indicate a shift in time or place, emphasize a point, or 
a contrast. Thus, a paragraph represents a cluster of information that is also 
and count. While the paragraph element was the only text-based 
", ..... ,1"",£1 in the requirements and design documents, different text-based 
identified based on the contextual meaning ofthe paragraph. For 
some of the requirements documents included both functional and non-
requirements. When a requirements document contained both types of 
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a functional requirement element and a non-functional requirement element 
and counted. In both cases, the count simply represents the number of 
used to describe the requirements. 
When the document under study contains programming language constructs, the 
UUJlHU5 paradigm used by the project team indicates the way in which the elements 
~"'AJ"J..L'''.'''' and counted. The programming paradigms and their associated elements 
in Table 2. If a project uses more than one programming language within the 
...... "5".' the element counts associated with each programming language are 
respective to the elements associated with the paradigm, to form a composite 
~U'~U'"UE> paradigm view of the software size associated with the Construct & Unit 
of files that contain source code of an imperative programming 
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e.g., while, 
access 
modifier is something other than public, protected, or private. 
Examples are the friend access modifier in Visual Basic .NET and the 
internal access modifier in C#. 
protected method definition protected method defmitions 
private method definitlOn private method definitions (functions 
other method defmition Number of programmer-defined other method definitions (functions 
and procedures) whose access modifier is something other than 
public, protected, or private. Examples are the friend access modifier 
in Visual Basic .NET and the internal access modifier in C#. 
For the procedural style paradigms of imperative and object-oriented, three 
different statement counts are specified - all statements, selection, and iteration. The 
decision to separately count selection and iteration statements, and not, for example, 
variable declaration and assignment statements, is based on the fact that source code is 
more complex when it includes statements that result in a control flow that is not strictly 
sequential. This fact is elucidated by the descriptions of the white box testing methods 
statement coverage, decision coverage, condition coverage, decision-condition coverage, 
and multiple-condition coverage described in Myers, Badgett, Thomas, and Sandler 
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The imperative paradigm also counts programmer-defined functions and 
calls (invoke) to programmer-defined functions and procedures, and calls to 
u",.,~~ •• ~ and procedures. The basis for counting these types of statements is similar 
iteration and decision statements are counted. That is, imperative functions and 
add layers of abstraction that affect the control flow during program 
Likewise, the object-oriented paradigm counts class and method definitions, 
~:c(msl:ruc:t1o:n. and method calls (both programmer-defined and API) based on similar 
Note that the three common access modifiers (public, protected, private) are 
separately for class and method definitions. Any other access modifier 
.,...".of",11 by the programming language is grouped into an "other" element. 
The third (and last) sub-step of step 2 (Figure 4) is 2.3 Simulate Effort Prediction. 
step entails the execution (running) ofthe effort prediction software tool to simulate 
prediction of effort across the projects included in this study. The results from the 
prediction tool were then input into step 3 (Figure 4). An important consideration 
performing this effort prediction simulation was the choices made regarding which 
size data to use in the effort predictions. These choices were based on the 
I'n''lTP'''IT ofthe three software size data sets. 
For the first set of software size data, three types of effort predictions were done. 
First, effort predictions were done using one Artifact to predict another Artifact. This 
includes two situations - predicting effort for an Artifact by using a different Artifact 
within the same Knowledge Type or by using an Artifact within a different Knowledge 
Type. Second, effort predictions were done using one Knowledge Type to predict 
another Knowledge Type. For this second type of prediction, the two Knowledge Types 
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example, use Analysis to predict Design. A counter example for this 
is using Analysis to predict Analysis. Third, effort predictions 
one Artifact to predict a Knowledge Type. This includes two situations 
for a Knowledge Type using an Artifact that is associated with the 
being predicted, or by using an Artifact associated with a different 
. Selecting an Artifact for these three types of predictions, either to use 
prediction or to predict, was done based on the Artifact existing in two-
. of the projects under study, and having Elements within this Artifact exist 
or more of these Artifacts. While two-thirds is an arbitrary number, it was 
same reasons stated above for creating the third set of software size data. 
within the first set of software size data adhere to the two-thirds rule 
specific type of prediction affected by this rule was not performed. These 
predictions were done using the first software size data set since these 
the stepwise refinement described by SDLC's and portrayed in the 
Model. The actual Artifact and Knowledge Type instances used in this 
"""'...,.uu~'u in the Empirical Study section of Chapter 4. 
second and third sets of software size data, the above three types of effort 
reduced to one type of prediction since there is only one Artifact within 
Type. Thus, predictions done on the second and third sets of software 
use one Artifact (or its associated Knowledge Type) to predict another 
must be associated with a different Knowledge Type). 
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3 (Figure 4) is to validate the hypotheses by analyzing the 
Uel'-'u .... "'''' ... from step 2. This analysis also uses the two measurement 
[JJ:vu""~'"'u. from step 1. Of particular importance to step 3 are the facts and 
characterize the concepts being measured (described via sub-step 1.2). 
;explanatory power ofthe estimation by analogy approach was leveraged 
analyses and validate the hypotheses. 
described by sub-step 3.1 focuses on the Pred results for each of the 
are size data. This analysis includes a discussion of the Pred results 
each of the three types of effort predictions done on the first software size 
above as part of step 2.3). Like many other studies (Briand, EI Emam, 
1I:>1""7r. .... >1r & Maxwell, 1999; Jeffery, Ruhe, & Wieczorek, 2000; Mendes et 
study will use the Pred(0.25) results to characterize the effectiveness of 
for effort prediction. Pred(0.25) indicates the percent of the estimates 
magnitude of relative error (MRE) at 25% or less. The Pred results were 
identify which of the three software size collection methods resulted in the 
~~1'lr'eQlct1()ns. In addition, any technical considerations regarding the 
of the two models that has impacted the results have been included in the 
empirical study will declare the two models to be an effective approach to 
when Pred(0.25) is 31 % or higher. That is, when 31 % or more of the 
a MRE that are 25% or less, the empirical study will declare the models to 
The 31 % number is derived from Table 3, which shows the minimum, 
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median Pred(0.25) results from four studies. The 31 % figure 
of the four mean values from Table 3, rounded to the nearest 
3, the first study from Briand et al. (1999) used a dataset containing 
26 different companies and tested eight different estimation methods. 
used a Megatrec dataset containing 19 projects from one company and 
estimation methods (Jeffery et aI., 2000). Finally, the third study 
al. (2003) shows separate results for two different datasets. The first 
12 projects from one company and tested eight different analogy-
The second dataset (DS2) contains 37 projects from several companies 
same eight analogy-based methods. 
3 Pred(O.25) Results from Four Studies 
3% 59% 23% 
Mean 8% 54% 31% 33% 
validation of the hypotheses described by sub-step 3.2 (Figure 4) is largely 
the Pred results discussed in sub-step 3.1. In addition, the facts and principles 
used to characterize the concepts being measured (described via sub-step 1.2) 
power of the estimation by analogy approach have been leveraged to 
the validation ofthe hypotheses. 
The goal of step 4 (Figure 4) is to identify future research directions. These 
research paths have been identified from the goals and objectives of this study, 
constraints and limitations imposed on this study, and from the analyses and 
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:£lCll:tLlG1Il produced from step 3. Separate statements have been developed to describe 
potential research direction for the Software Size Model, the Effort Prediction Model, 
for performing additional empirical studies. 
for Presenting Results 
As described above, the two models have been described using the first step in the 
methodology model (Figure 4). Thus, Chapter 4 begins by presenting the 
designs for the two measurement models. Both measurement models are described in 
four sections that correspond to the four sub-steps of step 1 (Figure 4). 
Artifacts produced from the empirical study (step 2 in Figure 4) are then 
described. These artifacts include the software implementation of the two models, the 
collection and recording of the software size data, and the error statistics generated from 
the simulation of effort prediction. These artifacts are included as appendices, which are 
briefly described in Chapter 4. The software development projects used to generate the 
software size data are also described. 
The software implementation of each model was based on object-oriented 
software development practices. The object-oriented analysis, design and programming 
activities resulted in specific documentation, as described above. This documentation 
conforms to the Unified Modeling Language (UML), where applicable. A general 
purpose drawing tool was used to develop the appropriate UML diagrams. No computer-
aided software engineering (CASE) tool was used during the software development of the 
models. 
Each set of software size data are included as a separate appendix. This data is 
shown in tabular format. The error statistics generated by the simulation of effort 
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are included in separate appendices. These error statistics are also shown in 
The analysis ofthe error statistics (step 3 in Figure 4) is found in the Data 
section of Chapter 4. The validation of the hypotheses is found in the Findings 
The opportunities for future research (step 4 in Figure 4) are found 
There were no special facility requirements for this project. 
The software development projects used to collect software size data came from 
science doctoral and Master's students at Nova Southeastern University (NSU). 
student (i.e., subject) created a requirements document, a design document, and 
me:m<':mnmcm documents (e.g., source code). In addition, the effort expended in 
,~_ .••• ,.., each document was recorded and included as part of each document. These 
U.UJ.'-'HI'" were used to generate the data for the Software Size Model, as described 
Note that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) within NSU's Graduate School of 
and Information Sciences has approved the use ofthese subjects for this 
The software documents and related work effort data were transmitted to the 
electronically. All identifying marks (e.g., student name, student id) were 
from these documents. A research number was then assigned by the dissertation 
for each subject. All documents and related information produced by one subject 
then assigned the same research number prior to transmittal to the author. The 
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advisor maintained a list of subjects and their corresponding research 
_"'~I';;+WT and Validity 
Both ofthe models are described in a manner that addresses the flaws associated 
software engineering measurement research, as described in Chapter 1. Specifically, 
first step in the research methodology was used to guide the design of the two models. 
process model, along with existing research on estimation by analogy approaches, 
models that are internally consistent and reliable. 
The software implementation of the two models leveraged object-oriented 
development practices. These practices include the documentation of analysis, 
programming and test results. Emphasis was placed on documenting the testing 
LH'-"UvJlh the specific test cases and expected test results, and the actual test results 
''''''', .... ,'', ... with the software implementations. Any discrepancies between expected test 
and actual test results was explained prior to using the software implementations 
the actual software size data collected and recorded for this study. 
This research used a measurement process model to describe the Software Size 
Effort Prediction Models. An empirical study was then conducted, which involved 
software implementation of each measurement model. Analyses of these test results 
the hypotheses and identified future research directions. 
Chapter 4 
Results 
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chapter contains an objective description ofthe results of this research. First, 
Size Model and Effort Prediction Model are described. Next is a 
of the empirical study that was conducted. An analysis of the results from the 
study leads to the findings described within this chapter. Finally, the research 
Software Size Model is described using the four sub-steps of step 1 shown in 
4. These four sub-steps of step 1 are delineated below, providing a detailed 
of the Software Size Model. 
~q:lr,pm,PJ1T objectives 
The objective ofthe Software Size Model is to describe the size of software at any 
the development ofthe software. This objective is met by taking advantage 
Structure of SDLC processes. An SDLC describes activities that, when 
." ..... "'u,,""'u, produce a progression of artifacts that collectively contain an 
'-''''''''A ofthe software. This progression of artifacts described by SDLC activities 
",,,-u.j=<,"U in the Software Size Model. For example, analysis activities describe the 
of artifacts that explain what the software in execution form will be capable of 
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object-oriented SDLC describes activities to create use cases, domain models, 
diagrams. Another SDLC describes activities to create data flow and entity-
diagrams. In either case, the resulting artifacts represent an understanding 
the software will be capable of doing. These analysis artifacts are then used 
into design activities, which describe the creation of artifacts that refine our 
to~akUUjLA~5 ofthe software being developed. This refinement continues throughout 
~J..JJ'-''-'' The Software Size Model leverages this refinement of knowledge, 
.. ~,.,,~ .... T<'" through the progression of artifacts, to describe the size of the software at any 
The intended use of the Software Size Model is to provide artifact-based project 
that is used by the Effort Prediction Model. Specifically, the Software Size Model 
1i"i'\~T111P<:! the historical project data used by the Effort Prediction Model, which is based 
the estimation by analogy approach. 
Any individual or group that needs to understand the size of the software being 
should use the Software Size Model. Primary users of this Software Size 
,,,u.vu'~~ will be individuals that are responsible for estimating the effort associated with 
development projects. 
>1Vle{L'~7LrpmpnT concepts 
The measurement objectives just stated will be met by taking advantage of the 
Structure of SDLC processes. Facts associated with a SDLC and with software 
development are used to describe the foundations ofthe software size meta-model. 
A SDLC is a description of activities, roles and artifacts, and 
includes a description of how these three entities interrelate. 
a SDLC consistently include references to activities, roles, and 
Acuna and Sosa (2000) describe a SDLC as having four 
, role, product, and capacity. Armour (2004) defines a true life 
work products, testing (feedback) cycles, phases, and task and 
ma~enClt::>. Finally, Pfleeger (2001) describes a software process as a 
that involve activities, constraints, and resources that produce an 
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is variation in the terms used to describe the three entities, there is 
LC describes the activity (work) to be done by people (role) in 
(artifact). These three entity types - work, role, and artifact - form 
f~~", ... H-t"~"'1"'" size meta-model. Also note that Fact #1 does not preclude a 
'''''~''V~'"'M other entities - it simply states that an SDLC will always describe 
and artifact entities. The relationships between these three entity types 
SDLC activity is a set of steps that collectively describe the production 
Second, an artifact produced from one activity will (usually) be input into 
This results in a progression of artifacts that collectively express a 
,JUllld.elrst"lfid.mg of the software being developed. For example, SDLC 
describe the creation of artifacts that contain an explanation of what the 
Ie of doing (i.e., requirements). These analysis artifacts are then 
design activities. The design activities describe the creation of artifacts 
explanation of how the software in execution form will operate. Third, an 
~t:t()rming the activity fulfills a role within the SDLC. Many individuals may 
role within a SDLC. 
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Software development is a knowledge acquisition activity. 
ofthis fact is clearly illuminated by Annour (2004) in the development 
of ignorance and the true life cycle. In addition, Rus and Lindvall 
that a software organization's main assets are its intellectual capital- the 
the knowledge that is used to develop software systems. From 
"".,"'1"" assume that this fact is false; that performing software development 
result in acquiring knowledge. This implies that all ofthe questions (i.e., 
been answered before the project starts and that these answers will not 
Thus, if this fact were false, then there would be very little risk in 
<'''''fTUT'''T''' software development projects would always successfully complete, 
cost estimation would be much more accurate. Consequently, it is self 
Software development stores knowledge in software artifacts. 
deliverable, product, work product, and artifact are all used to describe 
'IJ.I,'VU'.I."''''U when using a SDLC. The term product, as used in manufacturing 
,YrPt'\rp"",..,t" the physical manifestation of an idea that has been designed and 
a need. Anthropologists use the term artifact to describe a physical entity 
the knowledge acquired and used by an ancient civilization. In both cases, 
existence of the product or artifact demonstrates the use of knowledge to a 
':V~A'''''UVH. Likewise, software development artifacts represent knowledge 
Software artifacts store knowledge using an established (pre-
defined) structure. 
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way to state Fact #4 is to say that the structure of a software artifact is 
storing knowledge in the artifact. For example, an entity-relationship 
) uses pre-defined notation to collectively describe how data entities are 
other. A rectangle represents a data entity whose name is expressed inside 
Lines connecting two rectangles represent a logical relationship between 
Words along this line explain the nature of the relationship. Cardinality 
i.J>v.lU.I\o'U at each end of the relationship line, and express more detailed 
how the two data entities relate to each other. Every ERD constructed 
to this pre-defined notation. A SDLC may describe the use of many 
; .... "' .• UA'1 ... '"'U (e.g., ERD) during the development of artifacts. The measurement 
section (found below) provides more detail on the use of modeling 
as an established structure for storing software development knowledge. 
pre-defined structure found in software artifacts is text. Words are 
phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and document sections. A SDLC may 
."' ...... VA .... "" that expresses the structure of a text-based artifact. For example, a 
document template may have one section for listing functional requirements 
section for listing non-functional requirements. A SDLC may leave the 
text-based artifact undefined. In this case, experience from prior software 
projects may be used to define the artifact structure. Since an artifact 
one SDLC activity may be input to another SDLC activity, it is often the 
structure is used to decompose text into meaningful and separate 
components, and SUb-components. The software systems' 
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lends itself to providing text-based descriptions using this same 
meta-model section (found below) provides more detail on 
an established structure for storing software development knowledge. 
element is used to refer to an established (pre-defined) structure found in 
That is, elements are used in the Software Size Model to represent 
and text-based pre-defined structures. Element represents the fourth, 
type used as the basis for the software size meta-model. 
A software size measure represents 1) the amount of 
knowledge acquired and stored in software artifacts and 2) the 
amount of time it took to acquire and store this knowledge. 
a SDLC describes a knowledge acquisition process, and since this 
in software artifacts, it follows that software size should be a 
amount of knowledge acquired and stored in software artifacts. From fact 
may be measured since each artifact has a pre-defined structure. 
the Software Size Model is intended to be used to estimate work effort 
SDLC activity. Thus, the amount oftime it actually took to acquire and 
ledge is also part of the Software Size Model. Hypothesis #1 is verified in 
section found below. 
"'U'~"""'UUU"'" the challenges assocated with measuring software size and 
software development effort, another hypothesis has been derived from 
#1. This derived hypothesis states that an accurate software size 
exists when all of the software knowledge is represented in software 
When all of the effort to acquire and store this knowledge has been recorded. 
derived hypothesis is not verified as part of this study, it logically follows 
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l;V .... "'v.v # 1. If this derived hypothesis were true then it may be concluded that it 
to achieve an accurate software size measurement. To explain this point, 
is described as either being explicit or tacit (Rus and Lindvall, 2002). Explicit 
would be stored in software artifacts, while tacit knowledge represents 
experiences that are difficult to express in a structured form. This tacit 
may play an important role in software development, but is not being stored 
artifacts. In addition, knowledge management research suggests that informal 
sharing is an important aspect of a knowledge-sharing culture that needs to be 
(Rus and Lindvall, 2002). This informal knowledge-sharing may benefit the 
development process, but is again difficult to capture and store within a software 
From a practical perspective, it may be too time-consuming to store all 
acquired during software development into a software artifact. For instance, a 
meeting may record meeting minutes. The meeting minutes are a software 
may be measured, as described by Fact #4. However, there may be project 
.. ""~v"'., during the meeting that result in knowledge acquisition but this newly 
ledge is not accurately represented in the meeting minutes. To stipulate 
acquired knowledge be stored in a software artifact may be too restrictive 
software size meta-model is shown in Figure 5. This meta-model conforms 
for building a Domain Model artifact as described by the Unified Process 
Each type of entity is named and includes a list of its significant 
Project, Role, Cycle, Artifact, and Knowledge Type entities each have 
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lLLH."'UU attribute - description. The Work Effort entity specifies the amount of 
role performed in the production of an Artifact. The Element entity describes the 
knowledge structure contained in the Artifact and counts the number of times 
description 
exists within the Artifact. 
meta-model entity is described in Table 4. Also described in Table 4 are the 
between the entity types, as illustrated in Figure 5. Note that the 
Type entity represents the traditional phases of a SDLC, while the Cycle 
iterations through a SDLC. The Cycle entity type allows a project 
conLlPOifiel1t-t'as~:d (Sarferaz & Hesse, 2000) or evolutionary-based SDLC to 
size described via this model. The rules that allow for the identification 
Size Entity Type Descriptions and Relationships 
'-'1a~,Slnes the type of information stored in an Artifact and represents the traditional 
aSDLC. 
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Artifact has one Knowledge Type classification. 
Knowledge Type classifies a finite number of Artifacts. 
Classifies the individuals that work on a Project. A Role represents a finite number 
of individuals. An individual fulfill a finite number of Roles. 
Represents a set of that the of 
activities that are ... prf' .... 1'1-ropr! 1~PT·'>Tnrp 
Role performs work during a finite number of Cycles. 
Cycle uses a finite number of Roles. 
Artifact may be created and updated within a fmite number of Cycles. 
Cycle may describe the creation or alteration of a finite number of Artifacts. 
A finite store knowledge in a finite number of 
Artifacts a 
Measures the actual work performed by a Role during one Cycle and for one 
Artifact. 
Artifact is created and altered through the Work Effort of a finite number of Roles 
a finite number of Cycles. 
Represents a pre-defined knowledge structure found within an Artifact. An 
Element counts the number of instances of a pre-defined knowledge structure 
found within an Artifact. 
Element stores knowledge for one Cycle and one Artifact. 
Artifact contains knowledge that was collected in a finite number of Cycles and stored in 
. number of Elements. 
of the Project entity type is identified through the application of a 
software artifacts, with the goal of developing software artifacts that 
on a computing device. Applying a SDLC means that individuals are 
where the roles are responsible for performing activities that result in the 
Type entity type classifies the type of knowledge collected and 
artifacts. There are five Knowledge Type classifications: Manage, 
Construct & Unit Test, and Test. Table 5 defines the meaning of each 
classification. This table also identifies example Artifacts for each 
and includes a list of the related knowledge areas found in the Software 
of Knowledge (see www.swebok.org for details). 
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"''''liAlle~i'lClle Type Descriptions and Artifact Examples 
Any Artifact that describes the management of the software process or project 
team. 
SWEBOK 
SWEBOK l1rP·""P • .,tc Elicitation, Requirements 
Meaning 
SWEBOK 
Meaning 
Most software development Artifacts represent an abstraction of the executable 
that will eventually be produced. As the life-cycle progresses, the project 
understanding of the resulting executable software increase, even though the 
software may not yet exist. The software size meta-model represents this fact 
development by assigning the artifact to the Analysis, Design, Construct 
Test, or Test Knowledge Type. In addition, some artifacts do not represent an 
of the software (e.g., a project management plan). However, these Artifacts 
important information and represent types of knowledge obtained or used by 
team. The Knowledge Type entity uses the Manage instance to represent 
of Artifacts. 
for identifying an Artifact instance and an Element instance are 
to allow for the discussion of issues related to identifying these two 
instance of an Artifact entity type is identified through the use of a 
represents a collection of related knowledge packaged into a 
must exist in at least one type of media (e.g., paper, digital) 
exist in many different media. Examples of Artifacts found in 
U\;'J.I ........ '... in Table 5. An instance of an Element entity type is identified 
of a specific SDLC and its related methods and techniques. Each 
::[)fle-UeIlIleu structure and represents a type of knowledge that is stored in 
associated with identifying Artifacts and Elements is whether there 
scope for an Artifact instance. That is, at what level of detail does the 
,1'\1"",,,'11'11" an Artifact versus an Element? For example, an SDLC may 
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,",UJ.,",UI'" document as an Artifact that contains data flow diagrams (DFD), 
tl0IlShllP diagram (ERD), a fully-attributed logical data model (LDM), a list 
requirements, and a list of functional requirements. Each modeling 
a pre-defined notation that provides meaning to the diagram, for instance, 
uses notation to represent data stores, processes, and data flows. The 
requirements contains textual descriptions that are divided into 
Ie Artifacts in this example might be the entire requirements 
'~AA'b'" be the major components found within the document (DFD, ERD, 
requirements). Another way to describe the challenge associated with 
and Elements is that SDLC activities range in scope from describing 
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.to a large job. This range of activity scope is based on the hierarchical 
'vities found in a SDLC - commonly called a work breakdown structure. 
up the hierarchy tend to describe the production of more knowledge 
to an activity that exists lower in the hierarchy. Thus, performing SDLC 
in the production of Artifacts and Elements that may range in scope from 
of knowledge (e.g., a performance requirement resulting from one SDLC 
chunk of knowledge (e.g., a requirements document resulting from 
this example, there are a few options for choosing the level of detail 
r'.""."'''''.' Artifact instance. First, the entire requirements document could be 
Artifact instance. Second, the major components contained in the 
document (e.g., DFD, ERD, subsystem requirements) could each be 
Artifact instance. Third, the major components could be grouped into a 
that number somewhere between one (from the first option) and N 
the number of Artifacts identified by the second option). One example of 
"U~'''''Vi components, based on this example, is to combine all of the diagrams 
)!m~mts document into one Artifact and combine all of the text-based 
non-functional requirements into a second Artifact. 
and counting Elements is based on the option chosen for identifying 
~'""U'''''U.JlF. the requirements document example, the first option would 
the DFD, ERD, LDM, non-functional requirements, and functional 
an Element would exist for the number ofDFD's, the number of 
ofLDM's, and so on. In addition, each of the modeling techniques 
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"'~""">I"I notation, so the requirements document Artifact would also include 
for ERD relation, ERD entity, and ERD attribute. These Elements would count 
of relations, entities, and attributes, respectively, found in the ERD portion of 
...,UJlVU'''' document Artifact. Likewise, the DFD and LDM diagrams use a pre-
notation that identifies the Elements to be counted. Specific rules for identifying 
,\.{~~j'''U'~ in a diagram are discussed below. The non-functional and functional 
~auire:ments contain Elements that are described using text. Identifying and counting 
:lenlents within text is also discussed below. 
The second option for identifying Artifacts is to have each major component 
the (e. g., requirements) document be considered a separate Artifact instance (e. g., 
DFD, ERD, LDM, subsystem requirements). The ERD Artifact would contain elements 
to count the number of entity-relationship diagrams found in the requirements document, 
as well as count the number ofERD relations, ERD entities, and ERD attributes found in 
all of these diagrams. The DFD and LDM diagrams would have a similar Element 
structure. In addition, each subsystem would be considered a separate Artifact instance, 
with the counts of functional and non-functional requirements determined for each 
subsystem. The specific rules for identifying Elements in a diagram or in text are 
discussed below. 
In the third option, the major components are grouped into a collection of 
Artifacts that number somewhere between one (from the first option) and N (representing 
the number of Artifacts identified by the second option). Assuming that two Artifacts are 
identified within the requirements document - one for all of the diagrams and one for the 
text-based knowledge - identifying and counting Elements would be similar to the 
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is that, in the third option, all of the modeling techniques 
It is left for future research to evaluate which of these 
and Elements would lead to a better software size 
a better effort prediction. 
represents knowledge using text, an Element is identified based 
language used. For English, text is structured into words, 
tgr~!pns, and document sections. In addition, words may be 
verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and so on. Any of these 
identify and count knowledge expressed via text. It is left for 
whether one approach for identifying and counting text-
the software size measurement and the Effort Prediction 
another text-based approach. Refer to the Empirical Study 
l'1"11I'\t1r\n of the approach used to identify and count text-based 
represents knowledge using a diagram, the modeling technique 
and counting elements. For example, a Unified 
) class diagram may be found in a requirements document. 
notation, which provides a visual presentation of the semantic 
Jacobson, and Booch, 1999), is used to identify the Elements. 
notation defined in Rumbaugh et al. (1999), Elements of a 
class, association, attribute and operation. Counting these 
the modeling technique being used. Continuing the UML class 
of each Element is determined by using the defined 
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association, attribute, and operation, respectively. To generalize from 
,,,,.u~'''4'-
are identified and counted within a diagram by citing a reference 
the notation and semantics of the modeling technique. When a suitable 
be found for a diagram, the knowledge represented in the diagram 
l1V1' ...... ~' .... in the Software Size Model. 
three issues related to identifying and counting diagram-based 
does the notation and semantics afford the opportunity to uniquely 
instances within the diagram? Second, does the diagrams' notation and 
whether the act of duplicating an Element instance within a diagram is 
",q-U1Uo to the diagram or to improve the readability of the diagram? Third, 
technique support the development of a collection of like-diagrams to 
about different parts ofthe overall system? The third issue is related 
in that the collection of like-diagrams may duplicate an Element 
"",,,,,,,,,,.HJU is whether the duplication across a collection of like-diagrams 
the Artifact or is done to improve the readability of the collection of 
diagram-based issue refers to whether the modeling technique includes a 
type of notation. For example, a UML class diagram includes the 
inside the class notation. The existence of a text or label affords the 
and count distinct Element instances. When a diagram notation 
the unique identification of instances, the notation cannot be counted 
be included in the Software Size Model. 
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~am-Da~;t;U issue is related to the first. Assuming that the notation 
to distinguish between Element instances, what does the 
with the same text (label) value mean? Does the duplicated 
the diagram? Or, does the duplicated notation exist in the 
. reasons? For example, a data flow diagram may contain two 
name. These two data stores represent the same set of data; the 
the readability of the diagram, it does not add more 
the diagram. Thus, in this example, the two data store instances 
only count as 1 data store Element. 
"nu--v",,,,,'" issue recognizes that a modeling technique may support 
VUI"",.,lVU of like-diagrams to convey knowledge about different 
For example, sequence diagrams are used to describe the 
A number of sequence diagrams may be used to describe 
• ''''''TPlrYl under development. It is likely that the same object may 
diagrams. This duplication of an object across a 
(e.g., sequence diagrams) represents another form of 
crucial to understanding the size of the software being developed. 
tl;;cnmquc~s will have duplicates ignored while other modeling 
ilUDllc,u:es counted. The empirical study done as part of this 
~W!letJler duplicates are counted or ignored, for each modeling 
Future research will need to address whether Element 
be established to describe, for each modeling technique, whether 
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._+r,1"""n represents added meaning or is done to improve the aesthetics of the 
,,,,. .. ,u¥¥ ofthe Role entity type is identified through the use of a SDLC and its 
scheme. This classification scheme usually describes the skills and 
an individual should have to fulfill an SDLC Role. A Role represents 
'viduals that have similar responsibilities on the project. Examples of 
Roles are analyst, designer, programmer, tester, and trainer (pfleeger, 
27). The United States Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Outlook Handbook (found athttp://stats.bls.gov/oco/home.htm) also 
development Roles. These Roles include computer programmer, 
",tnu',.-"" engineer, computer support specialists, computer systems 
computer systems analyst, computer database administrator, and 
••• ,,, ........ ,,. of the Work Effort entity type is identified as the amount of work 
'./J''''''''"'U' the activities that describe the acquisition and storage of knowledge 
From a project management perspective, Work Effort is associated with 
member as they contribute to the development of Artifacts. From an 
Work Effort is associated with the Roles that are assigned to the 
describe the creation ofthe Artifact. The SDLC perspective is used in the 
Model. In practice, a project manager assigns an individual to activities 
skills and competency levels, which is how a Role is defined within a 
it should be straightforward for a project manager to accumulate a Role's 
each Artifact, even though Work Effort may be collected by individual. 
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5 (software size meta-model), each Work Effort instance 
Cycle and one Artifact. Thus the software size meta-model 
effort when it is associated with more than one Cycle or more 
i'A<UU"'~"" a project team meeting may discuss many aspects ofthe 
the status of many artifacts. When meeting minutes have 
Effort may be associated with a meeting minutes Artifact that is 
Knowledge Type. The structure and content of the meeting 
and counting Elements within this Artifact, as 
no meeting minutes have been recorded, the Work Effort would 
associated with the Manage Knowledge Type. However, 
!tenlents (since no document was produced). 
the Cycle entity type is identified through the use of a specific 
groups activities by software component, the development of 
be a Cycle. When the software development project chooses to 
several iterations, each iteration may be a Cycle. Note that the 
type captures the traditional phased-based approach found in a 
a SDLC that contains these traditional phases does not imply the 
Software Size Model. When a cyclic-based (e.g., component or 
'PIll em: approach is not used in a project, the Software Size Model for 
'''''''Y'''~"'V all Artifacts with one Cycle. 
associated with an evolutionary development approach, it is 
is updated across many Cycles. When this occurs, the work 
will represent the work done only in that particular Cycle. 
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value will represent the knowledge added to the Artifact 
Also note that the meta-model does not suggest maintaining 
produce Elements within an Artifact. This is based on the real 
may be produced in a group setting (e.g., Joint Application 
be unrealistic to expect a development team to track time spent 
meta-model focuses on describing software size by linking 
ect Artifacts, and by having Element counts associated with 
model leverages the fact that most Artifacts are an abstract 
;\;iA~",vu.aUlv software Artifacts that will eventually be produced. As 
the development teams' understanding of the resulting 
\'*,+"'"f-" increase, even though the executable software Artifacts 
,,,',,,,,,,,, ... , to make this detailed software size data more useful, 
rules must be defined that describe meaningful abstractions of this 
(software size meta-model) as a guide, values associated with 
description, Artifact description, Knowledge Type description, 
Effort role, and Element description are within the domain of 
string value is valid for a Project description, Role 
Cycle description, Work Effort role, and Element 
above, the Knowledge Type description values must be one of 
Construct & Unit Test, or Test. Each Role description 
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type of role within a SDLC. Each Work Effort role value must 
value. Each Element description value represents a pre-defined 
an Artifact. The numerical assignment rules are now described for 
ofthe Work Effort entity (see Figure 5) has a unit of measure 
may be zero or any positive real number. Thus, the scale 
absolute, allowing addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
to the work effort values. The precision of effort values is not 
model. However, from a practical perspective, precision of effort 
the nearest quarter-hour, half-hour, or hour. Since effort is 
Role, Cycle, and Artifact, effort directly measures the amount 
<ocv",u\,u.u to create or update an Artifact. Given the software size meta-
effort values may be summed to directly measure expended work 
"n'eTn,,, .. ,,, size entities. Equation (ssl) measures the effort expended 
(SSW p). In this equation, A represents the set of Artifacts produced 
''l7es:en1ts the set of Roles that participated in Project p, and Wpal 
associated with Project p, Artifact a, Role I. Note that the total 
. ect may also be computed using Cycles instead of Artifacts. In the 
(ssl), Y represents the set of Cycles performed in Project 
the effort value associated with Project p, Cycle y, Role I. 
and (ss4) measure the effort expended in Projectp for one 
Wpk), one Artifact (SSWpa), and one Cycle (SSWpy), respectively. 
a Knowledge Type and Wpkal represents the effort value 
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Type k, Artifact a, Role t. In equation (ss4), Wpyal 
with Project p, Cycle y, Artifact a, Role t. 
p::: L W pal = L W pyl 
aeA,leL yeY,leL 
SSWpk = L W pkal 
aeA,leL 
SSWpa = L W pal 
leL 
SSWpy = L W pyal 
yeY,aeA 
(ssl) 
(ss2) 
(ss3) 
(ss4) 
the Element entity (see Figure 5) has a unit of measure of 
over the natural numbers. Thus, the count attribute has a 
values may be zero or any positive integer number. Each 
of knowledge stored in the Artifact. Count values are 
natural numbers. Since count is associated with a specific 
count directly measures a type of knowledge stored in the 
size meta-model in Figure 5, the count values may be 
software development knowledge across the different 
(ss5) measures the knowledge identified in an entire 
''''' ...... L'VU' A represents the set of Artifacts produced by Project p, 
count associated with Project p, Artifact a. Note that the 
a project may also be computed using Cycles instead of 
summation of Equation (ss5), Y represents the set of Cycles 
cpy represents the count value associated with Project p, 
(ss7) and (ss8) measure the knowledge identified in Project p 
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one Artifact (SSCpa), and one Cycle (SSCpy), 
k represents a Knowledge Type and Cpka represents an 
Project p, Knowledge Type k, Artifact a. In equation 
count associated with Project p, Cycle y, Artifact a. 
SSCp = l:Cpa = l:Cpy (ss5) 
aeA yeY 
SSCpk = LCpka (ss6) 
aeA 
SSCpa = LCpa (ss7) 
SSCpy = LCpya (ss8) 
aeA,yeY 
note that accumulating counts for an Artifact may misrepresent 
stored in an Artifact. Since each type of Element conveys a 
one type of Element may encompass more knowledge than 
For example, an ERD Artifact would have Element counts for 
Identifying entities and their relationships is 
to developers than the number of attributes within an entity. 
logical data model also contains entities, attributes and 
for this type of Artifact, attributes may be as meaningful to 
relationships. These examples highlight that the SSC measures 
the relative significance of each type of knowledge (i.e., 
for effort and count are both absolute, a software size ratio 
be computed. SSR measures software size as the amount of 
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expended per unit of knowledge (per Element unit). This ratio 
an entire Project (SSRp), a Project Knowledge Type (SSRpk), a 
and a Project Cycle (SSRpy). These ratio formulas are shown in 
(ssll), and (ss12), respectively. While the SSR measures appear 
associated with the Roles involved in developing the 
Artifact, or Cycle, respectively, no such claim is made in this 
is simply a ratio to facilitate a better understanding of the software 
a software development project. 
SSRp = SSWp / SSCp 
SSR pk = SSWpk / SSC pi 
SSR pa = SSWpa / SSC pa 
SSR py = SSWpy / SSC py 
(ss9) 
(sslO) 
(ss11) 
(ss12) 
u"' .... u"h the SSW, SSC, and SSR values across multiple Projects, it is 
the comparison of these software size measures. The rules 
these comparisons are based on which software size entity is being 
6. identifies these comparison rules for the appropriate software size 
Comparing Software Size Entity Instances across Projects 
and their respective Artifact instances 
examples are used to illustrate the comparison rules in Table 6. 
diagrams created in two different projects may have their 
as long as each of these Artifacts has the same Artifact 
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ERD) and is associated with the same Knowledge Type instance 
ERD association Elements created in two different projects may 
sizes compared when both Element descriptions are the same (e.g., 
both Artifact descriptions are the same (e.g., ERD), and both are 
same Knowledge Type instance (e.g., Analysis). As a counter 
the number of relations in an entity-relationship diagram versus a 
gical data model is not allowed. This is because these two Artifacts 
kinds of knowledge. Given the comparison rules in Table 6, this 
valid since the Artifact descriptions are different. This is the case even 
descriptions could be the same (e.g., relation) and the associated 
would be the same (e.g., Analysis). 
measurement derived from the software size meta-model (Figure 5) is the 
with a specific role. These measurements will show a Role's 
. a Project (SSWtp), a Knowledge Type (SSWtpk), an Artifact (SSWtpa), and a 
The term contribution refers to the amount of expended effort the Role 
create the Artifact or Artifacts. Equation (ssI3) measures Role l's 
Projectp. Equations (ssI4), (ssI5), and (ssI6) measure Role l's 
Type k, Artifact a, and Cycle y, respectively. Given these 
measures, one can also derive the percentage of the work effort 
Role for a Project (SSWtp / SSWp), a Knowledge Type (SSWtpk / SSWpk), 
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a Cycle (SSWzpy / SSWpy). Since there is no association 
the model, there is no way to compute a software size 
is, a specific Role's contribution to the knowledge stored 
~;jetennlIlea using the Software Size ModeL 
SS~p = LWpal (ss13) 
aEA 
SS~Pk = L W pkal (ss14) 
aEA 
(ss15) 
SSWlpy = L W pyal (ssI6) 
aEA,YEY 
Model is described using the four sub-steps of step 1 shown 
sub-steps of step 1 are delineated below, providing a detailed 
the Effort Prediction Model is to estimate the work effort 
development. This objective is met by applying the Software 
by analogy approach for software cost estimation. Since the 
utilizes data based on the Software Size Model, estimates of 
for many of the entity types in the software size meta-
of the Effort Prediction Model is to estimate the work effort 
development. This is done by using historical project data that 
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Software Size Model as input into the estimation by analogy approach, as 
Effort Prediction Model. 
'vidual or group that needs to estimate work effort associated with 
U;i1W.UJ."""" should use the Effort Prediction Model. Specifically, the Effort 
allows an individual or group to estimate work effort associated with a 
type, artifact, or cycle. Primary users of this Effort Prediction Model 
that are responsible for estimating the effort associated with software 
f$tllnatlOn by analogy approach utilizes historical project data as the basis for 
The first issue to resolve when using the estimation by analogy 
determine which variables to use as an accurate predictor of size and 
study, data conforming to the Software Size Model represents the historical 
by the Effort Prediction Model. 
issue to resolve when using the estimation by analogy approach is to 
historical project is most similar to (most analogous to) the target 
Prediction Model resolves this issue using three similarity 
first approach computes the Euclidean distance between the target 
historical project (Angelis & Stamelos, 2000) using software size data. 
project having the smallest Euclidean distance is selected as the analogous 
software size measurements exist for Elements (SSe), Work Effort (SSW) 
size ratio (SSR), the Euclidean distance is computed for each of these 
measurements. Thus, it's possible that three distinct historical 
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as most analogous to the target project when utilizing this first 
,¥W'Io'"I"\<\('n ranks the Euclidean distances resulting from the first 
& Jeffery, 1999). The smallest Euclidean distance gets a rank of 1, 
gets a rank of 2, and so on. Two distances with the same value 
with the next consecutive rank being skipped. Three distances 
earn the same rank, with the next two consecutive ranks being 
These ranks are then summed and the historical proj ect having the 
is selected as the analogous project. Like the first approach, 
,Uv'UUJlV three distinct historical projects as most analogous to the 
on the sse rankings, ssw rankings, and SSR rankings. 
\1'\T,r\l'l("n sums the three Euclidean distances computed by the first 
Qt)()Sll:e distance, and sums the three 'sum ofrankings' computed by 
into a composite ranking. The historical project that has the smallest 
as being most analogous. Thus, this third approach could 
historical projects as most analogous to the target project. 
lution of the second issue associated with using estimation by 
which historical project is most similar to the target project) can 
eight distinct historical projects as being most analogous to the 
"'''''''''~U'''' historical project deemed most analogous is used to generate 
projects are selected, the third (and final) issue related to 
gy is to compute an effort prediction for the target project, 
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."""'PP'" identified as most analogous. Two approaches are used in 
First, a linear extrapolation between the analogous and 
& Jeffery, 1999) is done using selected software size data 
and target project. The result from this linear extrapolation is 
a linear extrapolation between the analogous and target 
~ele~cte~d software size data to estimate the sse of the target 
-sse is then multiplied by the SSR value for the target project to 
estimate. These computations will be further explained after the 
,-H1U"""" is defined. 
to studying the performance of a prediction model that is 
analogy is the ability to simulate the selection ofthe target project 
J.~1"~U1JlVUl projects. Thus, the Effort Prediction Model includes the 
simulate the selection of a target project. Essentially, this approach 
. ect as the target and considers all the other historical proj ects as 
estimates for the selected target, then selects a different historical 
continues until each historical project has been selected as the 
of the jackknife approach is that it automates the generation of 
of historical projects. In addition, generating an estimate for a 
known allows the Effort Prediction Model to compute error 
to evaluate the performance of the model. 
associated with the Effort Prediction Model is to ensure that 
are done only when the software size data represents the 
example, Artifact and Element instances represent knowledge 
-',,~flnT<l"p development, while Role instances represent skill 
activities. For all of the software size entity types, it is 
type of knowledge is being compared across multiple 
'''''''''''''A~'' Model enforces the rules for comparing software 
Prediction Model will produce reasonably close 
when it 1) is based on the estimation by analogy 
and 2) uses historical data that conforms to the 
Size Model. 
describe the issues associated with using the 
The meta-model and numerical assignment rules 
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use of estimation by analogy and the Software Size Model as 
Model. Hypothesis #2 is verified in the Data Analysis 
meta-model is shown in Figure 6. This meta-model 
... u"nu.o; a Domain Model artifact as described by the Unified 
type of entity is named and includes a list of its significant 
has six significant attributes, the Distance, Similarity, and 
eight significant attributes, while the RelativeError and Pred 
significant attributes, respectively. 
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Distance Similarity 
elementDist smallestElementDist 
* 
effortDist 
* 
smallestEffortDist 
ratioDist smallestRatioDist 
elementRank srnallestElementRank 
effortRank smallestEffortRank 
ratioRank smallestRatioRank 
sumDist smallestSumDist 
sumRank smallestSumRank 
3 
Prediction 
elementDist 
effortDist 
ratioDist 
RelativeError elementRank 
* 
8 effortRank 
are ratioRank 
mre sumDist 
sumRank 
,tno~del entity is described in Table 7. Also described in Table 7 are the 
the entity types, as illustrated in Figure 6 The rules that allow for 
entity type are now described. 
Entity Type Descriptions and Relationships 
the software size entity types and software size entity instances used in 
prediction. Also identifies the target project and whether the jackknife 
was used to the set of estimates. 
eight distance formulas compute eight distance values between the target 
and one historical 
in a finite number of Distances. 
,U"Jl1UJlIC~ one target project. 
for one Selection. 
for each historical project. 
eight distance values. 
from a finite number of Distances. 
project closest to the target 
for each distance formula. 
eight historical projects as being most analogous (i.e., closest to the 
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Contains three prediction methods, two of which predict effort (SSW) and one that 
predicts element counts (SSC). The first method predicts effort by doing linear 
extrapolation based on software size data from the target and analogous projects. 
The second method predicts element counts based on software size data from the 
target and analogous projects. The third method predicts effort based on the 
predicted element count (result of the second method) and the software size ratio of 
the 
Prediction methods are applied to each Similarity. 
Prediction method computes eight prediction values. 
Similarity is used by three Prediction methods. 
Computes the absolute relative error and the magnitude of relative error for a 
Prediction. 
Pred is computed for each type of Prediction and for each type of Distance formula. 
Selection entity is a function that identifies the software size entity type and 
instance of this entity type as the basis for generating predictions for another 
entity and instance. The useEntityType and useEntitylnstance attributes 
specific software size entity and instance used as the basis for the prediction. 
and predictEntitylnstance attributes identify the specific software 
instance being predicted. The Selection entity also identifies which 
Software Size Model is the target (targetProject), and supports the selection 
approach for simulating prediction across the entire set of projects 
the software size data. 
software size entities that may be used as the basis for prediction are Project, 
Type, Artifact, and Cycle. When the Project entity is used, the entire project 
as the basis for prediction. When the Knowledge Type entity is used, 
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Type instances (Manage, Analysis, Design, Construct & Unit 
as the entity instance. When the Artifact or Cycle entity 
or Cycle instance, respectively, must be selected as the 
the basis for prediction. 
entities that may be predicted are Project, Knowledge Type, 
the Project entity is predicted, the entire project's effort and 
When the Knowledge Type entity is predicted, one of the 
mstan,ces will have its effort and element count predicted. When 
is predicted, a specific Artifact or Cycle instance, 
its effort and element count predicted. 
examples illustrate the Selection entity. The Project entity is used 
element count of another Project (i.e., the target project). The 
Type instance is used to predict the Design Knowledge Type 
instance representing a logical data model is used to predict an 
'P' "''''''''UJlF, a physical data model. A Cycle instance representing the 
is used to predict a Cycle instance representing the second cycle of 
the Selection entity permits the basis of the prediction to be a 
entity type than what is being predicted. For example, the 
Type instance is used to predict an Artifact instance representing a 
entity contains eight distance formulas that compute distance 
project and one historical project. These distance formulas are based 
the Selection entity. See the Numerical Assignment Rules 
llilUlenlanCi:U definition of these distance fonnulas. 
identifies the eight historical projects with the smallest 
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target project - thus identifying the most analogous historical 
distance fonnulas. Note that two different distance fonnulas 
historical project being identified as the analogous project. See 
Rules section below for the mathematical definition of 
entity generates three different predictions: I) a prediction of 
~x:tr;anolation, 2) a prediction of element counts using linear 
a prediction of effort using the predicted element count. In all three 
data from the target and analogous projects are used to generate the 
Numerical Assignment Rules section below for the mathematical 
entity computes the absolute relative error and the magnitude 
each prediction and distance fonnula. The magnitude of relative 
used by the Pred entity to count the number of predictions that are 
See the Numerical Assignment Rules section for the 
8mlllon of these RelativeError and Pred calculations. 
'''A~''''~,"",U computations are done on any of the attributes of the Selection 
since the Selection entity describes the type of estimate that is 
values are significant to the overall evaluation of the Effort 
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e and predictEntityType values represent one of four 
and targetProject values uniquely identity an 
predictEntityType, and Project entities, respectively. The 
whether the jackknife approach was used in generating this 
.r"'~'''''J computes eight distance measures between the target project 
Deriving these eight distance measures for each historical project 
the Euclidean distance associated with the smallest software 
the Work Effort and Element entities. 
between the same Element found in two different Projects is shown 
Element's count in the historical project (Ch) is subtracted from the 
target project (Ct). This computation relies on the rule specified in 
for determining when two Elements represent the same type of 
6). In addition, when the Selection entity identifies Cycle as the 
identified by the useEntitylnstance must contain the Element 
It is possible that an Element exists in one but not both 
the distance is simply the Element count value that exists (i.e., the 
is assumed to have a count of zero). In formula (ep 1), the absolute 
ensures that all de values are positive. Since Element count values 
natural numbers, de values are within the domain of natural numbers 
of "unit of knowledge". 
(epl) 
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shows the distance between the same Work Effort Role found in 
The Role's effort in the historical project (Wh) is subtracted from 
target project (Wt). This computation relies on the rule specified in 
for determining when two Work Effort Roles represent the same 
Table 6). In addition, when the Selection entity identifies Cycle 
the Cycle identified by the useEntitylnstance must contain the 
nstanc:e within the Project. It is possible that a Work Effort Role 
both projects. In this case, the distance is simply the effort value that 
"'.(u .. ,.~;, .. Work Effort Role is assumed to have an effort of zero). In 
.. V""Vi .... '" value of the difference ensures that all d[ values are positive. 
~<I'P,t'\rf'<1p1nT hours and are in the domain of positive real numbers, d, 
and are within the domain of positive real numbers. 
(ep2) 
'""""'<u'''\''V formulas contained in the Distance entity are based on 
(ep2). Formulas (ep3), (ep4), and (ep5) compute the element, effort, 
distances, respectively, associated with the useEntityType and 
''''J.vv~n}H attributes. For example, when Selection says to use the 
Type to predict the Design Knowledge Type, formulas (ep 1) and 
for all elements and role's, respectively, associated with the Analysis 
the target and historical projects. Continuing this example for 
size ratio is computed for the Analysis Knowledge Type in 
'4V'V,,"J.',",'U projects. The absolute value ofthe difference between these 
. Formula (ep3) takes the square root of the sum of the square 
element distances computed in (epl). Fonnula (ep4) takes the square 
of the square ofthe individual role effort distances computed in (ep2). 
values represent units of knowledge and are in the domain of natural 
values represent hours and are in the domain of positive real 
ratioDist values represent hours per unit of knowledge and are in the 
elementDist = (I (use( de) Y )1/2 
effortDist = (I (use(d{)Y t2 
ratioDist = luse(SSRt)- uSe(SSRh ~ 
(ep3) 
(ep4) 
(ep5) 
.... A ...... ~v (ep6), (ep7), and (ep8) compute the element, effort, and ratio ranks, 
, associated with the useEntityType and useEntityInstance Selection 
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In fonnula (ep6), rank refers to a function that identifies the smallest element 
via fonnula (ep 1), and assigns a rank value of 1. The next smallest 
flSI:anc:e gets a rank of 2, and so on. Two element distances with the same value 
same rank, with the next consecutive rank value skipped. When three or 
distances have the same value, they each earn the same rank with the 
number of rank values skipped. These rank values are then summed to 
elementRank. Fonnula (ep7) perfonns the same computations except it 
distances (fonnula ep2). Fonnula (ep8) ranks the ratioDist values 
each historical project. Since the rank function assigns natural numbers to 
ratioDist values, the elementRank, effortRank, and ratioRank values are 
domain of natural numbers and have no unit of measure. 
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elementRank = Irank{use{dJ) 
(ep6) 
effortRank = I rank{use{d/ )) (ep7) 
ratioRank = rank{ratioDist) (ep8) 
, fonnulas (ep9) and (ep 1 0) compute the sumDist and sumRank values. 
fonnulas sums the three corresponding distance or rank values, 
, to derive the last two distance measures. The sumDist value is within the 
positive real numbers whose unit of measure is insignificant (i.e., it combines 
ledge, hours, and hours per units of knowledge). Since sumDist values are 
against other sumDist values, the unit of measure is unimportant. The 
is within the domain of natural numbers and has no unit of measure. 
sumDist = elementDist + effortDist + ratioDist 
, 
sumRank = elementRank + effortRank + ratioRank 
(ep9) 
(eplO) 
Similarity entity identifies the eight historical projects whose computed 
fonnulas (ep3) through (eplO) is closest to the target project. The 
. ect with the smallest distance measure is identified as being most similar to 
to) the target project. Thus, up to eight historical projects may be 
analogous. The smallestElementDist attribute identifies the historical 
the smallest elementDist value. Likewise for the other seven attributes in 
entity are associated with its corresponding distance value. Note that the 
ratioRank values will always identify the same historical project as 
This is due to the fact that the ratioRank fonnula ranks one value, the 
all of the historical projects. The ratioRank computation is included in 
entity to provide symmetry between the sumDist and sumRank distance 
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sums the three Euclidean distance measures and sumRank 
generates three different predictions for each analogous 
entity. The three types of predictions are: 1) a 
extrapolation, 2) a prediction of element counts using 
a prediction of effort using the predicted element count. The 
are based on Walkerden and Jeffery (1999). The third 
A1Tnm",..p Size Model, as explained below. In all three prediction 
and analogous projects are used to generate the prediction. 
(epI2), (ep13), and (epI4) describe the prediction of effort using 
';-I-.u' .... A ... ( ep 11) computes the target proj ect (denoted by t) work 
and predictEntityInstance using software size data from 
. project (denoted by g). First, it divides the total work effort 
ofthe analogous project by the total element count 
useEntityType of the analogous project. It then multiples this 
(SSCt) associated with the useEntityType ofthe target project. 
hours by units of knowledge, then multiplies by units of 
is hours and the resulting value ranges over positive real 
Z), (ep13), and (epI4) are similar to (epll), except they use the 
software size ratio (SSR), and all three software size 
SSR), respectively, instead of the total element count (SSe). 
formulas produce a value whose unit of measure is hours that 
predict(SS~) = predict( SSWg) / usee SSC g) * usee SSCt ) 
predict(SS~) = predict(SSWg)/use(SSWg)*use(SS~) 
predict(SS~) = predict(SSWg)/ use(SSRg) * use(SSRt ) 
predict(SS~) = predict(SSWg).1 
(use(SSCg) + use(SSWg) + use(SSRg))* 
(use( SSCt ) + usee SS~) + usee SSRt )) 
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(epll ) 
(epI2) 
(ep13) 
(epI4) 
vu ........ u (ep 15), (ep 16), (ep 17), and (ep 18) describe the prediction of size using 
UIJV""U.VH. Formula (epI5) estimates element count (SSCt) for the 
and predictEntityInstance using software size data from both the target 
project. First, it divides the total element count (SSCg) for the 
e ofthe analogous project by the total element count (SSCg) associated 
useEntityType of the analogous project. It then mUltiples this by the total 
count (SsCr) associated with the useEntityType of the target project. Since 
15) divides units of knowledge by units of knowledge, then multiplies by 
ledge, the unit of measure is units of knowledge and the resulting value 
the natural numbers. Formulas (epI6), (epI7), and (epI8) are similar to 
except they use the total work effort (SSW), the software size ratio (SSR), and all 
size measures (SSC, SSW, and SSR), respectively, instead of the total 
count (SSe). Like (epI5), the other three formulas produce a value whose unit 
is units of knowledge that ranges over the natural numbers. 
predict( SSCt ) = predict ( SSC g) / usee SSC g) * usee SSCt ) (epI5) 
predict( SSCt ) = predict ( SSC g) / usee SSWg) * usee SS~) (epI6) 
predict(SSCt ) = predict(SSCg) / use(SSRg) * use(SSRt ) (epI7) 
predict(SSCt ) = predict(SSCg)/ 
(use(SSC g) + use(SSWg) + use(SSRg))* 
(use( SSCt ) + usee SS~) + usee SSRt )) 
(epI8) 
19), (ep20), (ep21), and (ep22) describe the prediction of effort 
values just described. This third prediction method takes 
structure of the Software Size Model and in particular the existence of 
ratio. Since formulas (ep 15) through (ep 18) produce a measurement 
is units of knowledge, and since the software size ratio (SSR) 
of measure of hours per units of knowledge, multiplying a units of 
easureby SSR results in a unit of measure of hours. Formula (epI9) 
... 'U· .... ",T project work effort for the predictEntityType and 
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by multiplying the result from formula (ep 15) by the software size 
,~i)i:'V"'JL< .. ",uwith the useEntityType of the target project. Formulas (ep20), 
are similar to (ep 19), except they use the results from formulas (ep 16), 
18), respectively. Like (ep 19), the other three formulas produce a value 
measure is hours. All four formulas produce a result that ranges over 
predict(SS~) = (epI5)*use(SSRt ) (epI9) 
predict(SS~) = (epI6)*use(SSRt ) (ep20) 
predict ( SS~) = (ep 17) * usee SSRt ) (ep21) 
predict(SS~) = (epI8)*use(SSRt ) (ep22) 
RelativeError entity is responsible for computing two error statistics - the 
error (ARE) and the magnitude of relative error (MRE). Each of the 
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contained in a Prediction entity instance result in an ARE and MRE value 
Fonnula (ep23) computes the ARE for target project t, where AEt is the 
PEt is the predicted effort for project t. The PEt value comes from one 
listed in the Prediction entity. When AREt is being computed for a 
... " •. uu .... -, the unit of measure for AREt is hours. When AREt is being 
an element count estimate, the unit of measure for AREt is knowledge units. 
range over positive real numbers. Fonnula (ep24) computes the MRE 
Since AREt and AEt represent the same unit of measure, MREt values 
which describes the size of the error as it relates to the actual 
AREt =IAEt -PEtl 
MREt = AREt / AEt 
(ep23) 
(ep24) 
Pred entity is responsible for computing a third error statistic that describes 
accuracy of the predictions that were made. This third error statistic is the 
of predictions that are within a given accuracy level. Fonnula (ep25) 
Pred(l) where N is the total number of predictions and k is the number of 
that have an MRE that is less than or equal to I. The Effort Prediction Model 
Pred computations for I equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%. As stated 
the Pred(0.25) results are used to validate the effectiveness ofthe two models. 
Pred(/) = k / N (ep25) 
As stated earlier, this study used software development projects produced as part 
software engineering courses at Nova Southeastern University. One course was a 
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that started with fourteen subjects providing a requirements document 
subjects producing program code. These fourteen subjects are 
DV-14 in Table 8. The other course was a Master's level 
with five subjects providing a requirements document and ended with 
'U ... ...,AUl-> program code. These five subjects are denoted as MS-l through 
Of the nineteen projects that provided a requirements document, three 
-2, DV-4, and DV-lO) did not include hours worked for this 
sixteen projects had a usable requirements document and are included 
sixteen projects are identified in the Project # column of Table 8. Of 
two did not provide a design document (DV-7 and DV-12), three 
a code document (DV-3, DV-7, and DV-12) and three of the code 
include hours worked (DV-9, DV-ll, and MS-4). Thus, there were 
documents, fourteen design documents, and ten code documents 
",,,1"1'"tuar<> size data. Table 8 also shows the work effort data for the three 
- Analysis, Design, and Construct & Unit Test. The "na" in Table 8 
and indicates that the project has no work effort data. 
160.00 no doc no code 160.00 
29.19 95.00 40.25 164.44 
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software size data model described above and the projects included in 
observations are made regarding the software size data used in this study. 
Ie was defined in the software size data for the projects under study. 
called "student". Second, the recording of work effort done by each 
that an iterative (evolutionary) software development approach was not 
one Cycle was associated with all of the work effort, artifacts, and 
same Cycle description was used across all projects in this study. Given 
~rVc:lUalnS, this study does not include any effort prediction based on project 
Instead, this study focused on using the Knowledge Type and 
for effort prediction. 
in Chapter 3, identifying and counting Elements found within diagrams 
and citing a reference where the modeling technique is defined. Table 
of the modeling techniques found in the project documents under study 
"",,""."'H~,'" that contains the definition for the modeling technique. The 
stands for Unified Modeling Language. 
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Study Modeling Technique References 
Ofthese nine modeling techniques, four contain Elements where duplicates were 
The activity Element in the UML activity diagram, the object Element in the 
'\;tVJ.~au'V""'V·H diagram, the object Element in the UML sequence diagram, and the 
use case Elements in the UML use case diagram each has two Element 
,IJU'"'''' One that represents the number of distinct Element instances and one that 
the total number of Element instances (e.g., "ad: activity (distinct)" and "ad: 
(total)", respectively). These five Elements were counted two different ways 
.in each case, the modeling technique was used in a collection of like-diagrams to 
knowledge about different parts of the overall system. 
Table 1 0 identifies the programming paradigms and languages found in the ten 
that included a code document. Projects 4, 6, and 10 utilized two programming 
The specific code elements to identify and count were based on the 
~arnming paradigms used in the project, as explained in Table 2. 
Table 10 Empirical Study Programming Paradigms and Languages 
Project Programming 
ID # Paradigm Language 
DV-1 1 Object-oriented Delphi 
DV-5 3 Imperative Visual Basic v5.0 
DV-6 4 Object-oriented Visual Basic .NET 
Markup XML 
DV-8 6 Object-oriented Java 
Markup XML 
DV-13 10 Object-oriented C# 
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Project Programming 
MarkuE HTML,XML 
DV-14 11 Object-oriented Java 
MS-l 12 Object-oriented Java 
MS-2 13 Object-oriented Java 
MS-3 14 Object-oriented Java 
MS-5 16 Object-oriented Java 
The software size data identified and collected during this study is in Appendices 
E, and F. The data associated with the first data set is shown in Appendix D, the 
secc)nu data is shown in Appendix E, and the third data set is shown in Appendix F. In 
three appendices, a simple table structure is used to list the artifacts, work effort, 
ele:meJt1ts, and element counts for each project. Included in Appendix F are detailed 
explanations regarding the two-thirds rule (described in Chapter 3) and how this affected 
the consolidation of Elements and Element counts for the third data set. 
Table 11 identifies the types of predictions generated for each of the three 
software size data sets. This table is based on the description found in Chapter 3 
regarding step 2 Apply Measurement Models (in Figure 4). The Prediction ID column 
shows a unique identifier for each of the effort predictions included in this study. The 
Data Analysis section below uses these unique identifiers to describe the particular effort 
prediction being reported. The structure of each Prediction ID represents a shorthand 
notation for the particular effort prediction description. For example, "FAA-AA" refers 
to doing effort prediction on the First data using an Artifact to predict another Artifact -
specifically, using an Analysis artifact to predict another Analysis artifact. Another 
example is "FAK-AC", which signifies doing effort prediction on the First data using an 
Artifact to predict a Knowledge Type - specifically, using an Analysis artifact to predict 
the Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type. The "na" in this table means not applicable 
and indicates that a specific Artifact instance is not used during the particular effort 
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The "**,, in this table means that the two-thirds rule, described in Chapter 3, 
not been met by the specific Prediction ID. Details on each Prediction ID is in the 
Analysis section found below. 
11 Empirical Study Effort Prediction Descriptions 
Type of Prediction 
Prediction 
Use to Predict ID 
Artifact Artifact Anal~sis ** Anal~sis ** FAA-AA 
Analysis ** Design ** FAA-AD 
Analysis ** Construct & ** FAA-AC 
Unit Test 
Design ** Construct & ** FAA-DC 
Unit Test 
Knowledge Knowledge Analysis na Design na FKK-AD 
Type Type Analysis na Construct & na FKK-AC 
Unit Test 
Design na Construct & na FKK-DC 
Unit Test 
Artifact Knowledge Anal~sis ** Analysis na FAK-AA 
Type Anal~sis ** Design na FAK-AD 
Analysis ** Construct & na FAK-AC 
Unit Test 
Design ** Construct & na FAK-DC 
Unit Test 
Knowledge Knowledge Analysis Regs Doc Design Design Doc SKK-AD 
Type (or Type (or Analysis Reqs Doc Construct & Code Doc SKK-AC 
Artifact) Artifact) Unit Test 
Design Design Doc Construct & Code Doc SKK-DC 
Unit Test 
Construct & Code Doc Design Design Doc SKK-CD 
Unit Test 
Construct & Code Doc Analysis Reqs Doc SKK-CA 
Unit Test 
sDoc SKK-DA 
Knowledge Knowledge Design Doc TKK-AD 
Type (or Type (or Code Doc TKK-AC 
Artifact) Artifact) Unit Test 
Design Design Doc Construct & Code Doc TKK-DC 
Unit Test 
Construct & Code Doc Design Design Doc TKK-CD 
Unit Test 
Construct & Code Doc Analysis Reqs Doc TKK-CA 
Doc TKK-DA 
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As described in Chapter 3, the two models have been implemented using object-
VU'"'''''-- development practices, the Java TM programming language, and Microsoft® 
~"'''_.,_ in an iterative development life-cycle. Appendices G, H, and I contain the object-
V~JL,","'''~ analysis, object-oriented design, and test plan, respectively, for implementing the 
Software Size Model. Appendices J, K, and L contain the object-oriented analysis, 
object-oriented design, and test plan, respectively, for implementing the Effort Prediction 
Appendices D, E, and F show all of the data associated with the first, second, and 
third set of software size data, respectively. Table 12 provides a summary of the three 
software size data sets by describing the total number of Artifacts and Elements found in 
each data set. Also included in Table 12 are the percentage of Artifacts and Elements 
found in only one project, and the percentage of Artifacts and Elements found in two-
thirds or more ofthe projects. Tables 19 through 21 in Appendix A contain a summary 
of all Artifact and Element frequencies for the first software size data set. Table 22 in 
Appendix A contains a summary of all Element frequencies for the second software size 
data set. Table 23 in Appendix A contains a summary of all Element frequencies for the 
third software size data set. 
12 Analysis of Software Size Artifacts and Elements 
In two-thirds+ In two-thirds+ 
Analysis o 1 (100%) 143 7 (5%) 
Desi n o 1 (100%) 158 8 (5% 
Construct & Unit Test o 1 (100% 16 9 (56%) 
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The data collection strategy used to build the first software size data set resulted 
a significant majority of the Artifacts and Elements being unique to one project. This 
~""J,'''''''' in none ofthe prediction ID's defined for the first software size data set being 
;"'¥+;""....."",rI based on the two-thirds rule for Artifacts and Elements. First, only one 
Artifact ("Reqs Doc" in twelve of sixteen) and one Design Artifact ("Design 
in ten of fourteen) existed in two-thirds or more ofthe projects included in this 
Since only seven ofthe projects contain both of these Artifacts (project #'s 8, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 15), none ofthe Artifact-based predictions shown in Table 11 for the first 
data set comply with the two-thirds rule established for this study. Specifically, the FAA-
AA prediction ID cannot be done since two Analysis Artifacts do not exist in eleven or 
more of the sixteen requirements documents. The FAA-AD prediction ID cannot be done 
since only seven ofthe projects contain both the "Reqs Doc" Artifact and the "Design 
Interface" Artifact (i.e., seven out of sixteen and seven out of fourteen are both less than 
two-thirds of the projects). The FAA-AC and FAA-DC prediction IDs cannot be done 
since there are zero Construct & Unit Test Artifacts that exist in two-thirds or more of the 
projects. Second, the FAK-AA, FAK-AD, and FAK-AC prediction IDs cannot be done 
since the Elements defined for the "Reqs Doc" Analysis Artifact do not exist in two-
thirds or more ofthis Artifact. Likewise, the FAK-DC prediction ID cannot be done 
since the Elements defined for the "Design Interface" Design Artifacts do not exist in 
two-thirds or more ofthis Artifact. For the remaining three prediction IDs associated 
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the first software size data set (FKK-AD, FKK-AC, and FKK-DC), there are zero 
that exist in two-thirds of the Artifacts. Thus, these three predictions were not 
For the second and third software size data sets, the data collection strategy 
in one Artifact per Knowledge Type. Thus, the one Artifact can be found in all 
the projects under study. For the second software size data set, consolidating the 
,~"'u .• -"'- into one Artifact did not result in at least two-thirds of the Elements existing in 
ofthe projects. Thus, the SKK prediction IDs in Table 11 were not done. However, 
",VIJ'i:>VJL>u.nu.'F> the Elements to produce the third software size data set did result in 
~.""u",.nu existing in over two-thirds of the projects. Thus, the TKK prediction IDs in 
Table 11 were done. 
Table 13 shows the software size measures for the third data set. This data 
represents the software size for each of the three Knowledge Types identified in the 
projects and correspond to formulas (ss2), (ss6), and (sslO). As noted in Table 8, some 
projects did not provide a design document, source code, or hours worked data. In these 
cases, the software size measures cannot be computed and thus do not appear in Table 13. 
Table 13 Software Size Measures (Third Data Set) 
Project 
# SSW SSR SSW SSR 
1 125.75 448 0.2807 163.50 873 0.1873 68.50 4924 0.0139 
2 47.00 317 0.1483 65.50 858 0.0763 
3 47.50 236 0.2013 101.75 600 0.1696 45.50 6241 0.0073 
4 23.75 375 0.0633 33.25 442 0.0752 38.50 21050 0.0018 
5 160.00 254 0.6299 
6 29.19 494 0.0591 95.00 4183 0.0227 40.25 7195 0.0056 
7 17.25 50 0.3450 41.50 292 0.1421 
8 23.58 202 0.1167 29.50 648 0.0455 
9 12.00 158 0.0759 
10 21.00 234 0.0897 33.75 727 0.0464 37.00 8858 0.0042 
11 38.00 266 0.1429 69.50 836 0.0831 25.25 4556 0.0055 
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Analysis of the data shown in Table 13 is done based on the premise that there is 
association between the different software size measures. Figures 7 through 33 
:A010enmx B are scatter plots that show the relationships between two distinct columns 
in Table 13. Two different sets of scatter plots were created. First, scatter plots 
created using two software size measures within the same Knowledge Type. For 
'£L1H''''''_ Figure 7 shows the relationship between SSW and sse for the Analysis 
ledge Type. Since there are three software size measures per Knowledge Type, and 
Knowledge Types are included in this empirical study, nine scatter plots (Figures 7 
15) were created using the data in Table 13. The other type of scatter plots 
:created used the same software size measure across two Knowledge Types. For example, 
16 shows the relationship between the Analysis and Design Knowledge Types for 
SW. Figures 16 through 24 are the nine scatter plots for this second type of 
Table 24 in Appendix B summarizes the relationships between the software size 
measures shown in Table 13. Ofthe eighteen scatter plots in Appendix B (Figures 7 
through 24), nine show a linear relationship between the measures plotted. For these nine 
sets of data, the software size measures shown in Table 13 were used to compute 
correlation coefficients. Table 14 shows the correlation coefficients for these nine sets of 
data using a normal font style. For the nine plots that did not show a linear relationship, 
the corresponding software size measures were transformed using a logarithmic function 
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to produce a linear relationship. Figures 25 through 33 in Appendix B show the 
plots for the transformed measures. The correlation coefficients for these nine 
are shown in Table 14 using an italics/ant style. The "e. & U.T." shown in Table 
represents the Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type. 
nn ........ is of Software Size Measures (Third Data Set) 
As shown in the top half of Table 14, there exists a strong positive correlation in 
all three SSW relationships - Analysis to Design, Design to Construct & Unit Test, and 
Analysis to Construct & Unit Test. This suggests that each project team was consistent in 
how they reported work effort. For example, if a project under-reported work effort, the 
strong positive correlation between the three Knowledge Types suggests that the under-
reporting was done consistently throughout the project. This is significant since linear 
extrapolation was used to predict effort (see formulas ep11 through ep14). The SSC 
correlation coefficients (0.6122, 0.1099, and 0.4933) suggest a moderate to weak positive 
correlation between Element counts across the three Knowledge Types. The low R2 
values indicate that there is very little dependence between Element counts across these 
three Knowledge Types. While the SSC relationship between Analysis and Design is 
moderately positive, R2 indicates little dependence between Analysis and Design Element 
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Since SSR is a ratio of SSW to sse (see formulas ss9 through ss12), the 
l\J;H\" ..... ~ •• coefficients show a moderate to weak positive correlation, and the R2 shows a 
small dependence between SSR values for these three Knowledge Types. 
Looking at the bottom half of Table 14, the correlation coefficients for SSW to 
and SSW to SSR show a moderate to weak positive correlation for all three 
Types. The sse to SSR correlation coefficients show a moderate to weak 
correlation. This negative correlation results from the fact that SSR represents 
vI""lH",J'," counts per hour (or SSW / SSe). Note that seven ofthe nine R2 values (bottom 
of Table 14) indicate a strong statistical independence between the three software 
size measures within a Knowledge Type. Also, note that all three R2 values for the 
Design Knowledge Type show a strong statistical independence between SSW, sse, and 
SSR. Inspection of the fourteen design documents reveals that thirteen of the design 
documents contain a specifications section. These specifications sections contain a 
significant amount of design knowledge. Specifically, twenty-six Elements were 
identified in the specifications section of the design documents. These twenty-six 
Elements have a prefix of "spec:". Looking at Table 22 (Appendix A), only three of 
these "spec:" Elements exist in 50% or more of the design documents. In contrast, 
twenty-one of these Elements exist in four or fewer design documents. Thus, while the 
majority of projects documented design specifications in significant detail, there was 
tremendous variability in the types of specification information contained in these 
documents. Since the third data set consolidated Elements that did not exist in two-thirds 
or more of the projects, all ofthe specification information was consolidated into two 
generic Elements - "diagram" and "paragraph". 
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Table 15 shows a summary of the results obtained from predicting effort using 
extrapolation on the third software size data set. This table is split into three 
,u .... ~~. The top section shows a summary based on the four effort prediction 
(epIl) through (epI4). The middle section shows a summary based on the eight 
formulas (ep3) through (ep 1 0). The bottom section shows a summary based on 
Prediction IDs defined in Table 11. The Pred(0.25) results for predicting effort using 
'extrapolation on the third data set is 35.3%. That is, 35.3% of the predictions had a 
relative error (MRE) of 25% or less. The summaries in Table 15 were derived 
Table 25 (Appendix C), which shows the detailed results for predicting effort using 
extrapolation. Tables 26,27, and 28 (Appendix C) provide three additional 
ofthe results shown in Table 25 
Looking at the Prediction Formula section of Table 15, the (epI2) prediction 
performed considerably better than the other three linear extrapolation formulas. 
formula uses the SSW measurement in its linear extrapolation. As noted above, 
existed a strong positive correlation across the three Knowledge Types for SSW. 
significantly better Pred(0.25) results for formula (ep 12) is a result ofthis strong 
Table 15 Predicting Effort using Linear Extrapolation (Third Data Set) 
I Total Predictions Pred(O.25) Count Pred(O.25) Percentage 
Prediction Formula 
SSC(ep11) 544 170 31.3% 
SSW (ep12) 544 255 46.9% 
SSR (ep13) 544 173 31.8% 
sum (ep14) 544 170 31.3% 
Totals 2176 768 35.3% 
Distance Formula 
elementDist ( ep3) 272 77 28.3% 
effortDist ( ep4) 272 99 36.4% 
ratioDist ( ep5) 272 112 41.2% 
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320 135 42.2% 
TKK-DA 448 149 33.3% 
TKK-DC 320 120 37.5% 
Totals 2176 768 35.3% 
Based on the Distance Formula section of Table 15, the two ratio-based formulas 
and ratioRank) performed better than the two effort-based formulas (effortDist 
effortRank), which performed better than the two element-based formulas 
and elementRank). The three distance formulas using rank (elementRank, 
kJ.VJ.u,-a.u.~. and ratioRank) performed as well or better than their corresponding formulas 
distance (elementDist, effortDist, ratioDist). Similarly, sumRank performed better 
Finally, the Prediction ID section of Table 15 shows that using either Analysis or 
& Unit Test to predict Design (TKK-AD or TKK-CD) performed better than 
other prediction types. In contrast, using Construct & Unit Test to predict Analysis 
-CA) performed significantly worse than the other prediction types. 
Since the Effort Prediction Model utilizes the estimate by analogy approach, an 
intermediate result from this approach is the identity of the most analogous project for 
each target project. Table 16 shows the number of times each project was identified as 
most analogous (Total Analogous column), and represents this count as a percentage of 
the total number of analogous projects identified through this study (Percent Analogous 
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Since projects 5 and 9 only had a requirements document (i.e., only had 
on the Analysis Knowledge Type), these two projects could not be included 
ofthe six Prediction IDs. Four projects (2, 7, 8, and 15) did not have any code 
so these four projects were included in only two of the six Prediction IDs-
-AD and TKK-DA. Ofthe ten projects that had all three Knowledge Types, the 
of time one of these projects was identified as most analogous ranges from 4% to 
Also included in Table 16 is the count and percent associated with how many 
the analogous project produced a Pred(0.25) result. Project 3 was identified as 
analogous 11.6% of the time, but only 26.2% (66/252) of the predictions based on 
ect 3 resulted in Pred(0.25). In contrast, project 12 was also identified as most 
gous a significant percent ofthe time (11 %) and resulted in 49.2% of the predictions 
Pred(0.25). Note that projects 2 and 15 resulted in high Pred(0.25) results but could 
be used in two of the six Prediction IDs, since neither of these projects produced a 
Code document. 
16 Analogous Project Summary (Third Data Set) 
Missing 
Documents 
Missing 
Documents 
The Distinct Analogous Projects columns in Table 16 shows the number of 
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analogous projects identified for each target project. For example, when project 
the target project, six different projects were identified as most analogous. When 
project has all three Knowledge Types, the number of distinct analogous 
ects was identified using the eight distance formulas across all six Prediction IDs. 
the target project is missing the Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type, the 
of distinct analogous projects was identified using the eight distance formulas for 
two Prediction IDs - TKK-AD and TKK-DA. The four projects that had only 16 
es at identifying the most analogous project on average identified 5.75 different 
gous projects. The ten projects that had 48 chances at identifying the most 
project on average identified 8.2 different analogous projects. 
The Effort Prediction Model also includes formulas (ep 15) through (ep 18) for 
predicting element counts and formulas (ep 19) through (ep22) for predicting effort using 
the predicted element counts. These additional formulas leverage the Software Size 
Model and offer another approach for predicting effort. Table 17 shows a summary of 
the results obtained using these formulas. The Predict Element Count using Linear 
Extrapolation columns represent formulas (ep 15) through (ep 18), while the Predict Effort 
using Predicted Element Count columns represent formulas (ep 19) through (ep22). The 
four formulas for predicting element count resulted in a Pred(0.25) of 25 .5%. The four 
lOS 
ulas for predicting effort using the predicted element count resulted in a Pred(0.2S) 
17 Predicting Effort using Predicted Element Count (Third Data Set) 
Total Predictions 
TKK-AC 320 74 
TKK-AD 448 95 
TKK-CA 320 143 
TKK-CD 320 47 
TKK-DA 448 137 
TKK-DC 320 59 
Totals 2176 555 
23.1% 
21.2% 
44.7% 
14.7% 
30.6% 
18.4% 
25.5% 
Predict Effort using 
Predicted Element Count 
2 0.6% 
63 14.1% 
0 0.0% 
0 0.0% 
112 25.0% 
0 0.0% 
177 8.1% 
As shown in Table 17, the results by Prediction Formula and by Distance Formula 
are consistent with each other. The range ofPred(0.2S) for predicting element count 
ranges from 23.7% to 29.6% for Prediction Formulas while it ranges from 23.2% to 
27.9% for Distance Formulas. Similarly, the Pred(0.2S) results for predicting effort using 
the predicted element count are consistent between these two views of the results. 
However, summarizing the results by Prediction ID shows three interesting anomalies. 
First, the Pred(0.2S) results for predicting element count ranges from 14.7% to 44.7%, a 
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range when compared to the results summarized by Prediction Formula or 
Formula. Second, only two of the Prediction IDs (TKK-AD and TKK-DA) 
pred(0.25) result for predicting effort using the predicted element count that is 
"~¥-~-'-J larger than 0%. Third, the Prediction ID with the largest Pred(0.25) for 
element count (TKK-CA at 44.7%) has a Pred(0.25) for predicting effort using 
element count of 0%. The summaries in Table 17 were derived from Table 
33 (Appendix C), which show the detailed results for predicting element count 
linear extrapolation and for predicting effort using the predicted element count, 
·vely. Tables 30, 31, and 32 (Appendix C) provide three additional summaries for 
\J\.uv".,,,, element count using linear extrapolation. Tables 34, 35, and 36 (Appendix C) 
three additional summaries for predicting effort using the predicted element 
The data collection approach used to produce the first data set resulted in a high 
in content across all three Knowledge Types. Only 1 of 48 Analysis Artifacts, 
1 of 152 Design Artifacts, and 0 of 105 Construct & Unit Test Artifacts existed in at least 
two-thirds of the projects included in this study. For the 2 Artifacts that existed in two-
thirds or more of the projects, none of the Elements identified and counted in these 
Artifacts existed in two-thirds or more of the projects. The consolidation of Artifacts and 
Elements into one Artifact per Knowledge Type produced the second data set. This 
consolidation did decrease the variability of content across the projects, but not to the 
extent where the second data set could be used to predict effort. Specifically, one 
Artifact per Knowledge Type resulted in each project containing the same Artifacts. 
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,only 7 of 143 Analysis Elements, 8 of 158 Design Elements, and 9 of 16 
& Unit Test Elements existed in two-thirds or more of the projects. For the 
data set, the Elements were consolidated using the two-thirds rule. When an 
existed in two-thirds or more of the projects, this Element was included in the 
data set. Any Element that did not satisfy the two-thirds rule had its Element count 
i:lV~lU"""'~ into a generic Element. The details of this consolidation are described in 
,_~~,"' ... r F. This second consolidation decreased the variability of the projects to a level 
the two-thirds rule was met. 
Based on the software development projects used in this study, a Pred(0.25) of 
.3% was achieved on the third data set when using linear extrapolation to predict effort. 
,predicting effort using linear extrapolation exceeded the Pred(0.25) criteria 
, ... vu .. u.,,,, ... for this study. Further analysis found that all four prediction formulas (ep 11) 
(ep 14) produced a Pred(0.25) higher than 31 %. The SSW prediction formula 
12) was significantly better than the other three, due to a strong positive correlation of 
W across the three Knowledge Types. Six ofthe eight distance formulas resulted in a 
Pred(0.25) higher than 31 %, while five of the six Prediction IDs resulted in a Pred(0.25) 
higher than 31 %. 
Comparing this study with the studies used to generate the 31 % Pred(0.25) 
threshold is done in Table 18. This table was generated using the detailed Pred(0.25) 
results showed in Table 25 (Appendix C). Note that the maximum Pred(0.25) from this 
study is higher than the maximum from any of the four reference studies. 
Table 18 Pred(O.2S) Comparison 
Minimum Maximum Mean Median 
14% 34% 24% 24% 
16% 47% 37% 42% 
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0% 75% 41% 42% 
3% 59% 23% 22% 
Mean 8% 54% 31% 33% 
Voorhees (2005) 0% 80% 35% 33% 
Also associated with the third data set was the prediction of element count using 
extrapolation and the prediction of effort using the predicted element count, 
in a Pred(0.25) of25.5% and 8.1 %, respectively. Further analysis of the 
u.v"'~'. of element count shows that the four prediction formulas (ep 15) through 
8) 'and the eight distance formulas (ep3) through (ep 1 0) produced consistent 
) results. However, the results summarized by the six Prediction IDs varied 
UUJ'V"".A"J' Using linear extrapolation to predict element count appears to have some 
but further research is needed. In contrast, this study suggests that predicting 
using the predicted element count shows little promise of generating effort 
,h ... " .. h~", that are reasonably close to the actual effort. These last two Pred(0.25) results 
not meet the Pred(0.25) criteria. However, these two methods represented an 
. ve approach for predicting effort, thus these results are inconsequential to the 
findings of this study. 
The eight distance formulas resulted in identifying between six and ten analogous 
"ects for anyone target project. These analogous projects were identified across six 
of predictions (six Prediction IDs). This range of analogous projects indicates that 
project was favored by the eight distance formulas. 
The TKK-CA Prediction ID resulted in the worse Pred(0.25) when predicting 
using linear extrapolation, resulted in the best Pred(0.25) when predicting element 
using linear extrapolation, and resulted in a Pred(0.25) of 0.0% when predicting 
effort using the predicted element. This suggests that, for the projects included in this 
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Element counts in the Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type are a good predictor 
counts in the Analysis Knowledge Type. However, attempting to use 
& Unit Test data to predict the Analysis work effort produced unspectacular 
of Results 
This study described a new Software Size Model that is based on the fact that 
development is a knowledge acquisition activity. This new Software Size 
was described using metrology and measurement theory principles, allowing 
to easily replicate this study or modify the Software Size Model for other 
,:'VV""'~' Existing estimation by analogy research was used to develop a new Effort 
~nl()t1Oln Model. This model utilizes data that conforms to the Software Size Model as 
criteria for predicting work effort, and was described using metrology and 
C'l1""'n-t",nT theory principles. A significant factor in the design of the Effort Prediction 
was the use of error analysis techniques (i.e., ARE, MRE, and Pred) that are 
used in cost estimation research. Finally, the empirical study demonstrated 
effectiveness of these two models in predicting effort using linear extrapolation. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, and Summary 
This chapter interprets, examines, and qualifies the results of this research, and 
draws inferences from these results. 
Conclusions 
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It was hypothesized that the Effort Prediction Model would produce reasonably 
close predictions when it 1) is based on the estimation by analogy approach and 2) uses 
historical data that conforms to the Software Size Model. As described in Chapters 3 and 
4, the Effort Prediction Model satisfies the two constraints stated in the hypothesis. That 
is, the Effort Prediction Model is based on the estimate by analogy approach and it only 
uses data that conforms to the Software Size Model. Given the definition for reasonably 
close (Chapter 3) and the Pred(0.25) result from this study of35.3%, it is concluded that 
this study has validated this hypothesis. 
It was also hypothesized that a software size measure represents 1) the amount of 
knowledge acquired and stored in software artifacts and 2) the amount of time it took to 
acquire and store this knowledge. This study has validated this hypothesis through the 
Pred(0.25) results, by recognizing that software development is a knowledge acquisition 
activity (Armour, 2004; Rus & Lindvall, 2002) and that software artifacts are used to 
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store and represent this knowledge, and through the use of metrology and measurement 
in the design of the software size and Effort Prediction Models. 
This study resulted in a Pred(0.25) of 35.3% even though the software artifacts 
were developed by students. That is, a good Pred(0.25) result was obtained even though 
the software artifacts contained significant variability in content and quality, particularly 
in the requirements and design documents. The variability in content was shown in Table 
12 and discussed in the Analysis section of Chapter 4. While no specific quality 
measurement was applied to the artifacts, the researchers' experiential knowledge 
suggests that the software artifacts varied considerably in quality. From another 
perspective, the study started with sixteen requirements documents, was narrowed to 
fourteen design documents, and finally ended with ten code documents. This reduction 
in projects through the SDLC suggests, in part, that a student dropped the course due to a 
lack of understanding of the material. This lack of understanding would have an impact 
on the quality of the artifact. 
As described by Shepperd and Schofield (1997), the use of estimation by analogy 
in the Effort Prediction Model affords some advantages to this study. First, analogy-
based prediction only deals with problems that actually occur in practice, while 
algorithmic-based methods must anticipate all possible problems. Second, an analogy-
based prediction is based on what has actually happened in the past. Finally, results from 
an analogy-based prediction are easier to understand since it relies on historical data. 
Another strength of this study is that the two models do not use subjective factots. 
As stated in Chapter 2, many software cost estimation models rely on subjective factors 
to help explain the characteristics of a project. These factors include processing 
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lexity, environmental issues, and other characteristics that researchers feel influence 
effort or software size. The elimination of subjective factors removes a source of 
in the predictions and makes the study easier to replicate. In addition, the use of 
and measurement theory principles in the design of the two models allows 
to consistently implement the models, and to modify these models while 
luaU .... uuu.z" the integrity of each models' objectives. 
A weakness of this study is that none of the Artifact level predictions could be 
on the first data set. This is because of the two-thirds rule and the fact that the data 
vv,u""'uv'u approach used to create the first data set resulted in too many unique Artifacts 
and Elements. Thus, it is still unknown whether predictions at the Artifact-level will 
produce good results. 
A limitation of this study is that only one Role description - "student" - was used 
in the software size data. This was due to the fact that each software development project 
used for this study was developed by one student. In addition, the recording of work 
effort showed no indication that an evolutionary development approach was used. 
Therefore, each project used the same Cycle description - ''No cycles in project". Thus, 
it is still unknown whether predictions at the Role or Cycle levels will produce good 
results. 
Another limitation of this study was the number of projects available for use in 
generating the software size data. The fourteen Ph.D. students and five Master's students 
produced sixteen usable requirements documents, fourteen usable design documents, and 
ten usable code documents. A usable document was one that included work effort. Thus, 
the results are based on a small project sample size. 
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The use of metrology and measurement theory to describe the two models allows 
to replicate this study. The completeness of these models allows researchers to 
l,UH.'''''''~~ modifications to these models while maintaining the models' integrity. The 
Size Model describes a unique approach to determining software size. This 
may lead to the use of this Software Size Model in other types of software metrics. The 
use of existing estimation by analogy research in the Effort Prediction Model advances 
the traits associated with this case-based reasoning approach to effort prediction. 
Implementing these models in a software development organization will require 
attention to detail when collecting the software size data. When a project team is already 
capturing actual work effort, it should be a simple matter to relate the actual work effort 
to an artifact. Deciding how to identify elements within an artifact is a SUbjective 
decision. When an organization consistently uses a set of methods and techniques, then 
this organization could establish guidelines or standards for which artifact elements are 
identified and counted. Finally, the actual counting of artifact elements is a moderately 
intensive manual process. However, CASE tools may be useful in generating some or all 
of these counts. 
The estimation by analogy approach provides good explanatory value as to how 
the effort prediction was generated (Mair, Kadoda, Lefley, Phalp, Schofield, Shepperd, & 
Webster, 2000). Since the Effort Prediction Model only uses data based on the Software 
Size Model, this detailed data helps to rationalize the prediction. However, the volume of 
data associated with the Software Size Model may require summarizing this data in an 
effort to support a rational description of the prediction. 
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Other data-driven estimation models should be studied for their ability to use the 
Size Model. Some of these data driven approaches are classification and 
trees, optimized set reduction, stepwise analysis of variance, and ordinary least 
regression (Briand & Wieczorak, 2001). In addition, research should study ways 
to combine two or more of these data driven approaches in an endeavor to maximize the 
strength's of the various approaches. 
There are a few questions related to whether the two models can be applied to 
certain types of projects. First, will the two models produce good results when applied to 
projects that exhibit high staff turnover, or that utilize significantly different work 
environments across the life-cycle? Second, are these models applicable across 
application domains? For example, could software size data for a completed object-
oriented MIS project and a completed object-oriented engineering project be used to 
predict effort of an object-oriented web-centric project? Third, how effective are the two 
models when applied to projects that used dramatically different SDLCs? For example, 
one project used object-oriented techniques while another project used information 
engineering techniques. Finally, the data collection approach used in this study addresses 
the identification and counting of Artifacts and Elements found in the study artifacts. 
However, this procedure may be insufficient for identifying and counting Artifacts and 
Elements in a software artifact that did not exist in the projects included in this study. 
As noted above, the data collection approach used in this study resulted in the first 
data set containing too many uncommon Artifacts and Elements. While the second data 
set contains one common Artifact for each Knowledge Type, most of the Elements were 
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too uncommon to be useful in this study. Other data collection strategies should be 
For example, would the use of more generic Artifact descriptions (e.g., 
class", "design user interface") instead of project-specific Artifact descriptions 
the percentage of common Artifacts across all proj ects? Would the extreme case 
only two generic Artifact descriptions (e.g., "models" and "text") per 
ledge Type be beneficial? A challenge associated with using more generic Artifact 
is what to do when hours worked has been recorded in such a way that it 
Artifact boundaries. That is, a Role recorded eight hours of work that was 
~"., .. ''''~ ..... '''~ with a section of the document that contains both models and textual 
Another aspect associated with these research questions is whether a 
E>"""~J"" Artifact used for work effort not associated with Elements is beneficial (e.g., the 
'ect DV-13 design Artifact had work effort that was not tied to any specific Element). 
All of the text-based Elements identified and counted in this study were based on 
the paragraph structure. Since other structures also exist within text, future research 
could focus on identifying and counting text-based Elements using some other text 
structure. Examples of text structures are words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, verbs, 
nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Any of these structures could be studied for their impact 
on describing software size and predicting effort. Associated with the identity of text-
based Elements is the use of data mining and knowledge acquisition techniques that 
. researchers have used in other contexts. It is likely that some of these techniques could 
be applied to identifying and counting text-based Elements for purposes of describing 
software size. 
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The Software Size Model identifies a unique Element by combining Knowledge 
Artifact, and Element descriptions. Given the experiences of this study, what 
the impact be if a unique Element was detennined by combining only the 
Type and Element descriptions? That is, what if the Artifact description is 
from this model constraint? The obvious result would be a reduction in the 
of unique Elements identified (this is verified by looking at the Elements in the 
data' set - see the tables in Appendix D). Would this change in the constraint result 
III the first data set containing Artifacts that meet the two-thirds rule for common 
Elements? How would this change impact the Pred(O.25) results reported in this study? 
It is unknown whether the Cycle software size measures will have any meaningful 
application when using the Software Size Model to predict future work effort. Of 
particular concern is whether one can assume that the same Cycle description value in 
two Projects represents the same point-in-time within a project life-cycle. Research 
needs to be done to assess whether Cycle is a viable entity within the Software Size 
This study designed a Software Size Model and an Effort Prediction Model, then 
perfonned an empirical analysis of these two models. The design of each model adhered 
to metrology and measurement theory principles by first defining the models' objectives . 
. These objectives lead to a description of the concept to be measured and to the design of 
a meta-model. The numerical assignment rules were then developed, providing a basis 
for size measurement and effort prediction across software engineering projects. The use 
of metrology and measurement theory addressed the three flaws found in many software 
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engineering measurement studies (Abran, Sellami, & Suryn, 2003; Fenton, 1994). First, 
this study clearly identifies the scale types associated with each software size measure. It 
then uses each software size measure in accordance with its scale type. Second, this 
research applies a representational theory of measurement to the attributes under study 
(Fenton, 1994). In particular, the detailed descriptions ofthe concepts being measured, 
along with the meta-model and its associated detailed descriptions, provide an 
unambiguous description of the entities and attributes being measured. Finally, both 
models define numerical assignment rules in accordance with the models' objectives, 
concepts being measured, and meta-model design (Abran et al.). 
The Software Size Model was designed to test the hypothesis that a software size 
measure represents the amount of knowledge acquired and stored in software artifacts, 
and the amount oftime it took to acquire and store this knowledge. This model was 
inspired by the building construction industry and its use ofthe MasterFormat™ to 
predict work effort and leverages the stepwise refinement described by software 
development life-cycles. The Effort Prediction Model was designed to test the 
hypothesis that reasonably close predictions will result when the model leverages 
research on the estimation by analogy approach and uses historical data that conforms to 
the Software Size Model. A definition for reasonably close was defined based on four 
reference studies on project cost estimation (see Table 3 in Chapter 3). 
The empirical study began with the development of software tools to implement 
each model. An iterative software development approach using object-oriented software 
techniques was used to implement these models. Appendices G through L contain the 
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design, and test software artifacts produced during the development of these 
The empirical study then collected and recorded the software size data, and 
'LH .... ~ •• '- effort prediction across this set of software size data. The software size data 
collected from software engineering project deliverables created by computer science 
and Master's students at Nova Southeastern University. The Software Size Data 
software tool was used to record the collected data into a software size database. 
Effort Prediction software tool was then used to simulate effort prediction across the 
ofprojects whose software size had been recorded. This simulation implemented the 
'""' ........... "u~ approach, which iteratively selects one project as the target and uses all other 
. ects as historical data. Iteration continues until each project in the software size 
",,,,,av,,,,,,,, has been the target project. The Effort Prediction software tool identified those 
u."',.v .. " .... projects that are most analogous to the target project. The target project's effort 
was then predicted using linear extrapolation on data from the target and analogous 
project. These predictions were compared to the actual effort of the target project using 
the absolute relative error (ARE) and magnitude of relative error (MRE) statistics. This 
study resulted in 35.3% of the predictions having an MRE value at or below twenty-five 
percent. This result satisfies the criteria established for the study of having at least 31 % 
of the predictions with a MRE of25% or less, which is called Pred(O.25). Analysis of the 
effort prediction results found that the SSW prediction formula (ep12) performed 
significantly better than the other three effort prediction formulas using linear 
extrapolation. 
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Both hypotheses were validated in this study, even though the software artifacts 
to collect the software size data varied significantly in both content and quality. 
strength of this study is that neither the Software Size Model nor the Effort 
Model requires the use of subjective factors to help describe the characteristics 
software development projects being estimated. Unfortunately, none of the 
level predictions could be done on the first set of software size data, due to the 
of content variability of the software artifacts used in this study. In addition, each 
ect had only one Role and one Cycle associated with its software size data. Thus, this 
could not evaluate the impact Role and Cycle has on producing reasonably close 
The fact that both models are described using metrology and measurement theory 
lies that these models will be easy to replicate by other researchers. Implementing 
the Software Size Model will require attention to detail on the part of software 
development organizations. In cases where the organization is already capturing detailed 
work effort information, it should be straightforward to associate this work effort with 
particular software artifacts. 
It is recommended that further research be done in a number of areas. First, other 
data-driven effort estimation models should be applied to the Software Size Model. In 
particular, studies that focus on combining two or more data-driven approaches in an 
effort to maximize the strengths associated with each approach should be pursued. 
Second, further studies on these two models should be done using project artifacts from 
industry. This will increase the sample size and could reduce the variability in content 
and quality observed with the student developed projects. In addition, industry-based 
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could help address the unanswered questions regarding whether the Role and 
software size entities will produce good effort prediction results. Third, other data 
,,,,, •• ,,,u strategies should be studied in an effort to increase the number of Artifacts and 
""U"'A"~ that exist within two-thirds or more ofthe projects. Fourth, research should be 
to assess various software size data collection methods when the software 
is stored in text (as opposed to models). These studies could focus on 
and counting text-based Elements using text structures other than the 
a."""'LlJU. and could look at current research on data mining and knowledge acquisition 
ues as it relates to knowledge stored in text. Finally, this study suggests that a 
change to the Software Size Model may have a significant impact on the number of 
Artifacts and Elements collected as part of the first data set. Specifically, what 
happen if an Element represents the same knowledge when the Element 
description and its corresponding Knowledge Type description exactly match? That is, 
how would the removal of the Artifact description from the Element comparison 
constraint (see Table 6) affect this study? 
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Appendix A 
Detailed Analysis of Artifacts and Elements 
appendix contains an analysis of the frequency with which artifacts and elements 
across the projects included in this study. For the first software size data set, artifact 
... "',,,., .. .,.., are shown in Table 19. This is followed by Element frequencies, also for the 
data set, for the "Reqs Doc" and "Design Interface" Artifacts. These two Artifacts 
in two-thirds or more of the projects, as shown in Table 19. See Tables 20 and 21 
the "Reqs Doc" and "Design Interface" Element frequencies, respectively. 
the second and third data sets contain only one Artifact per Knowledge Type, only 
Element frequencies need to be shown. Table 22 shows the Element frequencies for 
second data set, and Table 23 shows the Element frequencies for the third data set. 
that the percentage (%) columns are based on the total number ofprojects that 
Artifacts for the related Knowledge Type. There are sixteen projects that 
produced Analysis Artifacts and Elements, fourteen projects that produced Design 
Artifacts and Elements, and ten projects that produced Construct & Unit Test Artifacts 
and Elements. 
Table 19 Artifact Frequencies (First Data Set) 
Ojo 
86% Desi 
71% Design Client Overview 7% 
64% Desi Client Side Architecture 7% 
Design Client-side Classes Also on 
8 57% Server-side 7% 
Design Collection Composition 
Desi 8 57% S ecification 7% 
8 57% 7% 
Re s Doc Use Case 8 57% 7% 
Re s Doc User Interface 7 50% Desi Committee Chair View 7% 
Design Committee Management Module 
Design Re uirement Cross Reference 6 43% S ecification 7% 
Re s Doc Introduction 6 43% 7% 
6 43% 7% 
5 36% 7% 
Design Communication Between Server 
Desi Se uence Diagram 5 36% and Client 7% 
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Code CPhoto 
Code CustornDataModel 
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r Artifact Description 1 Freq I % Artifact Description 1 Freq 1 %1 
Code ImageToolsPanel 1 10% Design State/Activity Diagram 1 7% 
Design Student Management Module 
Code ImageViewer 1 10% Specification 1 7% 
Code ListSelectionDemo 1 10% Design Student Specification 1 7% 
Code Login 1 10% Design Student View 1 7% 
Code Login Form 1 10% Design Subsystem Specification 1 7% 
Design System Administration Module 
Code Main 1 10% Specification 1 7% 
Code Main Drivers 1 10% Design System Administrator View 1 7% 
Code Main Menu Form 1 10% Design System Architecture 1 7% 
Design Thumbnail View Sequence 
Code MainDIMS 1 10% Diagram 1 7% 
Code Middle Tier Server 1 10% Design ThumbnailPreview Area 1 7% 
Code Model 1 10% Design Use Case Scenarios (abnormal) 1 7% 
Code Move Student Dialog 1 10% Design Use Case Scenarios (normal) 1 7% 
Code My Committees Queue 1 10% Design User Interface 1 7% 
Code Preliminary Proposal Queue 1 10% Design View Components 1 7% 
Design View Components Class 
Code Queue Form 1 10% Diagram 1 7% 
Code ResultFrame 1 10% Design ViewAlbumDetailsWindow 1 7% 
Code Search Window 1 10% Design Viewers Specification 1 7% 
Code Server Side 1 10% Design WamingWindow 1 7% 
Code Simple Server Implementation 1 10% Design Web Page Flow 1 7% 
Code Status Update 1 10% Reqs Doc Acronyms & Abbreviations 1 7% 
Code Student History Queue 1 10% Reqs Doc Brain Storm Session 1 7% 
Code Student Main 1 10% Reqs Doc Class Requirements 1 7% 
Code Student Menu Form 1 10% Reqs Doc Data Model 1 7% 
Code Student Report Form 1 10% Reqs Doc Functionality Classes 1 7% 
Code Student Results Queue 1 10% Reqs Doc Future Enhancements 1 7% 
Code Student Submit 1 10% Reqs Doc GUI Requirements 1 7% 
Code Student View 1 10% Reqs Doc HCI Requirements 1 7% 
Code Submissions Queue 1 10% Reqs Doc Intended Audience 1 7% 
Reqs Doc Leaming Outcome Generator 
Code Table CellRenderer 1 10% Landing Page 1 7% 
Reqs Doc Leaming Outcome Generator 
Code Task 1 10% Step 1 1 7% 
Reqs Doc Leaming Outcome Generator 
Code Thumbnail 1 10% Step 2 1 7% 
Reqs Doc Leaming Outcome Generator 
Code ThumbnailPreviewArea 1 10% Step 3 1 7% 
Code Utility 1 10% Reqs Doc Login Page (Home Page) 1 7% 
Code ViewAlbumDetailsWindow 1 10% Reqs Doc Object Model 1 7% 
Code Work Flow Queue 1 10% Reqs Doc 00 Analysis 1 7% 
CodeXML 1 10% Reqs Doc Other Requirements 1 7% 
Design Account Maintenance Module 
Specification 1 7% Reqs Doc Overview & Objectives 1 7% 
Design Activity Class and Subclasses 1 7% Reqs Doc Problem & Solution Idea 1 7% 
Design Activity Class and Subclasses (2) 1 7% Reqs Doc Purpose 1 7% 
Design AddActivityGUI Class 1 7% Reqs Doc Requirements 1 7% 
Design AddAlbumWindow 1 7% Reqs Doc Scope & Limitations 1 7% 
Design AddImageWindow 1 7% Reqs Doc Sequence Diagrams 1 7% 
Design Administrative Specification 1 7% Reqs Doc State Transition Diagram 1 7% 
Design Album 1 7% Reqs Doc System Data Flow Diagram 1 7% 
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7% 
7% 
Table 20 Element Frequencies in "Reqs Doc" Artifact (First Data Set) 
f Element Description I Freq I % Element Description I Freq I %1 
overview paragraph 7 44% diagram I 6% 
purpose paragraph 7 44% duration paragraph I 6% 
reference 7 44% functional requirement I 6% 
scope paragraph 7 44% goal paragraph I 6% 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 6 38% hardware interface paragraph I 6% 
glossary 5 31% interface paragraph I 6% 
acronym and abbreviation 4 25% limitations paragraph I 6% 
functionality paragraph 4 25% ntf: dependability I 6% 
assumption 3 19% ntf: desigrl I 6% 
introduction paragraph 3 19% ntf: implementation I 6% 
arch: paragraph 2 13% ntf: interface I 6% 
document layout 2 13% ntf: operational I 6% 
intended audience 2 13% ntf: quality I 6% 
ntf: constraint 2 13% ntf: supportability I 6% 
ntf: performance 2 13% ntf: usability I 6% 
product paragraph 2 13% objective I 6% 
screen layout (sl) 2 13% product function I 6% 
system evolution paragraph 2 13% requirement traceability I 6% 
uc: postcondition 2 13% risk management paragraph I 6% 
uc: precondition 2 13% scenario paragraph I 6% 
uc: primary actor 2 13% similar system paragraph I 6% 
uc: step 2 13% sl: button I 6% 
use case(uc) 2 13% sl: diag)"llm I 6% 
version 2 13% sl: drop down list I 6% 
acceptance verification I 6% sl: textbox I 6% 
activity diagram (ad) I 6% software interface paragraph I 6% 
ad: activity (distinct) I 6% system interfaces paragraph I 6% 
ad: activity (w/dups) I 6% test plan paragraph I 6% 
ad: join I 6% title page I 6% 
ad: merge I 6% ucd: actor (distinct) I 6% 
ad: transition I 6% ucd: actor(w/dups) I 6% 
business context paragraph I 6% ucd: communication link 1 6% 
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Table 21 Element Frequency in "Design Interface" Artifact (First Data Set) 
screen layout (sl) 9 64% interface: paragraph 7% 
sl: paragraph 9 64% sl: hypertext link 7% 
sl: button 8 57% sl: menuitem 7% 
sl: listbox 7 50010 sl: pseudo code 7% 
sl: textbox 6 43% spec: event 7% 
sl: drop down list 3 21% spec: operation 7% 
sl: menu 2 14% spec: operation parameter 7% 
db: field 7% spec: paragraph 7% 
db: table 7% spec: pseudo code step 7% 
diagram 7% 
Table 22 Element Frequencies (Second Data Set) 
I Element Description I Freq I % Element Description I Freq 1 %1 
Code Doc.all statement 10 100% Design Doc.assumption paragraph I 7% 
Code Doc.API invoke 10 100% Design Doc.cd: package I 7% 
Code Doc.method invoke 10 100% Design Doc.class 1 7% 
Code Doc.selection 10 100% Design Doc.data dictionary paragraph 1 7% 
Code Doc.source file 10 100% Design Doc.deployment diagram I 7% 
Code Doc.iteration 9 90% Design Doc.deployment paragraph I 7% 
Code Doc.public class definition 9 90% Design Doc.deployment property I 7% 
Code Doc.public method definition 9 90% Design Doc.dfd: external entity I 7% 
Reqs DOC.screen layout (sl) 14 88% Design Doc.dfd: paragraph 1 7% 
Design Doc.entity-relationship diagram 
Reqs Doc.sl: button 14 88% (erd) 1 7% 
Reqs Doc.sl: textbox 14 88% Design Doc.erd: association 1 7% 
Design Doc.cd: association 12 86% Design Doc.erd: attribute 1 7% 
Design Doc.cd: class 12 86% Design Doc.erd: entity I 7% 
Design Doc.class diagram (cd) 12 86% Design Doc.erd: foriegn key 1 7% 
Design Doc.screen layout (sl) 12 86% Design Doc.fcd: connector I 7% 
Design Doc.sl: paragraph 12 86% Design Doc.fcd: terminal 1 7% 
Reqs Doc.functional requirement 13 81% Design Doc.flow diagram I 7% 
Reqs Doc.non-functional requirement 
(nfr) 13 81% Design Doc.future paragraph 1 7% 
Code Doc.private method definition 8 80% Design Doc.intended audience I 7% 
Design Doc.intended audience 
Design Doc.cd: operation 11 79% paragraph 1 7% 
Design Doc.scope paragraph 11 79% Design Doc.\imitations paragraph I 7% 
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Table 23 Element Frequencies (Third Data Set) 
0/0 
Code Doc.all statement 10 100% 
Code Doc.API invoke 10 100% 16 100% 
Code Doc.iteration 10 100% 16 100% 
Code Doc.method invoke 10 100% 16 100% 
Code Doc. rivate method definition 10 100% 13 93% 
10 100% 13 93% 
Code Doc.public method definition 10 100% 13 93% 
Code Doc.selection 10 100% Desi 13 93% 
Code Doc.source file 10 100% 13 93% 
Desi 14 100% Code Doc.method definition 9 90% 
Doc.cd: attribute 14 100% 12 86% 
Design Doc.cd: class 14 100% 8 80010 
14 100% 8 80% 
Desi 14 100% 8 80% 
14 100% 9 64% 
14 100% 9 64% 
14 100% 9 64% 
16 100% Desi 8 57% 
Reqs Doc.functional requirement 16 100% 4 29% 
Reqs Doc.non-functional requirement 
(nfr) 16 100% 3 19% 
Re 16 100% 2 13% 
16 100% 2 13% 
16 100% Code Doc.class definition 10% 
16 100% 
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Appendix B 
Scatter Plots for Software Size Measures (Third Data Set) 
This appendix contains scatter plots representing relationships between the software size 
measures generated for the third set of software size data. The relationship between two 
software size measures was deemed linear when ten percent or less of the points is an 
outlier in the scatter plot. Since anyone plot uses 16, 14, or 10 data points, two or more 
outliers will result in the relationship not being linear. 
When the plot shows linearity, the corresponding measures were used to compute 
correlation coefficients. When the plot shows too many outliers, the software size 
measures were transformed using the natural logarithmic function (Microsoft Excel 
function LN). The transformed measures were then plotted to show linearity. In all cases 
where a transformation was needed, the transformed data generates a linear plot. In cases 
where a transformation was needed to show linearity, the transformed measures were 
used to compute the correlation coefficients. 
Table 24 (next page) summarizes the 27 scatter plots contained in this appendix and 
indicates whether the plot shows linearity based on the above definition. The first nine 
figures in this table (Figures 7 through 15) are plotting two software size measures within 
one Knowledge Type. The second set of nine figures in this table (Figures 16 through 
24) are plotting two Knowledge Types using the same software size measure. The third 
set of nine figures in this table (Figures 25 through 33) are plotting transformed software 
size measures. 
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24 Summary of Scatter Plots 
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Appendix C 
Detailed Results for Third Set of Software Size Data 
This appendix contains the detailed results from the effort predictions using the third set of software size data. The results are split 
into three categories - predicting effort using linear extrapolation, predicting element count using linear extrapolation, and predicting 
effort using the predicted element count. Each of these categories has a table that shows the detailed results (Tables 25, 29, 33) and 
three tables that shows various summaries. 
Predict Effort using Linear Extrapolation 
Table 25 shows the detailed results for prediction formulas (epI1), (epI2), (ep13), and (ep14) for each Prediction ID and distance 
formula. The total count column identifies the number of predictions performed for the corresponding Prediction ID and Prediction 
Formula. The total count represents the maximum number of projects that could be included in the Prediction ID. That is, when the 
Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type is part of the Prediction ID, ten projects are utilized during the jackknife approach. When the 
Design Knowledge Type is part of the Prediction ID, fourteen projects are utilized during the jackknife approach. 
Table 26 summarizes Table 25 by showing the results by Prediction ID and prediction formula. Table 27 summarizes Table 25 by 
showing the results by Prediction Formula and distance formula. Table 28 summarizes Table 25 by showing the results by Prediction 
ID and distance formula. 
TKK-AC epll 10 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 10.0% 5 50.0% 50.0% 3 30.0% 10.0% 
TKK-AC ep12 10 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 6 60.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 6 60.0% 10.0% 5 50.0% 
TKK-AC ep13 10 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 10.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0% 
TKK-AC ep14 10 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 10.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 4 40.0% 2 20.0% 
TKK-AD epll 14 3 21.4% 5 35.7% 8 57.1% 2 14.3% 5 35.7% 8 57.1% 5 35.7% 6 42.9% 
TKK-AD ep12 14 7 50.0% 7 50.0% 8 57.1 % 11 78.6% 7 50.0% 8 57.1% 6 42.9% 8 57.1% 
TKK-AD ep13 14 8 57.1% 8 57.1% o 0.0% 8 57.1% 8 57.1% o 0.0% 7 50.0% 9 64.3% 
TKK-AD ep14 14 3 21.4% 4 28.6% 8 57.1% 2 14.3% 4 28.6% 8 57.1% 5 35.7% 5 35.7% 
TKK-CA epll 10 o 0.0% 2 20.0% 3 30.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 3 30.0% o 0.0% 2 20.0% 
TKK-CA ep12 10 10.0% 3 30.0% 5 50.0% 10.0% 3 30.0% 5 50.0% 10.0% 3 30.0% 
TKK-CA ep13 10 2 20.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0% 
TKK-CA ep14 10 o 0.0% 2 20.0% 3 30.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 3 30.0% o 0.0% 2 20.0% 
TKK-CD epll 10 3 30.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 3 30.0% 10.0% 
TKK-CD ep12 10 7 70.0% 5 50.0% 7 70.0% 7 70.0% 5 50.0% 7 70.0% 7 70.0% 8 80.0% 
TKK-CD ep13 10 4 40.0% 3 30.0% 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 3 30.0% 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 2 20.0% 
TKK-CD ep14 10 3 30.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 5 50.0% 3 30.0% 10.0% 
TKK-DA ep11 14 2 14.3% 4 28.6% 5 35.7% 4 28.6% 4 28.6% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 4 28.6% 
TKK-DA ep12 14 4 28.6% 4 28.6% 8 57.1% 7 50.0% 4 28.6% 8 57.1% 5 35.7% 7 50.0% 
TKK-DA ep13 14 6 42.9% 2 14.3% 5 35.7% 6 42.9% 2 14.3% 5 35.7% 6 42.9% 7 50.0% 
TKK-DA ep14 14 3 21.4% 4 28.6% 5 35.7% 4 28.6% 4 28.6% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 4 28.6% 
TKK-DC ep11 10 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 3 30.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 3 30.0% 4 40.0% 
TKK-DC ep12 10 3 30.0% 8 80.0% 3 30.0% 5 50.0% 8 80.0% 3 30.0% 3 30.0% 6 60.0% 
TKK-DC ep13 10 6 60.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 3 30.0% 
TKK-DC ep14 10 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 3 30.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 3 30.0% 4 40.0% 
totals 272 77 28.3% 99 36.4% 112 41.2% 87 32.0% 99 36.4% 112 41.2% 84 30.9% 98 36.0% 
Table 26 Summary Results by Prediction 10 and Prediction Formula 
Prediction 
ID formula total count 
TKK-AC eEl 1 80 27 33.8% 
TKK-AC eE12 80 32 40.0% 
TKK-AC eE13 80 23 28.8% 
TKK-AC eE14 80 29 36.3% 
TKK-AD eEll 112 42 37.5% 
TKK-AD eE12 112 62 55.4% 
TKK-AD eE13 112 48 42.9% 
TKK-AD eE14 112 39 34.8% 
TKK-CA eEll 80 13 16.3% 
TKK-CA eE12 80 22 27.5% 
TKK-CA eE13 80 14 17.5% 
TKK-CA eE14 80 13 16.3% 
TKK-CD eEl 1 80 29 36.3% 
TKK-CD eE12 80 53 66.3% 
TKK-CD eE13 80 24 30.0% 
TKK-CD eE14 80 29 36.3% 
TKK-DA eEll 112 31 27.7% 
TKK-DA eE12 112 47 42.0% 
TKK-DA eE13 112 39 34.8% 
TKK-DA eE14 112 32 28.6% 
TKK-DC eEl 1 80 28 35.0% 
TKK-DC eE12 80 39 48.8% 
TKK-DC eE13 80 25 31.3% 
TKK-DC eE14 80 28 35.0% 
grand totals 2176 768 35.3% 
e,ell 68 12 17.6% 25 36.8% 30 44.1% 13 19.1% 25 36.8% 30 44.1% 17 25.0% 18 26.5% 
e,e12 68 24 35.3% 31 45.6% 37 54.4% 35 51.5% 31 45.6% 37 54.4% 23 33.8% 37 54.4% 
e,e13 68 28 41.2% 19 27.9% 15 22.1% 26 38.2% 19 27.9% 15 22.1% 26 38.2% 25 36.8% 
e,e14 68 13 19.1% 24 35.3% 30 44.1% 13 19.1% 24 35.3% 30 44.1% 18 26.5% 18 26.5% 
totals 272 77 28.3% 99 36.4% 112 41.2% 87 32.0% 99 36.4% 112 41.2% 84 30.9% 98 36.0% 
Table 28 Summary Results by Prediction ID and Distance Formula 
TKK-AC 40 8 20.0% 18 45.0% 20 50.0% 7 17.5% 18 45.0% 20 50.0% 10 25.0% 10 25.0% 
TKK-AD 56 21 37.5% 24 42.9% 24 42.9% 23 41.1% 24 42.9% 24 42.9% 23 41.1% 28 50.0% 
TKK-CA 40 3 7.5% 8 20.0% 13 32.5% 5 12.5% 8 20.0% 13 32.5% 3 7.5% 9 22.5% 
TKK-CD 40 17 42.5% 18 45.0% 19 47.5% 15 37.5% 18 45.0% 19 47.5% 17 42.5% 12 30.0% 
TKK-DA 56 15 26.8% 14 25.0% 23 41.1% 21 37.5% 14 25.0% 23 41.1% 17 30.4% 22 39.3% 
TKK-DC 40 13 32.5% 17 42.5% 13 32.5% 16 40.0% 17 42.5% 13 32.5% 14 35.0% 17 42.5% 
totals 272 77 28.3% 99 36.4% 112 41.2% 87 32.0% 99 36.4% 112 41.2% 84 30.9% 98 36.0% 
Predict Element Count using Linear Extrapolation 
Table 29 shows the detailed results for prediction fonnulas (ep 15), (ep 16), (ep 17), and (ep 18) for each Prediction ID and distance 
fonnula. The total count column represents the same infonnation as described for Table 25. Table 30 summarizes Table 29 by 
showing the results by Prediction ID and prediction fonnula. Table 31 summarizes Table 29 by showing the results by Prediction 
Fonnula and distance fonnula. Table 32 summarizes Table 29 by showing the results by Prediction ID and distance fonnula. 
Table 29 Detailed Results: Predicting Element Count using linear Extrapolation 
Prediction 
ID 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AD 
TKK-AD 
TKK-AD 
TKK-AD 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CD 
TKK-CD 
TKK-CD 
TKK-CD 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DC 
TKK-DC 
TKK-DC 
TKK-DC 
Prediction 
Formula 
ep15 
ep16 
ep17 
ep18 
ep15 
ep16 
ep17 
ep18 
ep15 
ep16 
ep17 
ep18 
ep15 
ep16 
ep17 
ep18 
ep15 
ep16 
ep17 
ep18 
ep15 
ep16 
ep17 
ep18 
totals 
10 
10 
10 
10 
14 
14 
14 
14 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
14 
14 
14 
14 
10 
10 
10 
10 
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2 20.0% 
3 30.0% 
2 20.0% 
o 0.0% 
7 50.0% 
7.1% 
7.1% 
7 50.0% 
4 40.0% 
5 50.0% 
5 50.0% 
4 40.0% 
10.0% 
5 50.0% 
2 20.0% 
10.0% 
5 35.7% 
5 35.7% 
3 21.4% 
5 35.7% 
o 0.0% 
2 20.0% 
5 50.0% 
10.0% 
76 27.9% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% o 0.0% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% 2 20.0% 
3 30.0% 2 20.0% 10.0% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% o 0.0% 
5 35.7% o 0.0% 6 42.9% 
2 14.3% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
3 21.4% o 0.0% 7.1% 
5 35.7% o 0.0% 6 42.9% 
10.0% 7 70.0% 4 40.0% 
5 50.0% 6 60.0% 6 60.0% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% 7 70.0% 
10.0% 7 70.0% 4 40.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% 10.0% 
5 50.0% 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% 3 30.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% 10.0% 
6 42.9% 4 28.6% 3 21.4% 
4 28.6% 5 35.7% 5 35.7% 
4 28.6% 7 50.0% 7.1% 
6 42.9% 4 28.6% 4 28.6% 
10.0% 10.0% o 0.0% 
3 30.0% 10.0% 4 40.0% 
4 40.0% 4 40.0% 2 20.0% 
10.0% 10.0% o 0.0% 
71 26.1% 63 23.2% 66 24.3% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% 3 30.0% 10.0% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% 2 20.0% 4 40.0% 
3 30.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0% 3 30.0% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% 2 20.0% 10.0% 
5 35.7% o 0.0% 8 57.1% 6 42.9% 
2 14.3% o 0.0% 7.1% 7.1% 
3 21.4% o 0.0% 7.1% 4 28.6% 
5 35.7% o 0.0% 8 57.1% 7 50.0% 
10:0% 7 70.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 
5 50.0% 6 60.0% 5 50.0% 6 60.0% 
3 30.0% 3 30.0% 5 50.0% 6 60.0% 
10.0% 7 70.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% 10.0% o 0.0% 
5 50.0% 2 20.0% 5 50.0% 3 30.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% 10.0% o 0.0% 
6 42.9% 4 28.6% 5 35.7% 2 14.3% 
4 28.6% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 5 35.7% 
4 28.6% 7 50.0% 2 14.3% 7.1% 
6 42.9% 4 28.6% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 
10.0% 10.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
3 30.0% 10.0% 2 20.0% 3 30.0% 
4 40.0% 4 40.0% 4 40.0% 2 20.0% 
10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 
71 26.1% 63 23.2% 76 27.9% 69 25.4% 
Table 30 Summary Results by Prediction 10 and Prediction 
Prediction 
ID formula total count 
TKK-AC eElS 80 18 22.5% 
TKK-AC eE16 80 23 28.8% 
TKK-AC eE17 80 18 22.5% 
TKK-AC eE18 80 15 18.8% 
TKK-AD eElS 112 37 33.0% 
TKK-AD eE16 112 7 6.3% 
TKK-AD eE17 112 13 11.6% 
TKK-AD eE18 112 38 33.9% 
TKK-CA eElS 80 32 40.0% 
TKK-CA eE16 80 44 55.0% 
TKK-CA eE17 80 35 43.8% 
TKK-CA eE18 80 32 40.0% 
TKK-CD eElS 80 3 3.8% 
TKK-CD eE16 80 32 40.0% 
TKK-CD eE17 80 9 11.3% 
TKK-CD eE18 80 3 3.8% 
TKK-DA eElS 112 35 31.3% 
TKK-DA eE16 112 36 32.1% 
TKK-DA eE17 112 29 25.9% 
TKK-DA eE18 112 37 33.0% 
TKK-DC eElS 80 4 5.0% 
TKK-DC eE16 80 19 23.8% 
TKK-DC eE17 80 29 36.3% 
TKK-DC eE18 80 7 8.8% 
~rand totals 2176 555 25.5% 
Table 31 Summary Results by Prediction Formula and Distance Formula 
Prediction total elementDist effortDist ratioDist elementRank effortRank ratioRank sumDist sumRank 
Formula count count % count % count % count % count % count % count % count 6/0 
ep15 68 14 20.6% 16 23.5% 22.1% 21 30.9% 19.1% 
epl~_ 68 22 32.4% 25.0% 18 26.5% 
ep17 68 15 22.1% 23.5% 16 23.5% 
ep18 68 15 22.1% 22.1% 21 30.9% 
totals 272 66 24.3% 71 26.1% i 23.2% 76 27.9% 
Table 32 Summary Results by Prediction ID and Distance Formula 
Prediction total elementDist effortDist ratioDist elementRank effortRank ratioRank sumDist sumRank 
ID count count % count % count % count % count % count % count % count % 
TKK-AC 3 7.5% 12 30.0% 11 27.5% 9 22.5% 9 
TKK-AD 13 23.2% 15 26.8% 0 0.0% 32.1% 18 
TKK-CA 21 52.5% 10 25.0% 23 57.5% 45.0% 20 
TKK-CD 40 5.0% 10 5 12.5% 2 5.0% 22.5% 5 
TKK-DA 56 18 32.1% 35.7% 20 35.7% 26.8% 11 
TKK-DC 40 8 20.0% 15.0% 7 17.5% 6 15.0% 
totals 272 76 27.9% 23.2% 66 • 24.3% 71 26.1% 63 23.2% 27.9% 69 25.4% 
Predict Effort using Predicted Element Count 
Table 33 shows the detailed results for prediction formulas (ep 19), (ep20), (ep21), and (ep22) for each Prediction ID and distance 
formula. The total count column represents the same information as described for Table 25. Table 34 summarizes Table 33 by 
showing the results by Prediction ID and prediction formula. Table 35 summarizes Table 33 by showing the results by Prediction 
Formula and distance formula. Table 36 summarizes Table 33 by showing the results by Prediction ID and distance formula. 
Table 33 Detailed Results: Predicting Effort using Predicted Element Count 
Prediction 
ID 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AC 
TKK-AD 
TKK-AD 
TKK-AD 
TKK-AD 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CA 
TKK-CD 
TKK-CD 
TKK-CD 
TKK-CD 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DA 
TKK-DC 
TKK-DC 
TKK-DC 
TKK-DC 
ep19 
ep20 
ep21 
ep22 
ep19 
ep20 
ep21 
ep22 
ep19 
ep20 
ep21 
ep22 
ep19 
ep20 
ep21 
ep22 
ep19 
ep20 
ep21 
ep22 
ep19 
ep20 
ep21 
ep22 
totals 
10 
10 
10 
10 
14 
14 
14 
14 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
14 
14 
14 
14 
10 
10 
10 
10 
272 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 
2 14.3% 
2 14.3% 2 
7.1% 2 
3 21.4% 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
3 21.4% 
3 21.4% 5 
4 28.6% 6 
3 21.4% 2 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
o 0.0% o 
21 7.7% 21 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
10.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
7.1% 3 21.4% 3 21.4% 
14.3% 3 21.4% 2 14.3% 
14.3% 7.1% 7.1% 
7.1% 3 21.4% 3 21.4% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
7.1% 5 35.7% 2 14.3% 
35.7% 5 35.7% 2 14.3% 
42.9% 3 21.4% 3 21.4% 
14.3% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
7.7% 28 10.3% 19 7.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
10.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
7.1% 3 21.4% 3 21.4% 7.1% 
2 14.3% 3 21.4% 7.1% 7.1% 
2 14.3% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 
7.1% 3 21.4% 3 21.4% 3 21.4% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
7.1% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 4 28.6% 
5 35.7% 5 35.7% 2 14.3% 2 14.3% 
6 42.9% 3 21.4% 4 28.6% 2 14.3% 
2 14.3% 5 35.7% 3 21.4% 5 35.7% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% o 0.0% 
21 7.7% 28 10.3% 20 7.4% 19 7.0% 
Table 34 Summary Results by Prediction ID and Prediction Formula 
Prediction 
ID formula total count 
TKK-AC eE19 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-AC eE20 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-AC eE21 80 2 2.5% 
TKK-AC eE22 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-AD eE19 112 17 15.2% 
TKK-AD eE20 112 16 14.3% 
TKK-AD eE21 112 10 8.9% 
TKK-AD eE22 112 20 17.9% 
TKK-CA eE19 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CA eE20 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CA eE21 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CA eE22 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CD eE19 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CD eE20 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CD eE2l 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-CD eE22 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-DA eE19 112 24 21.4% 
TKK-DA eE20 112 29 25.9% 
TKK-DA eE2l 112 31 27.7% 
TKK-DA eE22 112 28 25.0% 
TKK-DC eE19 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-DC eE20 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-DC eE2l 80 0 0.0% 
TKK-DC eE22 80 0 0.0% 
grand totals 2176 177 8.1% 
Table 35 Summary Results by Prediction Formula and Distance Formula 
Prediction total elementDist effortDist ratioDist elementRank effortRank ratioRank sumDist sumRank 
Formula count count count % count % count % count % count % count % count % 
ep19 2.9% 8 11.8% 5 7.4% 2 2.9% 8 7.4% 
.(!p~Q- 68 5 10.3% 8 11.8% 4 5.9% 7 10.3% 8 4.4% 
ep21 68 5 13.2% 4 5.9% 4 9 13.2% 4.4% 
ep22 68 6 4.4% 8 11.8% 6 3 4.4% 11.8% 
totals 272 21 7.7% 28 10.3% 19 21 7.7% 7.0% 
Table 36 Summary Results by Prediction ID and Distance Formula 
Prediction total elementDist effortDist ratioDist elementRank effortRank ratioRank sumDist sumRank 
ID count count % count % count 0/0 count % count % count % count % count % 
TKK-AC 40 0 0.0% 1 2.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
TKK-AD 56 8 14.3% 6 10.7% 10 17.9% 8 14.3% 10.7% 
TKK-CA 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0% 
TKK-CD 40 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0% 
TKK-DA 56 25.0% 32.1% 12 23.2% 
TKK-DC 40 0.0% 0 0.0% 
totals 272 21 7.7% 28 10.3% . 20 7.0% 
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Appendix D 
First Set of Software Size Data: Many Artifacts and All Elements 
This appendix contains the first set of software size data. For each software development 
project included in this study, software size data was generated based on how the project 
team chose to record their hours worked. For this reason, there is a lot of variability in 
the types of artifacts shown in this first set of data. Data was collected for three 
knowledge types - Analysis, Design, and Construct & Unit Test. 
Table 37 Analysis Knowledge Type (First Data Set) 
(DV-I) 1 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc Purpose 6.5 purpose paragraph 1 
Reqs Doc Scope & Limitations 2 limitations paragraph 1 
scope paragraph 1 
Reqs Doc Intended Audience 12.5 intended audience 5 
intended audience paragraph 6 
Reqs Doc Acronyms & Abbreviations 2.5 acronym and abbreviation 8 
Reqs Doc Glossary 4.75 glossary 7 
Reqs Doc Version Control 2.5 version 1 
Reqs Doc Overview & Objectives 7.25 objective 15 
overview paragraph 21 
Reqs Doc User Considerations & Characteristics 32.25 paragraph 9 
R~qs Doc User Requirements: System Access 7.75 functional requirement 11 
Reqs Doc User Requirements: User Interaction 12.75 functional requirement 34 
screen layout (sl) 6 
sl: button 59 
sl: drop down list 17 
sl: Iistbox 17 
sl: menu 3 
sl: textbox 88 
user view 5 
Reqs Doc Functional Requirements 12.5 functional requirement 23 
Reqs Doc Non-functional Requirements 9.5 nfr: acceptance 2 
nft: documentation 2 
nft: interface 1 
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nfr: operational 
nfr: performance 2 
nfr: portability 2 
nfr: quality 3 
nfr: reliability 3 
nfr: reporting 5 
nfr: resource 2 
nfr: security 
nfr: verification 2 
non-functional 26 
Reqs Doc Use Cases 8 uc: extension 9 
uc: precondition 2 
uc: primary actor 3 
uc: secondary actor 2 
uc: step 34 
Reqs Doc Introduction acronym and abbreviation 9 
glossary 3 
nfr: availability I 
nfr: design 2 
nfr: maintainability 
nfr: performance 
nfr: reliability 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 6 
overview paragraph 7 
purpose paragraph 
reference 2 
1 
Reqs Doc User Interface 25 screen layout (sl) II 
sl: button 19 
sl: drop down list 3 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: paragraph 11 
sl: textbox 17 
Reqs Doc Class Diagrams 3 cd: associati on 19 
cd: attribute 36 
cd: class 16 
Reqs Doc System Data Flow Diagram 3 data flow diagram (dfd) 
dfd: data flow 24 
dfd: data store 4 
dfd: external entity 
dfd: paragraph 2 
Doc System State Transition Diagram 
Doc Sequence Diagrams 
Reqs Doc Use Cases 
Reqs Doc Non-functional Requirements 
Reqs Doc User Interface 
4 
3 
5 
3 
13 
8.5 
4.5 
3.25 
scd: paragraph 
scd: state 
scd: transition 
statechart 
sd: message (create) 
sd: message (other) 
sd: object (distinct) 
sd: object (total) 
uc: extension 
uc: primary actor 
uc: step 
use case 
functional requirement 
audience scenario 
functional requirement 
nfr: availability 
nfr: fault tolerance 
nfr: hardware 
nfr: interface 
nfr: portability 
nfr: reliability 
nfr: reporting 
nfr: safety 
nfr: security 
nfr: software 
nfr: speed 
nfr: usability 
non-functional 
uc: extension 
uc: paragraph 
uc: postcondition 
uc: precondition 
uc: primary actor 
uc: step 
functional requirement 
screen layout (sl) 
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14 
12 
22 
1 
12 
48 
16 
40 
lO 
6 
63 
lO 
37 
II 
37 
4 
I 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
4 
lO 
12 
13 
8 
4 
3 
sl: button II 
sl: textbox 2 
4 
~ 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
2.5 
Doc Activity Diagrams 2 
Doc User Interface 8 
11.25 
evolution 
ucd: actor (distinct) 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 
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3 
5 
5 
ucd: communication link 30 
ucd: use case (distinct) 25 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 25 
use case 4 
activity diagram (ad) 
ad: activity (distinct) 
ad: activity (wi dups) 
ad: branch 
4 
17 
31 
8 
ad: paragraph 5 
ad: transition 55 
screen layout (sl) 13 
sl: button 71 
sl: listbox 17 
sl: paragraph 19 
sl: textbox 40 
user view 
acronym and abbreviation 
functionality paragraph 
glossary 
4 
3 
4 
15 
goal paragraph 1 
intended audience 5 
limitations paragraph 2 
nfr: dependability 1 
nfr: implementation 2 
nfr: interface 
nfr: operational 
nfr: performance 
nfr: supportability 
nfr: usability 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 8 
overview paragraph 5 
purpose paragraph 
system evolution paragraph 
uc: postcondition 27 
uc: precondition 31 
uc: primary actor 7 
uc: step 61 
use case 25 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course Development System 
Reqs Doc Brain Storm Session 16 design module 6 
160 
diagram 
functional requirement 17 
9 
Doc State Transition Diagram 8 scd: branch I 
scd: state 9 
scd: transition 21 
statechart I 
Reqs Doc Use Case Diagrams 8 ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 3 
ucd: communication link 8 
ucd: use case (distinct) 6 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 6 
use case 
8 sl: hypertext link 6 
sl: textbox 2 
Reqs Doc Learning Outcome Generator Step 1 16 sl: button I 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: listbox 
sl: textbox 
Reqs Doc Learning Outcome Generator Step 2 16 sl: Iistbox 2 
sl: textbox 
40 activity diagram (ad) 4 
ad: activity (distinct) II 
ad: activity (wi dups) 14 
ad: join 1 
ad: merge 3 
ad: transition 15 
arch: paragraph 1 
data flow diagram (dfd) 
dfd: data flow 13 
dfd: data store 3 
dfd: external entity I 
dfd: paragraph 12 
dfd: process 5 
functional requirement 32 
functionality paragraph 6 
glossary 12 
intended audience 2 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 49 
objective 7 
overview paragraph 4 
purpose paragraph 1 
reference 4 
risk management paragraph 12 
scope paragraph 6 
screen layout (sl) 5 
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sl: diagram 
system evolution paragraph 6 
test plan paragraph 4 
version 5 
6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version Control System 
Problem & Solution Idea J.5 
idea 
Functional Requirements 19.79 diagram 8 
376 
2.5 diagram 4 
glossary 7 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 9 
overview 5 
5.4 screen layout (sl) 3 
sd: message (other) 18 
sd: object (distinct) 2 
sd: object (total) 4 
sequence diagram (sd) 4 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 13 
sl: listbox I 
sl: textbox 9 
ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 6 
ucd: communication link 45 
ucd: use case (distinct) 45 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 45 
use 5 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
Reqs Doc System Requirements 
Reqs Doc Use Cases 
(D V-II) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
162 
6.75 uc: extension 7 
uc: paragraph 6 
uc: primary actor I 
uc: step 53 
use case 6 
6 screen layout (sl) 8 
sl: button 5 
sl: hypertext link 12 
sl: listbox 8 
sl: textbox 6 
0.25 reference 
title 
Reqs Doc 12 acronym and abbreviation 2 
assumption 4 
glossary 2 
introduction paragraph I 
overview paragraph 6 
purpose paragraph 2 
reference 2 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 4 
sl: button 22 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: textbox 2 
uc: postcondition 9 
uc: precondition 10 
uc: primary actor 7 
uc: step 50 
ucd: actor (distinct) 4 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 4 
ucd: communication link 10 
ucd: paragraph 6 
ucd: use case (distinct) 10 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 11 
use case (uc) 6 
use case diagram (ucd) 4 
version 
(D V-J3) J 0 Dissertation Tracking System 
163 
acronym and abbreviation 6 
overview paragraph 25 
purpose paragraph 1 
2 
User lnterface 5.5 screen layout (sl) 9 
sl: button 43 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: textbox 16 
1.5 cd: association 1 
cd: attribute 22 
cd: class 3 
cd: paragraph 7 
class 
8.75 assumption 7 
constraint 4 
document layout 1 
interface paragraph 2 
nfr: design 4 
nfr: performance 2 
nfr: quality 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 7 
product paragraph 10 
reference 2 
Reqs Doc Use Case Diagrams 2.25 uc: step 16 
ucd: actor (distinct) 4 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 4 
ucd: use case (distinct) 12 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 15 
use case 4 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Reqs Doc Non-functional Requirements 8 nfr: availability 2 
nfr: delivery 1 
nfr: methodology 6 
nfr: operational 4 
nfr: performance 5 
nfr: platform 4 
nfr: reliability 1 
nfr: resource 3 
nfr: reusability 
non-functional 27 
Reqs Doc Use Case Diagrams 4 ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 3 
ucd: communication link 20 
164 
ucd: use case (distinct) 20 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 20 
use case 3 
15 screen layout (sl) 33 
sl: button 44 
sl: drop down list 5 
sl: listbox 21 
sl: paragraph 25 
sl: textbox 6 
1) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
9 functional requirement IS 
nfr: platform 2 
nfr: storage 5 
nfr: usability I 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 8 
I 
Doc HCI Requirements nfr: interface 6 
non-functional 6 
Reqs Doc Use Case Diagrams ucd: actor (distinct) 
ucd: actor (wi dups) I 
ucd: communication link 8 
ucd: use case (distinct) 7 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 7 
use I 
Reqs Doc Activity Diagrams 4 activity diagram (ad) 7 
ad: activity (distinct) 25 
ad: activity (wi dups) 31 
ad: branch 3 
3 functionality paragraph 10 
overview paragraph 4 
purpose paragraph 2 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Reqs Doc Functionality Classes 3.5 acti ons taken 19 
failure case 18 
failure response I output 15 
input I prerequisite 17 
paragraph 13 
success response I output 12 
165 
user 9 
Doc Future Enhancements 1.5 actions taken 5 
failure case 10 
failure response I output 11 
input I prerequisite 8 
success response I output 5 
user 5 
5 acceptance verification 24 
arch: paragraph 10 
assumption 
document layout 11 
duration paragraph I 
functionality paragraph 2 
glossary 29 
introduction paragraph 
purpose paragraph 
reference 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Reqs Doc Functional Requirements 4 functional requirement 41 
nfr: interface 4 
nfr: performance 
nfr: platform 5 
10 
Reqs Doc Interface Requirements 2 nfr: interface 7 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 7 
screen layout (sl) 
sl: button 5 
sl: listbox I 
sl: textbox 
Reqs Doc Other Requirements 2 nfr: extensibility 
nfr: maintainability 
nfr: performance 3 
nfr: portability 
nfr: reliability 2 
nfr: resource 
nfr: security 
non-functional 10 
Reqs Doc Use Cases 6 uc: extension 10 
uc: paragraph I 
uc: precondition 10 
uc: primary actor 10 
uc: step 45 
use case 10 
Reqs Doc 6 acronym and abbreviation 14 
business context paragraph 1 
166 
introduction paragraph 1 
nft: constraint 9 
non-functional requirement (nft) 9 
overview paragraph 
product function 
purpose paragraph 1 
reference 3 
scenario paragraph 5 
scope paragraph 3 
similar system paragraph 
user 
~ 15 Digital Photo Management System 
6 screen layout (51) 6 
51: button 15 
51: drop down list 1 
51: 1istbox 2 
51: menu 4 
51: menuitem 11 
51: paragraph 19 
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func and proc definition 5 
iteration 1 
method invoke 
selection 12 
source file 1 
Code Status Update all statement 115 
API invoke 7 
func and proc definition 4 
Code Student Main 1.5 all statement 241 
API invoke 9 
func and proc definition 13 
method invoke 3 
file 
Code Student Submit all statement 247 
API invoke 21 
191 
func and proc definition 7 
method invoke I 
selection 6 
source file I 
Code Student View I all statement 231 
API invoke 13 
func and proc definition 9 
method invoke 2 
selection 7 
source file 1 
Code Authorship I all statement 132 
API invoke 1 
func and proc definition 1 
source file 1 
Code Diss Approval 3 all statement 339 
API invoke I 
func and proc definition I 
source file I 
Code Help 0.5 all statement 89 
API invoke 8 
func and proc definition 5 
selection I 
source file I 
Code Access Database Implementation 2 
(DV-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Database 3 all tag 294 
tag file 13 
unique tag 106 
Code Class Implementation 8 all statement 8135 
API invoke 3449 
iteration I 
method invoke 180 
other method definition 81 
private method definition 65 
protected method definition 185 
public class definition 73 
public method definition 468 
selection 210 
source file 24 
Code GUI Implementation 21.5 all statement 3125 
API invoke 1522 
method invoke 157 
private method definition 57 
protected method definition 14 
public class definition 14 
public method definition 14 
selection 64 
192 
source file 14 
Code QUI / Class / Database Integration 6 all tag 2598 
tag file 17 
170 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course Development System 
(DV-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version Control System 
7.25 all statement 531 
API invoke 146 
iteration 14 
method invoke 79 
private method definition 
protected method definition 2 
public class definition 10 
public method definition 95 
selection 32 
source file 16 
Code Client Side 10.5 all statement 675 
all tag 165 
API invoke 305 
iteration 14 
method invoke 152 
private method definition 26 
public class definition II 
public method definition 61 
selection 36 
source file 16 
tag file 2 
33 
Code Server Side 18.5 all statement 2149 
all tag 596 
API invoke 1075 
iteration 41 
method invoke 432 
private method definition 59 
protected method definition 2 
public class definition 22 
public method definition 157 
selection 139 
source file 27 
tag file 4 
70 
193 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
No code provided. 
(D V-11) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
No code provided. 
(DV-12) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
No code provided. 
(D V-13) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Connt 
Code ASP Files 7 all tag 969 
tag file 25 
unique tag 293 
Code ASP C# Files 19 all statement 1472 
API invoke 336 
method invoke 71 
private method definition 57 
protected method definition 20 
public class definition 13 
public method definition I 
selection 106 
source file 13 
Code C# Files 11 all statement 3098 
API invoke 1151 
method invoke 263 
other method definition 24 
private method definition 48 
protected method definition 146 
public class definition 53 
public method definition 199 
selection 198 
source file 15 
CodeXML 0 all tag 206 
tag file 11 
unique tag 70 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Administrator Menu Form 0.5 all statement 36 
API invoke 12 
iteration 1 
method invoke 11 
194 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 4 
source file 1 
Code Approvals Form 1.25 all statement 152 
API invoke 113 
iteration 1 
method invoke 17 
public class definition 
public method definition 11 
selection 16 
source file 1 
Code Approvals Queue 0.5 all statement 59 
API invoke 26 
iteration 5 
method invoke 9 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 
source file 
Code Available Students Queue 0.5 all statement 64 
API invoke 25 
iteration 5 
method invoke 11 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 4 
selection 
source file 1 
Code Comments Input Queue Form 0.5 all statement 60 
API invoke 34 
iteration 0 
method invoke 5 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 9 
selection 2 
source file 1 
Code Comments Queue 0.5 all statement 62 
API invoke 38 
iteration 4 
method invoke 8 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 0 
source file 
Code Committee Members Queue 0.25 all statement 42 
API invoke 25 
iteration 
method invoke 7 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 2 
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source file 
Code Dissertation Report Queue 0.5 all statement 71 
API invoke 28 
iteration 5 
method invoke 14 
public class definition I 
public method definition 4 
selection 3 
source file I 
Code Dissertation Tracking System 0.25 all statement 4 
API invoke 
method invoke 
public class definition 
public method definition 
source file 
Code Document Size Filter 0 all statement 18 
API invoke 14 
public class definition 
public method definition I 
selection 4 
source file I 
Code Faculty Menu Form 0.5 all statement 83 
API invoke 26 
iteration I 
method invoke 43 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 7 
source file 
Code Formal Proposal Queue all statement 71 
API invoke 28 
iteration 5 
method invoke 14 
public class definition I 
public method definition 4 
selection 3 
source file 
Code Form Committee Dialog 1.25 all statement 116 
API invoke 84 
iteration 3 
method invoke 6 
public class definition 
public method definition 8 
selection 6 
source file I 
Code Idea Paper Queue 0.5 all statement 67 
API invoke 27 
iteration 5 
method invoke 13 
public class definition 
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public method definition 4 
selection 2 
source file 1 
Code Login Form 1.25 all statement 92 
API invoke 76 
method invoke 4 
public class definition I 
public method definition 3 
selection 8 
source file 
Code Main Menu Form 0.5 all statement 58 
API invoke 35 
method invoke 2 
public class definition 
public method definition 10 
selection 3 
source file 
Code Middle Tier Server 6 all statement 418 
API invoke 347 
iteration 30 
method invoke 5 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 6 
selection 48 
source file I 
Code Move Student Dialog all statement 75 
API invoke 45 
method invoke 8 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 9 
selection 7 
source file 
Code My Committees Queue 0.25 all statement 49 
API invoke 21 
iteration 3 
method invoke 10 
public class definition 
public method definition 3 
selection 
source file 
Code Preliminary Proposal Queue all statement 71 
API invoke 28 
iteration 5 
method invoke 14 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 4 
selection 3 
source 
Code Queue Form 0.25 all statement 38 
API invoke 26 
197 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 3 
source file 
Code Student History Queue 0.25 all statement 31 
API invoke 16 
iteration I 
method invoke 3 
public class definition 
public method definition 2 
source file 
Code Student Menu Form 0.5 all statement 61 
API invoke 18 
iteration 1 
method invoke 29 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 5 
source file 
Code Student Report Form 0.5 all statement 69 
API invoke 50 
method invoke 2 
public class definition 
public method definition 2 
selection 2 
source file 1 
Code Student Results Queue 0.5 all statement 61 
API invoke 26 
iteration 5 
method invoke 9 
public class definition I 
public method definition 4 
selection 4 
source file 
Code Submissions Queue 1.25 all statement 127 
API invoke 52 
iteration 5 
method invoke 22 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
selection 17 
source file 
Code Task 2.75 all statement 235 
API invoke 93 
iteration 2 
method invoke 30 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 10 
selection 44 
source file 1 
198 
1.25 an statement 104 
API invoke 59 
iteration 3 
method invoke 13 
public class definition 
public method definition 6 
selection 3 
source file 
1) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
2.5 an statement 100 
API invoke 15 
iteration 10 
method invoke 11 
public class definition I 
public method definition 7 
selection 11 
source file I 
an statement 16 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
source file I 
Code CPhotoStorage 5.5 an statement 354 
API invoke 117 
iteration 17 
method invoke 55 
protected method definition 3 
public class definition 
public method definition 19 
selection 62 
source file 
Code DPMSApplication 0.25 an statement 10 
API invoke 3 
method invoke 2 
public class definition 
public method definition 2 
source file I 
Code DPMSframe 6.5 an statement 679 
API invoke 506 
iteration 5 
method invoke 36 
private method definition 2 
protected method definition 
public class definition 3 
public method definition 51 
selection 35 
source file 
Code DPMSframe_About 0.5 an statement 66 
199 
API invoke 52 
method invoke 1 
protected method definition 1 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 2 
selection 2 
source file 1 
Code ImageFrame 0.25 all statement 23 
API invoke 21 
method invoke 1 
private method definition 1 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 2 
source file 1 
Code Thumbnail 1 all statement 31 
API invoke 19 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 1 
selection 2 
source file 1 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Core 5 all statement 228 
API invoke 76 
iteration 10 
method invoke 49 
private method definition 1 
protected method definition 1 
public class definition 4 
public method definition 36 
selection 16 
source file 4 
Code Data 3 all statement 90 
API invoke 52 
iteration 2 
method invoke 11 
private method definition 1 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 3 
selection 14 
source file 2 
CodeGUI 16.5 all statement 1219 
API invoke 530 
iteration 9 
method invoke 163 
private method definition 31 
public class definition 13 
public method definition 187 
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selection 73 
source file 13 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code AddAlbumWindow 1.5 all statement 154 
API invoke 131 
method invoke 6 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 5 
selection 25 
source file 1 
Code AddImageWindow 2.5 all statement 195 
API invoke 173 
method invoke 21 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 6 
selection 30 
source file 1 
Code Album 2 all statement 142 
API invoke 38 
iteration 5 
method invoke 13 
private method definition I 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 18 
selection 12 
source file I 
Code AlbumArea 0.25 all statement 17 
API invoke 5 
method invoke 3 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 2 
source file 1 
Code AlbumCase 3 all statement 258 
API invoke 113 
iteration 18 
method invoke 46 
private method definition 1 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 16 
selection 18 
source file 1 
Code AlbumListingPanel 1.5 all statement 74 
API invoke 42 
iteration 2 
method invoke 14 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 10 
201 
selection 9 
source file 1 
Code AlbumToolPanel 1 all statement 87 
API invoke 42 
method invoke 10 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 3 
selection 10 
source file 1 
Code CustornDataModel 0.5 all statement 22 
public method definition 5 
source file I 
Code DIMS 0.25 all statement 9 
method invoke 1 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 1 
source file 1 
Code EditAlbumWindow 1.5 all statement 152 
API invoke 122 
method invoke 21 
public class definition I 
public method definition 5 
selection 25 
source file 1 
Code EditImageWindow 1.5 all statement 153 
API invoke 119 
method invoke 21 
public class definition I 
public method definition 5 
selection 25 
source file 1 
Code GUI_DIMS I all statement 84 
API invoke 41 
method invoke 17 
public class definition I 
public method definition 7 
selection 2 
source file 1 
Code ImageDIMS 0.5 all statement 49 
API invoke I 
method invoke 1 
private method definition 1 
public class definition I 
public method definition 9 
selection 3 
source file 1 
Code ImageFileFilter 0.5 all statement 73 
API invoke 19 
iteration 2 
method invoke 8 
202 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 10 
selection 14 
source file 1 
Code ImageMetaDataDisplay 0 all statement 63 
API invoke 43 
method invoke 8 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 3 
selection 1 
source file 1 
Code ImageScrollTable 1.5 all statement 53 
API invoke 30 
method invoke 10 
private method definition 1 
public method definition 7 
selection 6 
source file 1 
Code ImageToolsPanel 1.5 all statement 73 
API invoke 32 
method invoke 8 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 3 
selection 7 
source file 1 
Code ImageViewer 1.5 all statement 67 
API invoke 36 
method invoke 1 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 8 
selection 6 
source file 1 
Code ListSelectionDemo 0 all statement 96 
API invoke 78 
iteration 1 
method invoke 2 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 7 
selection 5 
source file 1 
Code MainDIMS 1 all statement 106 
API invoke 37 
iteration 4 
method invoke 25 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 9 
selection 12 
source file 1 
Code ResultFrame 0.5 all statement 78 
API invoke 38 
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method invoke 7 
public class definition I 
public method definition 7 
selection 2 
source file 1 
Code Search Window 1.5 all statement 86 
API invoke 54 
method invoke 11 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 4 
selection 10 
1 
Code Table_ CellRenderer 0.5 all statement 36 
API invoke 13 
method invoke 2 
public method definition 3 
selection 6 
source 
Code ThunmailPreviewArea 0.5 all statement 19 
API invoke 8 
method invoke 1 
public method definition 2 
file 
Code ViewAlbumDetailsWindow all statement 64 
API invoke 59 
method invoke 11 
public class definition 1 
public method definition 3 
selection 4 
source file 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
No 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Code Main Drivers all statement 297 
API invoke 122 
iteration 5 
method invoke 67 
private method definition 3 
public class definition 2 
public method definition 22 
selection 15 
source file 2 
Code Exception all statement 63 
API invoke 7 
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public class definition 7 
public method definition 7 
source file 7 
Code Utility 2 all statement 33 
API invoke 10 
iteration 1 
method invoke 2 
public class definition 
public method definition 4 
source file 1 
Code Command 3 all statement 343 
API invoke 43 
method invoke 51 
public class definition 13 
public method definition 43 
source file 17 
Code View 11 all statement 1171 
API invoke 762 
iteration 9 
method invoke 175 
private class definition 3 
private method definition 2 
public class definition 21 
public method definition 99 
selection 26 
Code Model 2.5 all statement 230 
API invoke 89 
iteration 4 
method invoke 49 
private method definition 2 
public class definition 3 
public method definition 32 
selection 22 
source file 3 
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Appendix E 
Second Set of Software Size Data: One Artifact and All Elements 
This appendix contains the second set of software size data. In this data set, all of the 
elements identified and counted within all artifacts of a project have been combined into 
one artifact. When the same element name appears in many artifacts in data set one, the 
counts associated with these duplicate element names are accumulated in this second data 
set. 
Table 40 Analysis Knowledge Type (Second Data Set) 
(D V-I) I Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 125.75 acronym and abbreviation 8 
functional requirement 68 
glossary 7 
intended audience 5 
intended audience paragraph 6 
limitations paragraph 
nfr: acceptance 2 
nfr: documentation 2 
nfr: interface 1 
nfr: operational 
nfr: performance 2 
nfr: portability 2 
nfr: quality 3 
nfr: reliability 3 
nfr: reporting 5 
nfr: resource 2 
nfr: security 
nfr: verification 2 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 26 
objective 15 
overview paragraph 21 
paragraph 9 
purpose paragraph 
reference 4 
scope paragraph 1 
-206 
screen layout (sl) 6 
sl: button 59 
sl: drop down list 17 
sl: 1istbox 17 
sl: menu 3 
sl: textbox 88 
system evolution paragraph 1 
uc: extension 9 
uc: precondition 2 
uc: primary actor 3 
uc: secondary actor 2 
uc: step 34 
use case (uc) 
user view 5 
version 
(DV-3) 2 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 47 acronym and abbreviation 9 
cd: association 19 
cd: attribute 36 
cd: class 16 
class diagram (cd) 1 
communication 0 
data flow diagram (dfd) 
dfd: data flow 24 
dfd: data store 4 
dfd: external entity 
dfd: paragraph 2 
dfd: process 13 
functional requirement 71 
glossary 3 
hardware 0 
nfr: availability 1 
nfr: design 2 
nfr: maintainability 
nfr: performance 
nfr: reliability 1 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 6 
overview paragraph 7 
purpose paragraph 1 
reference 2 
scd: paragraph 14 
scd: state 12 
scd: transition 22 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 11 
sd: message (create) 12 
sd: message (other) 48 
r 
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sd: object (distinct) 16 
sd: object (total) 40 
~i sequence diagram (sd) 10 
sl: button 19 
sl: drop down list 3 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: paragraph 11 
sl: textbox 17 
software 0 
statechart diagram (scd) 1 
uc: extension 6 
uc: primary actor 1 
uc: step 63 
use case (uc) 10 
(DV-5) 3 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 47.5 audience scenario 11 
functional requirement 41 
glossary 42 
;; intended audience 4 
nfr: availability 1 
nfr: fault tolerance 3 
nfr: hardware 1 
nfr: interface 3 
nfr: portability 1 
nfr: reliability 3 
nfr: reporting 3 
nfr: safety 2 
nfr: security 3 
nfr: software 2 
nfr: speed 1 
nfr: usability 4 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 27 
overview paragraph 1 
reference 3 
screen layout (sl) 3 
sl: button 11 
sl: textbox 2 
system evolution paragraph 3 
table of contents page 1 
uc: extension 10 
uc: paragraph 1 
uc: postcondition 12 
uc: precondition 13 
uc: primary actor 8 
uc: step 21 
use case (uc) 9 
(D V-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
23.75 acronym and abbreviation 
activity diagram (ad) 
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3 
4 
ad: activity (distinct) 17 
ad: activity (wi dups) 31 
ad: branch 8 
ad: paragraph 5 
ad: transition 55 
functionality paragraph 4 
glossary 15 
goal paragraph 
intended audience 5 
limitations paragraph 2 
nfr: dependability 
nfr: implementation 2 
nfr: interface 
nfr: operational 
nfr: performance 
nfr: supportability 
nfr: usability I 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 8 
overview paragraph 5 
purpose paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 13 
sl: button 71 
sl: listbox 17 
sl: paragraph 19 
sl: textbox 40 
system evolution paragraph I 
uc: postcondition 27 
uc: precondition 31 
uc: primary actor 7 
uc: step 61 
ucd: actor (distinct) 5 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 5 
ucd: communication link 30 
ucd: use case (distinct) 25 
ued: use case (wi dups) 25 
use case (ue) 25 
use case diagram (ucd) 4 
user view 4 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course Development System 
Reqs Doc 160 activity diagram (ad) 4 
ad: activity (distinct) II 
ad: activity (wi dups) 14 
209 
ad: branch 0 
ad: join 1 
ad: merge 3 
ad: object state 0 
ad: transition 15 
arch: paragraph I 
data flow diagram (dfd) I 
design module 6 
dfd: data flow 13 
dfd: data store 3 
dfd: external entity 
dfd: paragraph 12 
dfd: process 5 
diagram I 
functional requirement 49 
functionality paragraph 6 
glossary 12 
goal 9 
intended audience 2 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 49 
objective 7 
overview paragraph 4 
purpose paragraph 
reference 4 
risk management paragraph 12 
scd: branch I 
scd: state 9 
scd: transition 21 
scope paragraph 6 
screen layout (sl) 5 
sl: button 2 
sl: diagram 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: hypertext link 6 
sl: listbox 3 
sl: textbox 4 
statechart diagram (scd) I 
system evolution paragraph 6 
test plan paragraph 4 
ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 3 
ucd: communication link 8 
ucd: use case (distinct) 6 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 6 
use case diagram (ucd) 
version 5 
; (DV-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version Control System 
[' 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
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29.19 diagram 12 
functional requirement 376 
glossary 7 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 9 
overview paragraph 5 
problem paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) 3 
sd: message (create) 0 
sd: message (other) 18 
sd: object (distinct) 2 
sd: object (total) 4 
sequence diagram (sd) 4 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 13 
sl: listbox 
sl: textbox 9 
solution idea paragraph 2 
ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wI dups) 6 
ucd: communication link 45 
ucd: use case (distinct) 45 
ucd: use case (wI dups) 45 
use case 5 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
Reqs Doc 17.25 functional requirement 24 
introduction paragraph 
non-functional requirement (nfT) 2 
screen layout (sl) 3 
sl: button I 
sl: textbox 3 
system evolution paragraph I 
uc: primary actor 2 
use case 7 
(DV-ll) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
Reqs Doc 23.58 functional requirement 30 
glossary 12 
introduction paragraph 6 
non-functional requirement (nfT) 24 
reference 1 
screen layout (sl) 8 
sl: button 5 
sl: hypertext link 12 
sl: listbox 8 
sl: textbox 6 
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system evolution paragraph 2 
title page 
uc: extension 7 
uc: paragraph 6 
uc: primary actor 1 
uc: step 53 
(DV-12) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
Reqs Doc 12 acronym and abbreviation 2 
assumption 4 
glossary 2 
introduction paragraph 
overview paragraph 6 
purpose paragraph 2 
reference 2 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 4 
sl: button 22 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: textbox 2 
uc: postcondition 9 
uc: precondition 10 
uc: primary actor 7 
uc: step 50 
ucd: actor (distinct) 4 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 4 
ucd: communication link 10 
ucd: paragraph 6 
ucd: use case (distinct) 10 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 11 
use case (uc) 6 
use case diagram (ucd) 4 
version 1 
(DV-13) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Reqs Doc 21 acronym and abbreviation 6 
assumption 7 
cd: association 
cd: attribute 22 
cd: class 3 
cd: paragraph 7 
class diagram (cd) 1 
constraint 4 
document layout 
functional requirement 32 
212 
interface paragraph 2 
nfr: design 4 
nft: performance 2 
nft: quality 1 
non-functional requirement (nft) 7 
overview paragraph 25 
product paragraph 10 
purpose paragraph 
reference 2 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 9 
sl: button 43 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: textbox 16 
uc: step 16 
ucd: actor (distinct) 4 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 4 
ucd: use case (distinct) 12 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 15 
4 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 38 functional requirement 41 
glossary 13 
nft: availability 2 
nft: delivery 1 
nfr: methodology 6 
nfr: operational 4 
nft: performance 5 
nft: platform 4 
nft: reliability 1 
nft: resource 3 
nft: reusability 
non-functional requirement (nft) 27 
overview paragraph 4 
screen layout (sl) 33 
sl: button 44 
sl: drop down list 5 
sl: listbox 21 
sl: paragraph 25 
sl: textbox 6 
system evolution paragraph 7 
ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 3 
ucd: communication link 20 
ucd: use case (distinct) 20 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 20 
3 
213 
(US-I) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
18.00 activity diagram (ad) 7 
ad: activity (distinct) 25 
ad: activity (wi dups) 31 
ad: branch 3 
ad: paragraph 8 
functional requirement 15 
functionality paragraph 10 
nfr: interface 6 
nfr: platform 2 
nfr: storage 5 
nfr: usability 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 14 
overview paragraph 4 
paragraph 1 
purpose paragraph 2 
scope paragraph 
ucd: actor (distinct) 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 
ucd: communication link 8 
ucd: use case (distinct) 7 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 7 
use case 1 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Reqs Doc 16.00 acceptance verification 24 
actions taken 24 
arch: paragraph 10 
assumption I 
document layout 11 
duration paragraph 1 
failure case 28 
failure response I output 26 
functionality paragraph 2 
glossary 29 
input I prerequisite 25 
introduction paragraph 
paragraph 13 
purpose paragraph 1 
question 37 
reference 1 
scope paragraph 35 
success response I output 17 
user 14 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
25.00 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
Reqs Doc 36.00 
acronym and abbreviation 
business context paragraph 
214 
14 
1 
functional requirement 41 
introduction paragraph 1 
nfr: constraint 9 
nfr: extensibility 1 
nfr: interface 11 
nfr: maintainability 
nfr: performance 4 
nfr: platform 5 
nfr: portability 
nfr: reliability 2 
nfr: resource I 
nfr: security 1 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 36 
overview paragraph 
product function 
purpose paragraph 
question 54 
reference 3 
scenario paragraph 5 
scope paragraph 3 
screen layout (sl) 
similar system paragraph 
sl: button 5 
sl: listbox 
sl: textbox 
uc: extension 10 
uc: paragraph 1 
uc: precondition 10 
uc: primary actor 10 
uc: step 45 
use case (uc) 10 
user 1 
functional requirement 11 
nfr: constraint 12 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 12 
requirement traceability 26 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 6 
sl: button 15 
sl: drop down list 1 
215 
51: listbox 2 
51: menu 4 
51: menuitem 11 
51: paragraph 19 
51: textbox 18 
uc: precondition 9 
uc: primary actor II 
uc: step 61 
use case 11 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Reqs Doc 35.00 acronym and abbreviation 12 
functional requirement 30 
hardware interface paragraph 
overview paragraph 
product paragraph 
purpose paragraph I 
reference 13 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 7 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: Iistbox 3 
sl: menu 5 
51: menuitem 16 
51: paragraph 15 
sl: textbox 7 
software interface paragraph 4 
system interfaces paragraph I 
uc: extension 19 
uc: paragraph 
uc: precondition 7 
uc: primary actor 10 
uc: secondary actor 8 
uc: step 41 
ucd: actor (distinct) 3 
ucd: actor (wi dups) 3 
ucd: communication link 21 
ucd: use case (distinct) 10 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 10 
use case (uc) 10 
use case diagram (ucd) I 
216 
41 Design Knowledge Type (Second Data Set) 
V-I) I Dissertation Tracking System 
163.50 acronym and abbreviation 8 
arch: application server layer 
arch: database server layer 1 
arch: diagram 3 
arch: hardware specifications attribute 9 
arch: layer 3 
arch: paragraph 11 
arch: thin client layer 1 
cd: association 4 
cd: attribute 3 
cd: class 16 
cd: operation 25 
class diagram (cd) 
data flow diagram (dfd) 
database diagram 
db: field 75 
db: foreign key field 6 
db: primary key field 19 
db: table 13 
dfd: data flow 13 
dfd: process 14 
glossary 5 
intended audience 4 
intended audience paragraph 5 
limitations paragraph 
module (subsystem) 11 
module paragraph 59 
overview paragraph 20 
purpose paragraph 4 
reference 3 
req cross ref: module 13 
req cross ref: requirement 57 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 11 
sd: message (create) 0 
sd: message (other) 15 
sd: object (distinct) 15 
sd: object (total) 25 
sequence diagram (sd) 10 
sl: button 94 
sl: drop down list 13 
sl: listbox 20 
sl: paragraph 59 
sl: textbox 78 
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spec: comments paragraph 
spec: interrace 7 
spec: internal data structure 3 
spec: modules referenced 44 
spec: operation 18 
spec: operation parameter 36 
spec: processing paragraph 18 
system overview paragraph 21 
(DV-3) 2 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 65.50 arch: business layer 
arch: diagram 
arch: layer 3 
arch: persistence layer 
arch: presentation layer 1 
arch: subsystem 10 
arch: subsystem paragraph 13 
cd: association 69 
cd: class 65 
cd: operation 13 
cd: paragraph 7 
class diagram (cd) 4 
database diagram 
db: field 38 
db: foreign key field 5 
db: paragraph 11 
db: primary key field 14 
db: table II 
introduction paragraph I 
related document 1 
req cross ref: paragraph 22 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 2 
sd: message (create) 4 
sd: message (other) 8 
sd: object (distinct) 10 
sd: object (total) 10 
sequence diagram (sd) 2 
sl: button 10 
sl: menu 3 
sl: menuitem 5 
sl: paragraph 5 
sl: pseudo code 1 
spec: attribute 6 
spec: class 36 
spec: operation 109 
spec: operation parameter 87 
spec: operation pseudo code 18 
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spec: package 4 
spec: paragraph 89 
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(DV-5) 3 Dissertation Tracking System 
Design Doc 101.75 arch: active database layer 
arch: diagram 4 
arch: layer 3 
arch: middle-tier layer 
arch: paragraph 5 
arch: user layer 
cd: association 8 
cd: attribute 27 
cd: class 6 
cd: operation 40 
cd: paragraph 27 
class diagram (cd) 1 
co-d: message (other) 9 
co-d: object (distinct) 9 
co-d: object (total) 11 
collaboration diagram (co-d) 2 
data flow diagram (dfd) 
db: field 19 
db: table 3 
dfd: data flow 9 
dfd: data store 
dfd: external entity 4 
dfd: process 1 
diagram 3 
fcd: decision 9 
fcd: flow 178 
fcd: input output 12 
fcd: process 69 
fcd: terminal 10 
flowchart diagram (fcd) 6 
interface: paragraph 4 
introduction paragraph 
module (subsystem) 8 
overview paragraph II 
related document 3 
req cross ref: module 7 
req cross ref: requirement 13 
scd: state 19 
scd: transition 28 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 20 
sd: message (other) 6 
sd: object (distinct) 4 
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sd: object (total) 4 
sequence diagram (sd) 
sl: button 148 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: paragraph IS 
sl: textbox 27 
spec: input 36 
spec: interface 27 
spec: internal data structure 16 
spec: output 27 
spec: paragraph 1 
spec: processing paragraph 7 
spec: relation to other modules paragraph 7 
statechart diagram (scd) 3 
(D V-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 33.25 acronym and abbreviation 9 
arch: diagram 1 
arch: paragraph 3 
cd: association 13 
cd: attribute 44 
cd: class 17 
cd: operation 32 
class diagram (cd) 9 
co-d: message (other) 56 
co-d: object (distinct) 46 
co-d: object (total) 46 
collaboration diagram (co-d) 13 
data flow diagram (dfd) 13 
db: field 49 
db: foreign key field 9 
db: primary key field 14 
db: table 9 
dfd: data flow 50 
dfd: data store 16 
dfd: process 47 
entity-relationship diagram (erd) 1 
erd: association 10 
erd: attribute 49 
erd: entity 9 
erd: foreign key 10 
glossary 19 
methodology, tools and techniques paragraph 2 
objectives and scope paragraph 3 
overview paragraph 
purpose paragraph 
related document 4 
req cross ref: module 3 
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req cross ref: requirement 14 
sd: message (other) 42 
sd: object (distinct) 46 
sd: object (total) 46 
sequence diagram (sd) 13 
spec: module pseudo code 13 
spec: pseudo code step 54 
system design paragraph 25 
system overview and environment paragraph 7 
system user 5 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course Development System 
No design document provided. 
(DV-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version Control System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 95.00 cd: association 129 
cd: attribute 188 
cd: class 107 
cd: operation 619 
class diagram (cd) 14 
':: db: field 38 
db: primary key field 8 
db: table 5 
interface: paragraph 1 
introduction paragraph 1 
package diagram (pd) 3 
pd: class 47 
pd: class association 58 
pd: package 9 
pd: package association 16 
related document 1 
req cross ref: requirement 12 
scope paragraph 4 
screen layout (sl) 2 
sl: paragraph 2 
spec: constructor pseudo code 20 
spec: event pseudo code 25 
spec: operation pseudo code 190 
spec: pseudo code step 2730 
system overview paragraph 3 
ucd: actor (distinct) 1 
ucd: actor (wi dups) I 
ucd: communication link 9 
ucd: use case (distinct) 8 
ucd: use case (wi dups) 8 
use case diagram (ucd) 1 
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(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 41.5 arch: paragraph 6 
cd: association 15 
cd: attribute 34 
cd: class 12 
cd: operation 42 
cd: paragraph 1 
class diagram (cd) 1 
data flow diagram (dfd) 3 
db: field 42 
db: paragraph 1 
db: primary key field 18 
db: table 11 
dfd: data flow 24 
dfd: data store 12 
dfd: paragraph 4 
dfd: process 8 
introduction paragraph 1 
object diagram (od) 1 
od: association 29 
od: object 31 
od: paragraph I 
related document 5 
req cross ref: requirement 26 
scope paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) I 
sd: message (other) 15 
sd: object (distinct) 3 
sd: object (total) 3 
sd: paragraph I 
sequence diagram (sd) I 
sl: button 2 
sl: drop down list 1 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: paragraph 4 
spec: EBNF expression 23 
spec: paragraph 3 
(D V-II) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 29.50 arch: diagram 1 
arch: paragraph I 
database diagram I 
db: field 56 
db: foreign key field 21 
db: paragraph 68 
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db: primary key field 16 
db: table 12 
fcd: connector 8 
fcd: decision 9 
fcd: flow 51 
fcd: input output 3 
fcd: process 30 
flow diagram 5 
flowchart diagram (fcd) 6 
introduction paragraph 1 
module (subsystem) 7 
related document 2 
req cross ref: module 6 
req cross ref: paragraph 4 
req cross ref: requirement 28 
scope paragraph 8 
screen layout (sl) 16 
sl: button 124 
sl: hypertext link 12 
sl: Iistbox 5 
sl: paragraph 18 
sl: textbox 29 
spec: comments paragraph 4 
spec: interface 17 
spec: internal data structure 43 
spec: modules referenced 21 
spec: operation 18 
spec: operation parameter 19 
spec: processing paragraph 21 
system overview paragraph 10 
(DV-I2) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
No design document. 
(D V-I3) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 33.75 cd: association 0 
cd: attribute 25 
cd: class 3 
cd: operation 17 
cd: paragraph 4 
class diagram (cd) 3 
db: paragraph 4 
db: table 3 
diagram 1 
overview paragraph 23 
product description paragraph 2 
purpose paragraph 1 
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related document 5 
req cross ref: module 5 
req cross ref: paragraph 6 
req cross ref: requirement 8 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 12 
sl: paragraph 10 
spec: event 61 
spec: operation 20 
spec: operation pseudo code 18 
spec: paragraph 45 
spec: pseudo code step 401 
system overview paragraph 8 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 69.50 arch: diagram 2 
arch: operation 39 
cd: association 52 
cd: attribute 191 
cd: class 38 
cd: operation 112 
cd: paragraph 5 
class diagram (cd) 5 
database diagram 
db: field 25 
db: primary key field 10 
db: table 5 
diagram 3 
introduction paragraph 
module (subsystem) 2 
object diagram (od) 19 
od: association 180 
od: object 199 
od: paragraph 20 
related document 3 
req cross ref: requirement 17 
scope paragraph 9 
screen layout (51) 12 
sd: message (other) 124 
sd: object (distinct) 76 
sd: object (total) 76 
sd: paragraph 21 
sequence diagram (sd) 19 
sl: button 12 
sl: drop down list 5 
51: listbox 7 
sl: paragraph 3 
sl: textbox 8 
;~ 
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spec: operation 37 
spec: operation parameter 26 
spec: operations referenced 29 
spec: processing paragraph 37 
(MS-1) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
~, 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 30.00 arch: paragraph 13 
cd: association 4 
cd: attribute 8 
cd: class 4 
cd: operation 39 
cd: paragraph 3 
class diagram (cd) 1 
overview paragraph 1 
purpose paragraph 1 
scope paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) 8 
sl: button 20 
sl: listbox 2 
sl: paragraph 32 
sl: textbox 4 
spec: attribute paragraph 16 
spec: operation pseudo code 31 
spec: processing paragraph 60 
spec: pseudo code step 124 
standard 23 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 45.50 arch: diagram 9 
arch: paragraph 36 
assumption paragraph 7 
cd: association 17 
cd: attribute 13 
cd: class 18 
cd: operation 29 
cd: package 3 
cd: paragraph 5 
class diagram (cd) 2 
constraint paragraph 4 
future paragraph 10 
glossary 30 
goal paragraph 3 
overview paragraph 8 
paragraph 16 
plan paragraph 4 
purpose paragraph 1 
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reference 5 
screen layout (sl) 10 
sl: button 14 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: menu 6 
sl: menuitem 30 
sl: paragraph 13 
sl: textbox 31 
spec: constructor 11 
spec: constructor parameter 7 
spec: operation 36 
spec: operation parameter 15 
spec: paragraph 
spec: processing paragraph 7 
spec: pseudo code step 130 
standard 
test case 14 
test case assumption 9 
test case requirement 18 
test case step 69 
testing paragraph 
tool paragraph 4 
ucd: actor (distinct) 
ucd: actor (wI dups) 
ucd: communication link 16 
ucd: use case (distinct) 16 
ucd: use case (wI dups) 16 
use case diagram (ucd) 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 46.50 acronym and abbreviation 13 
arch: paragraph 4 
cd: association 6 
cd: class 7 
cd: paragraph 3 
class diagram (cd) 
data dictionary paragraph 78 
design: paragraph 13 
diagram 2 
introduction paragraph 
purpose paragraph 
reference 4 
scope paragraph 
screen layout (sl) 
sl: button 11 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: paragraph 3 
sl: textbox 3 
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spec: attribute 71 
spec: operation 78 
spec: operation parameter 56 
spec: paragraph 64 
spec: processing paragraph 28 
spec: purpose paragraph 21 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 43.00 class 29 
design: paragraph 9 
paragraph 11 
reference 3 
req cross ref: requirement 26 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) I 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 1 
sl: Iistbox I 
sl: menu 4 
sl: paragraph 8 
sl: textbox 5 
testing paragraph I 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 46.00 acronym and abbreviation 12 
arch: diagram 2 
arch: paragraph 18 
assumption 5 
cd: association 44 
cd: class 47 
cd: operation 41 
class diagram (cd) 3 
constraint paragraph 3 
deployment diagram I 
deployment paragraph 3 
deployment property 8 
design: paragraph 14 
goal paragraph 7 
overview paragraph 4 
package 5 
reference I 
sd: message (other) 157 
sd: object (distinct) 26 
sd: object (total) 66 
sd: paragraph 10 
sequence diagram (sd) 9 
~i 
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r 
spec: operation 118 
spec: operation parameter 62 
spec: processing paragraph 45 
Table 42 Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type (Second Data Set) 
(D V-I) I Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 68.50 all statement 4575 
~. API invoke 185 
iteration 17 
method invoke 22 
private method definition 12 
public class definition 15 
public method definition 19 
selection 52 
source file 27 
~ .. 
(D V-3) 2 Digital Photo Management System 
No code provided. 
(DV-5) 3 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 45.50 all statement 5591 
API invoke 342 
func and proc definition 152 
iteration 11 
method invoke 22 
selection 100 
source file 23 
(DV-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 38.50 all statement 11260 
all tag 2892 
API invoke 4971 
iteration 1 
method invoke 337 
other method definition 81 
private method definition 122 
protected method definition 199 
public class definition 87 
public method definition 482 
selection 274 
source file 38 
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tag file 30 
un~ueta~ 276 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course 
Development System 
No code provided. 
(D V-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version 
Control System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 40.25 all statement 3355 
all tag 761 
API invoke 1526 
iteration 69 
method invoke 663 
private method definition 86 
protected method definition 4 
public class definition 43 
public method definition 313 
selection 207 
source file 59 
tag file 6 
unique tag 103 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
No code provided. 
(D V-ll) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
No code provided. 
(DV-12) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
No code provided. 
(D V-13) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 37.00 all statement 4570 
all tag 1175 
API invoke 1487 
method invoke 334 
other method definition 24 
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private method definition lOS 
protected method definition 166 
public class definition 66 
public method definition 200 
selection 304 
source file 28 
tag file 36 
unique tag 363 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 25.25 all statement 2394 
API invoke 1373 
iteration 91 
method invoke 310 
public class definition 28 
public method definition 135 
selection 197 
source file 28 
(MS-l) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 17.50 all statement 1279 
API invoke 733 
iteration 32 
method invoke 106 
private method definition 3 
protected method definition 5 
public class definition 10 
public method definition 88 
selection 112 
source file 8 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 24.50 all statement 1537 
API invoke 658 
iteration 21 
method invoke 223 
private method definition 33 
protected method definition 1 
public class definition 18 
public method definition 226 
selection 103 
source file 19 
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(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 27.00 all statement 2210 
API invoke 1274 
iteration 32 
method invoke 268 
private method definition 4 
public class definition 21 
public method definition 158 
selection 232 
source file 25 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
No code provided. 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 20.50 all statement 2137 
API invoke 1033 
iteration 19 
method invoke 344 
private class definition 3 
private method definition 7 
public class definition 47 
public method definition 207 
selection 63 
source file 46 
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Appendix F 
Third Set of Software Size Data: One Artifact and Common Elements 
This appendix contains the third set of software size data. In this data set, any element 
that exists in two-thirds or more ofthe projects was considered a common element. 
Knowledge contained in the artifact but not considered common is still included in this 
data set. The approach used to include the non-common knowledge is specific to the 
knowledge type. 
Analysis Knowledge Type 
There were sixteen projects that produced a usable requirements document (i.e., provide 
work effort for the document). The 'functional requirement', 'non-functional 
requirement (nfr)', 'overview paragraph', and 'screen layout (sl)' elements existed in 
two-thirds or more of the projects (13, 13, 11, and 14, respectively). For the non-
functional requirement element, the elements starting with the 'nfr:' prefix were not 
included in this set. This decision was based on the fact that none of these related 
elements (e.g., 'nfr: performance', 'nfr: reliability') existed in more than six of the 
proj ects. Thus, just the total number of non-functional requirements is included in this 
set. In contrast, the 'screen layout (sl)' element has six related elements ('sl: button', 'sl: 
drop down list', 'sl: listbox', 'sl: menu', 'sl: menuitem', and 'sl: textbox') that have been 
included in this third set. This is because most of these elements exist in two-thirds or 
more of the projects (15, 13, 14,2,2, and 16, respectively). 
To capture any knowledge in the Analysis artifact that is not related to the common 
elements stated above, three generic elements have been added to this third set. These 
generic elements are 'diagram', 'page', and 'paragraph'. The 'diagram' element counts 
the number of diagrams not counted as part of any other element. The 'page' element 
represents the number of pages in the requirements document. The 'paragraph' element 
counts the number of paragraphs not counted as part of any other element. Included in 
the count of the 'paragraph' element is the count associated with any element that has the 
word paragraph in its element name. In addition, the following elements are also 
included in the 'paragraph' element count. 
• 'acceptance verification', 'acronym and abbreviation', 'actions taken', 
'assumption', 'audience scenario' 
• 'constraint' 
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• 'design module', 'document layout' 
• 'failure case', 'failure response / output' 
• 'glossary',' goal' 
• 'input / prerequisite' 
• 'objective' 
• 'product function' 
• 'question' 
• 'reference', 'requirement traceability' 
• 'success response / output' 
• 'uc: *' - any element whose name begins with the prefix 'uc:', since these 
elements represent detailed use case knowledge. 
• 'user request', 'user view' 
The basis for including the above list of elements in the 'paragraph' element count for 
this third data set is SUbjective. The guideline stated in Chapter 3 ("consolidate elements 
and counts based on the significance of each element in describing knowledge pertaining 
to the software development project") has been used to generate the above list. For 
example, the use case elements (e.g., 'uc: extension', 'uc: primary actor', 'uc: step') 
provide a detailed description ofthe what the software should be capable of doing. This 
knowledge is clearly important. In contrast, the number of versions the requirements 
document underwent before being completed does not convey significant knowledge 
about the software being developed. 
Table 43 Analysis Knowledge Type (Third Data Set) 
(DV-l) 1 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 125.75 diagram 0 
functional requirement 68 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 26 
overview paragraph 21 
page 35 
paragraph 108 
screen layout (sl) 6 
sl: button 59 
sl: drop down list 17 
sl: listbox 17 
sl: menu 3 
sl: textbox 88 
(DV-3) 2 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 47 diagram 13 
functional requirement 71 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 6 
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overview paragraph 7 
page 51 
paragraph 113 
screen layout (sl) 11 
sl: button 19 
sl: drop down list 3 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: textbox 17 
(D V-5) 3 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 47.5 diagram 0 
functional requirement 41 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 27 
overview paragraph 1 
page 27 
paragraph 124 
screen layout (sl) 3 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 0 
sl: textbox 2 
(DV-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Honrs Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 23.75 diagram 8 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 8 
overview paragraph 5 
page 32 
paragraph 181 
screen layout (sl) 13 
sl: button 71 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: Iistbox 17 
51: textbox 40 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course Development System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 160 diagram 8 
functional requirement 49 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 49 
overview paragraph 4 
page 33 
paragraph 88 
screen layout (sl) 5 
sl: button 2 
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sl: diagram 1 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: hypertext link 6 
sl: listbox 3 
sl: textbox 4 
(D V-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version Control System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 29.19 diagram 21 
functional requirement 376 
non-functional requirement (nff) 9 
overview paragraph 5 
page 36 
paragraph 10 
screen layout (sl) 3 
sl: button II 
sl: drop down list 13 
sl: listbox I 
sl: textbox 9 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 17.25 diagram I 
functional requirement 24 
non-functional requirement (nff) 2 
page 13 
paragraph 3 
screen layout (sl) 3 
sl: button I 
sl: textbox 3 
(D V-ii) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 23.58 diagram 0 
functional requirement 30 
non-functional requirement (nff) 24 
page 21 
paragraph 88 
screen layout (sl) 8 
sl: button 5 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: hypertext link 12 
sl: Iistbox 8 
sl: textbox 6 
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(DV-12) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 12 diagram 4 
overview paragraph 6 
page 22 
paragraph 96 
screen layout (sl) 4 
sl: button 22 
sl: drop down list 2 
sl: 1istbox 0 
sl: textbox 2 
(D V-13) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 21 diagram 5 
functional requirement 32 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 7 
overview paragraph 25 
page 34 
paragraph 57 
screen layout (sl) 9 
sl: button 43 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 6 
sl: textbox 16 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 38 diagram 3 
functional requirement 41 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 27 
overview paragraph 4 
page 37 
paragraph 45 
screen layout (sl) 33 
sl: button 44 
sl: drop down list 5 
sl: listbox 21 
sl: textbox 6 
(MS-1) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 18.00 diagram 8 
functional requirement 15 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 14 
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overview paragraph 4 
page 11 
paragraph 22 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 16.00 page 21 
paragraph 300 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 25.00 diagram 0 
functional requirement 41 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 36 
overview paragraph 1 
page 29 
paragraph 161 
screen layout (sl) 1 
sl: button 5 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: textbox 1 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 36.00 diagram 0 
functional requirement 11 
non-functional requirement (nfr) 12 
page 37 
paragraph 128 
screen layout (sl) 6 
sl: button 15 
sl: drop down list 1 
sl: listbox 2 
sl: menu 4 
sl: menuitem 11 
sl: textbox 18 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Reqs Doc 35.00 diagram 1 
functional requirement 30 
overview paragraph 1 
page 36 
paragraph 136 
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screen layout (sl) 
sl: button 
sl: drop down list 
sl: listbox 
sl: menu 
s1: menuitem 
sl: textbox 
Design Knowledge Type 
There were fourteen projects that produced a usable design document (i.e., provide work 
effort for the document). The 'class diagram (cd)', 'scope paragraph', and 'screen layout 
(sl)' elements existed in two-thirds or more of the projects (12, 11, and 12, respectively). 
The 'class diagram (cd)' element has five related elements ('cd: association', 'cd: 
attribute', 'cd: class', 'cd: operation', and 'cd: package') that have been included in this 
third set. These related elements were included since these elements represent more 
detailed knowledge about a class diagram and most of these elements exist in two-thirds 
or more of the projects (12, 11, 12, 11, and 1, respectively). Similarly, the 'screen layout 
(sl)' element has eight related elements ('sl: button', 'sl: drop down list', 'sl: hypertext 
link', 'sl: listbox', 'sl: menu', 'sl: menuitem', 'sl: pseudo code', and 'sl: textbox') that 
have been included in this third set. These related elements have been included for the 
same reasons as the 'class diagram (cd)' related elements. 
To capture any knowledge in the Design artifact that is not related to the common 
elements stated above, three generic elements have been added to this third set. These 
generic elements are 'diagram', 'page', and 'paragraph'. The 'diagram' element counts 
the number of diagrams not counted as part of any other element. The 'page' element 
represents the number of pages in the design document. The 'paragraph' element counts 
the number of paragraphs not counted as part of any other element. Included in the count 
of the 'paragraph' element is the count associated with any element that has the word 
paragraph in its element name. In addition, the following elements are also included in 
the 'paragraph' element count. 
• 'acronym and abbreviation' 
• 'arch: *' - any element whose name begins with the prefix 'arch:', since these 
elements represent detailed architecture knowledge. 
• 'assumption' 
• 'class' 
• 'db: *' - any element whose name begins with the prefix 'db:', since these 
elements represent detailed database design knowledge. 
• 'req cross ref: *' - any element whose name begins with the prefix 'req cross 
ref: ' , since these elements represent a detailed mapping from design back to 
requirements. 
• 'spec: *' - any element whose name begins with the prefix 'spec:' , since these 
elements represent detailed design specification knowledge. 
• 'standard' 
• 'test case' 
7 
11 
2 
3 
5 
16 
7 
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.. 'test case assumption' 
.. 'test case requirement' 
.. 'test case step' 
The basis for including the above list of elements in the 'paragraph' element count for 
this third data set is subjective. The guideline stated in Chapter 3 ("consolidate elements 
and counts based on the significance of each element in describing knowledge pertaining 
to the software development project") has been used to generate the above list. For 
example, the database elements (e.g., 'db: field', 'db: table') provide a detailed 
description of the how the software represents the information that it uses. This 
knowledge is clearly important. In contrast, the 'intended audience' element identifies 
the types of software development roles that would be interested in the design document. 
This does not convey significant knowledge about the software being developed. 
Table 44 DeSign Knowledge Type (Third Data Set) 
(DV-l) 1 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 163.50 cd: association 4 
cd: attribute 3 
cd: class 16 
cd: operation 25 
class diagram (cd) 1 
diagram 15 
page 71 
paragraph 521 
scope paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) 11 
sl: button 94 
sl: drop down list 13 
sl: Iistbox 20 
sl: textbox 78 
(DV-3) 2 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 65.50 cd: association 69 
cd: attribute 0 
cd: class 65 
cd: operation 13 
class diagram (cd) 4 
diagram 4 
page 49 
paragraph 631 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 2 
sl: button 10 
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sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 0 
sl: menu 3 
sl: menuitem 5 
sl: pseudo code 1 
sl: textbox 0 
(D V-5) 3 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 101.75 cd: association 8 
cd: attribute 27 
cd: class 6 
cd: operation 40 
class diagram (cd) 1 
diagram 20 
page 60 
paragraph 235 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 20 
sl: button 148 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: Iistbox 6 
sl: textbox 27 
(DV-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 33.25 cd: association 13 
cd: attribute 44 
cd: class 17 
cd: operation 32 
class diagram (cd) 9 
diagram 41 
page 47 
paragraph 239 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course Development System 
No design document provided. 
(DV-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based Version Control System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 95.00 cd: association 129 
cd: attribute 188 
cd: class 107 
cd: operation 619 
class diagram (cd) 14 
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diagram 4 
page 80 
paragraph 3036 
scope paragraph 4 
screen layout (sl) 2 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 41.5 cd: association 15 
cd: attribute 34 
cd: class 12 
cd: operation 42 
class diagram (cd) 1 
diagram 5 
page 30 
paragraph 147 
scope paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) 1 
sl: button 2 
sl: drop down list 1 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: textbox 0 
(D V-ll) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 29.50 diagram 13 
page 55 
paragraph 386 
scope paragraph 8 
screen layout (sl) 16 
sl: button 124 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: hypertext link 12 
sl: listbox 5 
sl: textbox 29 
(DV-12) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
No design document. 
(D V-13) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 33.75 cd: association 0 
cd: attribute 25 
cd: class 3 
cd: operation 17 
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class diagram (cd) 3 
diagram I 
page 41 
paragraph 624 
scope paragraph I 
screen layout (sl) 12 
(D V-14) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 69.50 cd: association 52 
cd: attribute 191 
cd: class 38 
cd: operation 112 
class diagram (cd) 5 
diagram 44 
page 63 
paragraph 278 
scope paragraph 9 
screen layout (sl) 12 
sl: button 12 
sl: drop down list 5 
sl: listbox 7 
sl: textbox 8 
(MS-1) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 30.00 cd: association 4 
cd: attribute 8 
cd: class 4 
cd: operation 39 
class diagram (cd) 1 
diagram 0 
page 32 
paragraph 304 
scope paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) 8 
sl: button 20 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 2 
sl: textbox 4 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 45.50 cd: association 17 
cd: attribute 13 
cd: class 18 
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cd: operation 29 
cd: package 3 
class diagram (cd) 2 
diagram 10 
page 63 
paragraph 465 
screen layout (sl) 10 
sl: button 14 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: menu 6 
sl: menuitem 30 
sl: textbox 31 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 46.50 cd: association 6 
cd: class 7 
cd: paragraph 3 
class diagram (cd) 1 
diagram 2 
page 71 
paragraph 438 
scope paragraph 1 
screen layout (sl) 1 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 0 
sl: listbox 1 
sl: textbox 3 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 43.00 diagram 0 
page 11 
paragraph 87 
scope paragraph 2 
screen layout (sl) 1 
sl: button 11 
sl: drop down list 1 
sl: Iistbox 1 
sl: menu 4 
sl: textbox 5 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Hours Worked Element Count 
Design Doc 46.00 cd: association 44 
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cd: attribute 0 
cd: class 47 
cd: operation 41 
class diagram (cd) 3 
diagram 12 
page 40 
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Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type 
There were ten projects that produced a usable code document (i.e., provide work effort 
for the document). The' all statement', 'API invoke', 'iteration', 'method invoke', 
'private method definition', 'public class definition', 'public method definition', 
'selection', and 'source file' elements existed in two-thirds or more of the projects (10, 
10,9, 10,8,9, 10, 10, and 10, respectively). While only three projects used HTML 
and/or XML, the three related elements - 'all tag', 'tag file', and 'unique tag' - were 
included in this third set of data. This decision is based on the fact that these three 
elements represent significant knowledge and effort as it relates to this Knowledge Type. 
Combining these three elements into one generic element would have lost too much of 
the context associated with the elements. 
To capture any knowledge in the Code artifact that is not related to the common elements 
stated above, two generic elements have been added to this third set. These generic 
elements are 'class definition', and 'method definition'. The 'class definition' element 
combines the counts from the 'protected class definition', 'private class definition', and 
'other class definition' elements. The 'method definition' element combines the counts 
from the 'func and proc definition' (part ofthe imperative programming paradigm), 
'protected method definition', and 'other method definition' elements. 
Table 45 Construct & Unit Test Knowledge Type (Third Data Set) 
(DV-l) 1 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 68.50 all statement 4575 
API invoke 185 
iteration 17 
method invoke 22 
private method definition 12 
public class definition 15 
public method definition 19 
selection 52 
source file 27 
(DV-3) 2 Digital Photo Management System 
No code provided. 
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(D V-5) 3 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 45.50 all statement 5591 
API invoke 342 
iteration 11 
method definition 152 
method invoke 22 
selection 100 
source file 23 
(DV-6) 4 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 38.50 all statement 11260 
all tag 2892 
API invoke 4971 
iteration I 
method definition 280 
method invoke 337 
private method definition 122 
public class definition 87 
public method definition 482 
selection 274 
source file 38 
tag file 30 
unique tag 276 
(DV-7) 5 Electronic Course Analysis & Design (eCAD) Course 
Development System 
No code provided. 
(D V-8) 6 Project Tacking and Scheduling with Time-based 
Version Control System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 40.25 all statement 3355 
all tag 761 
API invoke 1526 
iteration 69 
method definition 4 
method invoke 663 
private method definition 86 
public class definition 43 
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public method definition 313 
selection 207 
source file 59 
tag file 6 
unique tag 103 
(DV-9) 7 A Multi-user Dungeon (MUD) 
Code provided but work effort not included. 
(D V-II) 8 Electronic Course Analysis & Design 
Code provided but work effort not included. 
(D V-I 2) 9 Dissertation Tracking System 
No code provided. 
(DV -13) 10 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 37.00 all statement 4570 
all tag 1175 
API invoke 1487 
method definition 190 
method invoke 334 
private method definition 105 
public class definition 66 
public method definition 200 
selection 304 
source file 28 
tag file 36 
unique tag 363 
(D V-I 4) 11 Dissertation Tracking System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 25.25 all statement 2394 
API invoke 1373 
iteration 91 
method invoke 310 
public class definition 28 
public method definition 135 
selection 197 
source file 28 
(MS-I) 12 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
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Code Doc 17.50 all statement 1279 
API invoke 733 
iteration 32 
method definition 5 
method invoke 106 
private method definition 3 
public class definition 10 
public method definition 88 
selection 112 
source file 8 
(MS-2) 13 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 24.50 all statement 1537 
API invoke 658 
iteration 21 
method definition 1 
method invoke 223 
private method definition 33 
public class definition 18 
public method definition 226 
selection 103 
source file 19 
(MS-3) 14 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 27.00 all statement 22lO 
API invoke 1274 
iteration 32 
method invoke 268 
private method definition 4 
public class definition 21 
public method definition 158 
selection 232 
source file 25 
(MS-4) 15 Digital Photo Management System 
Code provided but work effort not included. 
(MS-5) 16 Digital Photo Management System 
Artifact Work Effort Element Count 
Code Doc 20.50 all statement 2137 
API invoke 1033 
class definition 3 
iteration 19 
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method invoke 344 
private method definition 7 
public class definition 47 
public method definition 207 
selection 63 
source file 46 
Appendix G 
Software Size Model Implementation: Analysis 
Use Case SS1: Enter Software Size Data 
Primary Actor: Researcher 
Stakeholders and Interests: 
.. Researcher: Wants efficient and accurate data entry ofthe software size data. 
Preconditions: 
.. Software size data has been collected. 
Success Guarantee (Postconditions): 
.. Software size data has been saved. 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
1. System displays list ofproject descriptions in the software size data. 
2. Researcher selects existing project description. 
3. System displays list of artifacts currently associated with this project. 
4. System displays list of cycles currently associated with this project. 
5. Researcher selects existing artifact description from list created in step 3. 
6. Researcher selects existing cycle description from list created in step 4. 
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7. System displays list of element descriptions currently associated with this artifact 
and cycle. 
8. System displays list of roles currently associated with this artifact and cycle. 
9. Researcher enters count for each element listed (see step 7). 
10. Researcher enters effort for each role listed (see step 8). 
11. Researcher reviews element, count, role and work effort data associated with the 
selected project, artifact, and cycle. Researcher makes any necessary corrections to 
this data. 
12. Researcher indicates done with this set of element, count, role, and work effort data 
13. System saves data listed in step 12. 
14. System removes the element, count, role, and work effort user controls from the 
user interface. 
15. Researcher repeats steps 5-14 until done with the selected project. 
16. System removes cycle user controls from the user interface. 
17. System removes artifact user controls from the user interface. 
18. Researcher repeats steps 2-17 until done entering software size data. 
19. System exits the software size data entry application. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flows): 
2a. Project does not exist in the software size data. 
1. Researcher enters new proj ect description. 
2. System saves new project data. 
3. Systems makes new project the selected project. 
4. System displays an empty list of artifacts and cycles - since this is a new 
project. 
Sa. Artifact does not exist for the selected project. 
1. System displays list of all artifacts in software size data. 
2a. Researcher enters new artifact description. 
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3a. System ensures that the entered artifact does not already exist in the software 
size data base. 
4a. If entered artifact already exists in software size data base, system displays 
error message and researcher retries step Sa.2b. 
Sa. If entered artifact not in software size data base, system saves this artifact. 
6a. System ensures that the entered artifact is not already associated with the 
selected proj ect. 
7a. If entered artifact already associated with the selected project, system displays 
error message and researcher retries step Sa.2b. 
8a. If entered artifact not associated with the selected project, system saves this 
artifact for the selected project and continues the main scenario. 
An alternative to steps 2a-8a: 
2b. Researcher selects artifact description from this list. 
3b. System ensures that the selected artifact is not already associated with the 
selected proj ect. 
4b. If selected artifact already associated with the selected project, system 
displays error message and researcher retries step Sa.2a. 
Sb. If selected artifact not associated with the selected project, system saves this 
artifact for the selected project and continues the main scenario. 
6a. Cycle does not exist for the selected project. 
1. System displays list of all cycles in software size data. 
2a. Steps Sa.2a through Sa.8a are done for the entered cycle. 
2b. Steps Sa.2b through Sa.5b are done for the selected cycle. 
9a. Element does not exist for this artifact. 
1. System displays list of all elements currently in software size data. 
2a. Steps Sa.2a through Sa.8a are done for the entered element. 
2b. Steps Sa.2b through Sa.Sb are done for the selected element. 
An alternative to steps 2a and 2b: 
2c. Researcher selects an element and indicates to add all elements associated 
with the selection to the current artifact. For each element associated with the 
selected artifact/element, do the following: 
3c. System ensures that the element is not already associated with the selected 
artifact. 
4c. When step 3c confirms no association, system adds the element to the selected 
artifact. 
Sc. When step 3c confirms an association, system ignores this element and 
continues with the next element in the group being added. 
10a. Role does not exist for this artifact. 
1. System displays list of all roles currently in software size data. 
2a. Steps 5a.2a through 5a.5a are done for the selected role. 
2b. Steps 5a.2b through 5a.8b are done for the entered role. 
Special Requirements: 
II Given the similarities between the projects in this study, the extension for step 9 
should only occur the first time the artifact is created. 
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II Each project used in this study is a one-person project. Thus, the extension associated 
with step 10 will only occur the first time this use case is performed. 
II Validation of element count - it must be greater than 0 and a whole number. 
II Validation of work effort - it must be a positive non-zero number. 
Technology and Data Variations List: 
III None. 
Frequency of Occurrence: Spurts of data entry, then sporadic. 
Open Issues: 
II None. 
Use Case SS2: View Software Size Data 
Primary Actor: Researcher 
Stakeholders and Interests: 
III Researcher: Wants to verify the accuracy of software size data that was entered. 
Preconditions: 
II Software size data has been stored. 
Success Guarantee (Postconditions): 
II Data entry of software size data has been verified for accuracy. 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
1. Researcher identifies an existing project to view. 
2. System displays list of artifacts currently associated with this project. 
3. System displays list of cycles currently associated with this project. 
4. System displays the knowledge type associated with each artifact. 
5. System displays the list of elements and counts associated with each artifact and 
cycle. 
6. System displays the list of roles and work effort associated with each artifact and 
cycle. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flows): 
II None. 
Special Requirements: 
II None. 
Technology and Data Variations List: 
II None. 
Frequency of Occurrence: Sporadically after data entry of study data. 
Open Issues: 
II None. 
System Sequence Diagram 
The following is the system sequence diagram for the main success scenario. 
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Figure 34 System Sequence Diagram (Software Size Data Entry) 
Domain Model 
The software size domain model can be found in Chapter 4. 
Test Plan 
Use Case SS1: Enter Software Size Data 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
1. Display empty list when software size data has no projects. 
1. Display correct list of projects when software size data has projects. 
3. Display empty list when selected project has no artifacts. 
3. Display correct list of artifacts when selected project has artifacts. 
4. Display empty list when selected artifact has no cycles. 
4. Display correct list of cycles when selected project has cycles. 
7. Display empty list when selected artifact and cycle has no elements. 
, 
, 
'" 
, 
, 
, 
"", I , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
7. Display correct list of elements when selected artifact and cycle has elements. 
8. Display empty list when selected artifact and cycle has no roles. 
8. Display correct list of roles when selected artifact and cycles has work effort. 
13. Next time element counts and role efforts displayed for this project, artifact, and 
cycle, data entered in steps 9, 10, and 11 appears. 
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14. Display of elements and work effort for selected project, artifact, and cycle cleared 
from the screen. 
16. Display of cycles for selected project cleared from the screen. 
17. Display of artifacts for selected project cleared from the screen. 
17. List of projects still displayed. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flow): 
2a. Next time list of projects displayed, new project appears in list. 
5b. Next time list of artifacts displayed for selected project, new artifact appears in list. 
6a. Next time list of cycles displayed for selected project, new cycle appears in list. 
9a. Next time list of elements displayed for selected project, artifact, and cycle, the new 
element appears in list. 
lOa. Next time list of roles displayed for selected project, artifact, and cycle, the new 
role appears in list. 
Use Case SS2: View Software Size Data 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
1-6. Identified project data viewed matches the appropriate software size data. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flow): 
.. None. 
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Appendix H 
Software Size Model Implementation: Design 
Sequence Diagrams 
The SSDataEntry object is executable from a command prompt. 
Error detection and reporting is not included in the sequence diagrams. Instead, a general 
error handling approach is used throughout the Software Size Data Entry application. 
The error handling approach is that any logic error that is detected or any exception that 
is caught will be immediately reported and the Software Size Data Entry application will 
be aborted. 
Initialization (includes Main Success Scenario: step 1) 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 35. First, the SSTerminal object is created. 
This object isolates the GUI logic from the database processing. database fa<;ade is 
created. The SSTerminal object then creates the DBFacade object. This object creates 
the connection to the database by using DBDataSource. Next, the DB Catalog and 
DBTable objects are created. The DBCatalog object is responsible for creating all 
listings (catalogs) of items from the database. The DBTabie object is responsible for 
inserting, updating and deleting rows in the database. After the DBFacade object is 
created, the SSTerminal object creates the GUISSDataEntry object. This object is a 
JFrame and will contain all of the data entry user controls. The JFframe will contain up 
to five JPanels. The first JPanel will contain project data, the second JPanel will contain 
artifact data, the third JPanel will contain cycle data, the fourth JPanel will contain 
element data, and the fifth JPanel will contain effort data. 
Once both the database and GUI objects are created, the SSTerminal object asks the 
database objects to build a catalog listing all projects currently in the database. The 
SSTerminal object gives this catalog object to the GUI so that the first JPanellisting 
projects can be displayed. 
: DBFacade 
showPanel( ... ) 
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: DBCatalog : GUISSDataEntry : DB Table 
: DBDataSource : SSCatalog 
(Project) 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Project) 
Figure 35 Sequence Diagram (Software Size Data Entry - Initialization) 
Main Success Scenario: steps 2-4 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 36. The researcher selects a project and opens 
this project. The list of artifacts associated with the selected project is created in 
SSCatalog (Artifact). This is given to the GUI which creates a JPanel to display the list 
of artifacts. The list of cycles associated with the selected project is create in SSCatalog 
(Cycle). This is given to the GUI which creates a JPanel to display the list of cycles. 
Main Success Scenario: steps 5-8 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 37. The researcher selects an artifact, selects a 
cycle, then opens this artifact and cycle. The list of elements and efforts associated with 
the selected artifact and cycle are created in SSCatalog (Element) and SSCatalog (Effort). 
These are given to the GUI which creates a JPanel to display each catalog. 
Main Success Scenario: steps 9-14 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 38. The researcher updates element counts 
and work effort for the selected project, artifact, and cycle. When the researcher is done 
with this project, artifact, and cycle, the element and work effort data is removed from the 
data entry window. The researcher may then select another artifact and/or cycle. 
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: DBCatalog I I : GUISSDataEntry 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Project) 
o en( ... ) 
: SSTertninal II : DBFacade 
getCatalog(. . 
a~~o~ _______ _ 
showPanel( ... ) 
getCatalog( ... ) 
catalog 
-----------
showPanel( ... ) 
: SSCatalog 
(Artifact) 
createO 
: SSCatalog 
(Cycle) 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Artifact) 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Cycle) 
create( ... ) 
Figure 36 Sequence Diagram (Software Size Data Entry· Steps 2-4) 
: DBCatalog : GUISSDataEntry 
~. 
I.GUISSDataEntryPanel 
Ii (Cycle) 
~J! 
L-,: _sS_T_e_rtn_i_n_al-,11 : DBFacade I 
showPanel( ... ) 
getCatalog( ... ) 
getCatalog( ... 
ca~~o.? _______ _ 
showPanel( ... ) 
: SSCatalog 
(Element) 
: SSCatalog 
(Effort) 
createO 
createO 
37 Sequence Diagram (Software Size Data Entry· Steps 5-8) 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Element) 
create( ... ) 
create( ... ) 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Effort) 
GUISSDataEntryPanel 
'- (Effort) 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Element) 
.. ,) 
status 
: DBTable 
updateExistingltem (, , 
Figure 38 Sequence Diagram (Software Size Data Entry - Steps 9-14) 
Main Success Scenario: steps 15-19 
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: DBCatalog : GUISSDataEntry 
These steps deal with the destruction of appropriate objects as the researcher indicates 
s/he is done with a set of software size data. The sequence diagrams are not shown for 
any of these steps. 
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Alternative Flow: step 2a 1-4 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 39. When the researcher wants to add a new 
project to the software size database, first the new project description is entered. The 
project panel infonns the SSTenninal to insert a new project item into the database. 
Assuming this works, the project panel instructs the SSTenninal to show the new project 
item. This results in SSTenninal first destroying the current project catalog (SSCatalog) 
and project panel (GUISSDataEntryPanel). After which SSTenninal instructs the 
DBFacade to create a new project catalog and to show this data in a new project panel. 
: GUISSDataEntry : GUISSDataEntryPanel 
: GUISSDataEntryPanel 
(Project) 
getNewDescription( ... ) 
insertNewItem( ... ) 
~~~3 ___________ _ 
showNewltem( ... ) 
: SSTerminal II : DB Facade I I : DBTable III : DBCatalog 
'------,-_-..J l L~, ="'-.J 
rL I 
~ .J. ,L J 
insertNewItem( ... ) .. 
insertNewItem( .. ;). 
j.4!a.!l!.s _________ ~u:u:s ________ 
'-
deleteCatalog( ... ) 
deleteCatalog( ... ) 
hidePanel( ... ) '-: 
getCatalog( ... ) ,i 
getCatal()g( ... ) 
createO 
~~~~~---------------~:,.::.-----~~~o2 _______ _ 
L.... ~ 
showPanel( ... ) 
create( ... ) 
u 
Figure 39 Sequence Diagram (Software Size Data Entry - Alternative Flow Step 2a) 
Alternative Flow: step Sa 1,2a-8a 
I 
I 
I 
~I o 
This alternative flow is when the researcher needs to create a new artifact description. 
The sequence diagram for this step is similar to the sequence diagram for step 2a. The 
only significant difference is that artifact objects are being manipulated instead ofproject 
objects. 
Note that alternative flows for steps 6a.2a, 9a.2a & lOa.2a are also similar to step 2a. 
Again, the difference is whether cycle, element, or role objects, respectively, are being 
manipulated. 
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Alternative Flow: step 5a 1,2b-5b 
This alternative flow is when the researcher selects an existing artifact to add to the 
current project. The sequence diagram for this step is similar to the sequence diagram for 
step 2a. The only significant difference is that a GUIDialogNew object is used to display 
the list of existing artifacts from which the research selects one to add to the current 
project. 
Note that alternative flows for steps 6a.2b, 9a.2b & 10a.2b are also similar to step 4a.2b. 
Again, the difference is whether cycle, element, or role objects, respectively, are being 
manipulated. 
Alternative Flow: step 9a 1,2c-5c 
This alternative flow is when the researcher wants to add all existing elements that are 
associated with a specific artifact. This is very similar to step 9a.2b, except that mUltiple 
existing elements are added to the current artifact. 
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Package and Class Diagrams 
There are three packages and twelve classes that make up the software size data entry 
application. 
SSDataEntry 
mainO 
SSTerminal 
gui 
db 
termO 
newItem( ... ) 
showNewItem( ... ) 
add( ... ) 
open( ... ) 
openAll( ... ) 
][] donee .. ) 
SSConstants 
swsize.db 
DBCatalog 
dbConnection 
stmt 
sql 
ids[ ] 
projectCatalogs[ ] 
getCatalog( ... ) 
deleteCatalog( ... ) 
getCatalogID( ... ) 
getProjectID() 
getArtifactIDO 
getCycleIDO 
getAllCatalog( ... ) 
-1 swsize.gui 
GUISSDataEntry 
win Listener 
ssTerminal 
-
gridPanel 
guiPanels[ ] 
showPanel( ... ) 
hidePanel( ... ) 
createJTable( ... ) 
, 
I 
I : 
GUITableData 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I columnNames 
I datal ] [ ] 
dbTable 
oldCellData 
getOldCellDataO 
DBFacade 
filename 
dbConnection 
dbCatalog 
dbTable 
closeDBO 
getCatalog( ... ) 
deleteCatalog( ... ) 
getCatalogID( ... ) 
getAllCatalog( ... ) 
newItem( ... ) 
add( ... ) 
I 
I 
1 
GUISSDataEntryPanel 
5 
ssTerminal 
gui 
dbTable 
scrollPane 
tblItems 
tblColumn Widths 
tblHeight 
btnAdd 
btnOpen 
btnDone 
enablePanel( ... ) 
actionPerformed( ... ) 
GUITableListener 
dbTable 
tableChanged( ... ) 
DBDataSource 
url 
usemame 
password 
getConnection 0 
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GUIDialogNew 
r-- ssTerminal 
gui 
dialog 
newOkay 
tblItems 
dbTable 
dbCatalogTable 
userObjectName 
showDialog( ... ) 
actionPerformed( ... ) 
DBTable 
dbConnection 
stmt 
sql 
insertItem ( ... ) 
addltem( ... ) 
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Database Diagram 
The following represents a fully-attributed logical data model for the relational database 
used to store software size data. 
RoleCatalog 
roleID (PK) 
description 
* 
CycleCatalog 
cycleID (PK) 
description 
* 
Cycle 
projectID (PK) 
cycleID (PK) 
WorkEffort 
projectID (PK) 
artifactID (PK) 
cycleID (PK) 
roleID (PK) 
effort 
* 
* 
* 
ProjectCatalog 
projectID (PK) 
description 
ElementCatalog 
elementID (PK) 
descripti on 
artifactID 
I 
* * 
Element 
projectID (PK) 
artifactID (PK) 
cycleID (PK) 
elementID (PK) 
count 
* 
Figure 41 Database Diagram (Software Size Data Entry) 
The following defines the attribute and table characteristics: 
* 
KnowledgeTypeCatalog 
knowledgeTypeID (PK) 
description 
* 
ArtifactCatalog 
artifactID (PK) 
description 
knowledgeTypeID 
Artifact 
projectID (PK) 
artifactID (PK) 
• All six ID fields (projectID, knowledgeTypeID, artifactID, cycleID, roleID, 
elementID) are long integers. 
• The ID values for projectID, artifactID, cycleID, roleID, elementID will start at 1 and 
will be incremented by 1 for each new instance. 
III The five knowledgeTypeCatalog instances are: 
knowledge TypeID description 
10 Manage 
20 Analysis 
30 Design 
40 Construct & Unit Test 
50 Test 
III The CycleCatalog will contain one pre-defined instance: 
cycleID description 
1 No cycles in project 
II All description fields are character strings capable of holding up to 255 characters. 
II The effort field is a decimal number with a maximum of 16 digits to the left of the 
decimal point and 2 digits to the right of the decimal point. 
II The count field is a long integer. 
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III Four of the six catalog tables (ProjectCatalog, KnowledgeTypeCatalog, 
CycleCatalog, RoleCatalog) will have a unique ID value for each unique description. 
III The ArtifactCatalog table will have a unique ID value for each unique description 
knowledgeTypeID value pair. 
II The ElementCatalog table will have a unique ID value to each unique description 
artifactID value pair. 
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Appendix I 
Software Size Model Implementation: Test Plan 
Software Size Data Entry Test Plan 
The software size data entry application will be tested to ensure that the data entered is 
stored in the correct database tables. This data entry application is designed to be used by 
only one person - the researcher. Given this, the testing will focus on the nonnal usage 
of the application and will disregard testing the application for abnonnal behavior not 
relevant to the researcher. 
Test Case #1: Empty Software Size Database 
This test case uses a software size database that initially contains no data. 
Table 46 Test Case #1: Empty Software Size Database 
Step Expected Result Same 
Actual 
Result? 
1. Copy SSEmpty.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Start application. List of projects is empty. 
3. Create one new project: List of projects now contains one project. 
a. Description: "First Project" 
4. Open project created in previous step. List of artifacts is empty. 
List of cycles is empty. 
5. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now contains one artifact. 
a. Description: "Analysis Artifact" 
b. Knowledge Type: "Analysis" 
6. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now contains two artifacts. 
a. Description: "Design Artifact" 
b. Knowledge Type: "Design" 
7. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now contains three 
a. Description: "Construct & Unit Test artifacts. 
Artifact" 
b. Knowledge Type: "Construct & Unit 
Test" 
8. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now contains four 
a. Description: "Test Artifact" artifacts. 
b. Knowledge Type: "Test" 
9. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now contains five artifacts 
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Step Expected Result Same 
Actual 
Result? 
a. Description: "Manage Artifact" - one for each knowledge type. 
b. Knowledge Type: "Manage" 
10. Create one new cycle: List of cycles now contains one cycle. 
a. Select existing description: "No cycles 
in project" 
11. Select "Analysis Artifact" artifact. Artifact is selected in list. 
12. Select "No cycles in project" cycle. Cycle is selected in list. 
13. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements is empty. 
List of work effort is empty. 
14. Create one new element: List of elements now contains one element 
a. Description: "Element One" whose count is O. 
15. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort. disappears. 
16. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements contains one element 
whose count is O. 
List of work effort is empty. 
17. Change "Element One" count to 10. 
18. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort. disappears. 
19. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements contains one element 
whose count is 10. 
List of work effort is empty. 
20. Create one new work effort: List of work effort now contains one role 
a. Description: "Role One" whose effort is O. 
21. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort. disappears. 
22. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements contains one element 
whose count is 10. 
List of work effort contains one role 
whose effort is O. 
23. Change "Role One" effort to 100.5. 
24. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort. disap~ears. 
25. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements contains one element 
whose count is 10. 
List of work effort contains one role 
whose effort is 100.5. 
26. Create one new element: List of elements now contains this element 
a. Description: "Element Two" whose count is O. 
27. Create one new work effort: List of work effort now contains this role 
a. Description: "Role Two" whose effort is O. 
28. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort. disappears. 
29. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
30. Indicate Done with projects. Application exits. 
31. Rename SwSize.mdb to 
SSWasEmpty.mdb. 
32. Create and print five reports: 
a. Open SwSizeReports.mdb in Microsoft 
Access. 
b. Delete any tables currently linked in 
SwSizeReports.mdb. 
Step Expected Result 
c. Link to all tables in SSWasEmpty.mdb. 
d. Run and print ShowAllProjects report. 
e. Run and print ShowAllArtifacts report. 
f. Run and print ShowAllCycles report. 
g. Run and print ShowAllElements 
report. 
h. Run and print ShowAllEffort report. 
33. Verify the five reports. See details below. 
34. Verify the four catalog tables. See details below. 
Verify ShowAllProjects report: 
• Database contains one project: "First Project". 
Verify ShowAllArtifacts report: 
• "First Proj ect" contains five artifacts: 
• "Analysis Artifact", "Analysis" 
• "Design Artifact", "Design" 
• "Construct & Unit Test Artifact", "Construct & Unit Test" 
• "T est Artifact", "Test" 
• "Manage Artifact", "Manage" 
Verify ShowAllCycles report: 
• "First Project", contains one cycle: 
• "No cycles in project" 
Verify ShowAllElements report: 
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Same 
Actual 
Result? 
• "First Project", "Analysis Artifact", "No cycles in project" contains two elements: 
• "Element One", 1 0 
• "Element Two", 0 
Verify ShowAllEffort report: 
• "First Project", "Analysis Artifact", "No cycles in project" contains two work efforts: 
• "Role One", 100.5 
• "Role Two", 0 
Verify ArtifactCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Analysis Artifact", 20 ("Analysis") 
• 2, "Design Artifact", 30 ("Design") 
• 
• 
3, "Construct & Unit Test Artifact", 40 ("Construct & Unit Test") 
4, "Test Artifact", 50 ("Test") 
• 5, "Manage Artifact", 1 0 ("Manage") 
Verify CycleCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "No cycles in project" 
Verify ElementCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Element One", 1 
• 2, "Element Two", 1 
Verify RoleCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Role One" 
• 2, "Role Two" 
Test Case #2: Update Non-Empty Software Size Database 
This test case uses the software size database created in test case #1. 
Table 47 Test Case #2: Update Non-Empty Software Size Database 
Step Expected Result 
1. Copy SSWasEmpty.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Start application. List ofprojects shows the one project as 
described in Verify ShowAllProjects 
Report for test case #1. 
3. Open the one existing project. List of artifacts shows the five artifacts as 
described in Verify ShowAllArtifacts 
Report for test case #1. 
List of cycles shows the one cycle as 
described in Verify ShowAllCycles Report 
for test case #1. 
4. Select "Analysis Artifact" artifact. Artifact is selected in list. 
5. Select "No cycles in project" cycle. Cycle is selected in list. 
6. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements shows the two elements 
as described in Verify ShowAllElements 
Report for test case #1. 
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Same 
Actual 
Result? 
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Step Expected Result Same 
Actual 
Result? 
List of work effort shows the two roles as 
described in Verify ShowAllEffort Report 
for test case # 1. 
7. Create one new element: List of elements now contains this element 
a. Description: "Element Three" whose count is O. 
8. Update "Element Three count to 500. 
9. Create one new work effort: List of work effort now contains this role 
b. Description: "Role Three" whose effort is O. 
10. Update "Role Three" effort to 
987654321.75. 
11. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort disappears. 
12. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now lists six artifacts. 
a. Description: "Analysis Artifact #2" 
b. Type: "Analysis" 
13. Select "Analysis Artifact #2" artifact. Artifact is selected in list. 
14. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements is empty. 
List of work effort is empty. 
15. Click Add ... button for elements. New dialog box appears. 
The list of elements should show three 
elements for "Analysis Artifact": 
• "Element One" 
• "Element Two" 
• "Element Three" 
16. Select the fIrst element in list for "Analysis The new dialog box should disappear. 
Artifact". Click the Add Group button. The list of elements on the main 
application window should now list the 
three elements described in the previous 
step. 
Each element should have a count of O. 
17. Update "Element One" count to 1. 
18. Update "Element Two" count to 2. 
19. Update "Element Three" count to 3. 
20. Create one new work effort: Dialog box listing roles should appear. 
Three roles should be listed. 
21. Select "Role Two" from the list. Click List of work effort should now list "Role 
Add. Two" with an effort of O. 
22. Update the "Role Two" effort to 0.01 
23. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort disappears. 
24. Create one new artifact: List of artifacts now lists seven artifacts. 
a. Description: "Analysis Artifact #3" 
b. Type: "Analysis" 
25. Select "Analysis Artifact #3" artifact. Artifact is selected in list. 
26. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements is empty. 
List of work effort is empty. 
27. Click Add ... button for elements. New dialog box appears. 
The list of elements should show three 
elements for "Analysis Artifact": 
• "Element One" 
• "Element Two" 
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Step Expected Result Same 
Actual 
Result? 
• "Element Three" 
and the same three elements for "Artifact 
Anlysis #2" 
28. Select "Element Three" for the "Analysis The new dialog box should disappear. 
Artifact". Click the Add button. The list of elements on the main 
application window should now list the 
one element described in the previous step. 
This element should have a count ofO. 
29. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort disappears. 
30. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
31. Create a new project: List of projects should show two projects. 
a. Description: "Another Project" 
32. Open project created in previous step. List of artifacts is empty. 
List of cycles is empty. 
33. Add existing "Analysis Artifact" artifact to List of artifacts now lists one artifact. 
this project. 
34. Add new "Cycle One" cycle. List of cycles now lists one cycle. 
35. Add new "Cycle Two" cycle. List of cycles now lists two cycles. 
36. Select "Analysis Artifact". Artifact is selected. 
37. Select "Cycle One". Cycle is selected. 
38. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements is empty. 
List of work effort is empty. 
39. Click Add ... button for elements. New dialog box appears. 
The list of elements should show three 
elements for "Analysis Artifact": 
• "Element One" 
• "Element Two" 
• "Element Three" 
These same three elements for "Analysis 
Artifact #2". 
Also "Element Three" for "Analysis 
Artifact #3". 
40. Select the last element in list for "Analysis The new dialog box should disappear. 
Artifact". Click the Add Group button. The list of elements on the main 
application window should now list the 
three elements described in the previous 
step. 
Each element should have a count of O. 
41. Update "Element One" count to 100. 
42. Update "Element Two" count to 200. 
43. Update "Element Three" count to 300. 
44. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort disappears. 
45. Select "Cycle Two". Cycle is selected. 
46. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements is empty. 
List of work effort is empty. 
47. Click Add ... button for elements. New dialog box appears. 
The list of elements should show three 
elements for "Analysis Artifact": 
• "Element One" 
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Step Expected Result Same 
Actual 
Result? 
• "Element Two" 
• "Element Three" 
These same three elements for "Analysis 
Artifact #2". 
Also "Element Three" for "Analysis 
Artifact #3". 
48. Select the last element in list for "Analysis The new dialog box should disappear. 
Artifact #2". Click the Add Group button. The list of elements on the main 
application window should now list the 
three elements described in the previous 
step. 
Each element should have a count of O. 
49. Click Add ... button for work effort. Dialog box listing roles should appear. 
Three roles should be listed. 
50. Select "Role One" from the list. Click Add. List of work effort should now list "Role 
One" with an effort ofO. 
51. Click Add ... button for work effort. Dialog box listing roles should appear. 
Three roles should be listed. 
52. Select "Role Two" from the list. Click List of work effort should now list "Role 
Add. One" with an effort of 0 and "Role Two" 
with an effort ofO. 
53. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort disappears. 
54. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
55. Create a new project: List of projects should show three projects. 
a. Description: "Third Project" 
56. Open project created in previous step. List of artifacts and cycles is empty. 
57. Add three existing artifacts to this project List of artifacts now lists three artifacts. 
by selecting the following (hold the Ctrl 
key down) and clicking Add: 
"Analysis Artifact #3" 
"Manage Artifact" 
"Test Artifact" 
58. Select "Analysis Artifact #3". Artifact is selected. 
59. Add an existing cycle to this project by List of cycles now lists one cycle. 
selecting the following and clicking Add: 
"Cycle Two" 
60. Add new "Cycle Three" cycle. List of cycles now lists two cycles. 
61. Select "Cycle Three" Cycle is selected. 
62. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements is empty. 
List of work effort is empty. 
63. Add three existing roles to this cycle by List of roles now lists three cycles. 
selecting the following and clicking Add: 
"Role One" 
"Role Two" 
"Role Three" 
64. Update the "Role One" effort to 1.00 
65. Update the "Role Two" effort to 2.00 
66. Update the "Role Three" effort to 3.00 
67. Indicate Done with elements and work List of elements and work effort 
effort disappears. 
68. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappear. 
Step Expected Result 
69. Indicate Done with projects. Application exits. 
70. Rename SwSize.mdb to 
SSUpdate WasEmpty.mdb. 
7l. Create and print five reports: 
c. Open SwSizeReports.mdb in Microsoft 
Access. 
d. Delete any tables currently linked in 
SwSizeReports.mdb. 
e. Link to all tables in 
SSUpdate WasEmpty.mdb. 
f. Run and print ShowAllProjects report. 
g. Run and print ShowAllArtifacts report. 
h. Run and print ShowAllCycles report. 
i. Run and print ShowAllElements 
report. 
j. Run and print ShowAllEffort report. 
72. Verify the five reports. See details below. 
73. Verify the four catalog tables. See details below. 
Verify ShowAllProjects report: 
• Database contains two projects: 
• "First Project" 
• "Another Proj ect" 
• "Third Project" 
Verify ShowAllArtifacts report: 
• "First Project" contains seven artifacts: 
• "Analysis Artifact", "Analysis" 
• "Design Artifact", "Design" 
• "Construct & Unit Test Artifact", "Construct & Unit Test" 
• "Test Artifact", "Test" 
• "Manage Artifact", "Manage" 
• "Analysis Artifact #2", "Analysis" 
• "Analysis Artifact #3", "Analysis" 
• "Another Project" contains one artifact: 
• "Analysis Artifact", "Analysis" 
• "Third Project" contains three artifacts: 
• "Analysis Artifact #3", "Analysis" 
• "Manage Artifact", "Manage" 
• "T est Artifact", "Test" 
Verify ShowAllCyc/es report: 
• "First Project" contains one cycle: 
• ''No cycles in project" 
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Same 
Actual 
Result? 
.. "Another Project" contains two cycles: 
.. "Cycle One" 
.. "Cycle Two" 
.. "Third Project" contains two cycles: 
.. "Cycle Two" 
.. "Cycle Three" 
VerifY ShowAllElements report: 
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.. "First Project", "Analysis Artifact", "No cycles in project" contains three elements: 
.. "Element One", 10 
.. "Element Two", 0 
.. "Element Three", 500 
.. "First Project", "Analysis Artifact #2", ''No cycles in project" contains three 
elements: 
.. "Element One", 1 
.. "Element Two", 2 
.. "Element Three", 3 
.. "First Project", "Analysis Artifact #3", "No cycles in project" contains one element: 
.. "Element Three", 0 
.. "Another Project", "Analysis Artifact", "Cycle One" contains three elements: 
.. "Element One", 1 00 
.. "Element Two", 200 
.. "Element Three", 300 
.. "Another Project", "Analysis Artifact", "Cycle Two" contains three elements: 
.. "Element One", 0 
.. "Element Two", 0 
.. "Element Three", 0 
VerifY ShowAllEffort report: 
.. "First Project", "Analysis Artifact", "No cycles in project" contains three work 
efforts: 
.. "Role One", 100.5 
.. "Role Two", 0 
.. 'Role Three", 987654321.75 
.. "First Project", "Analysis Artifact #2", "No cycles in project" contains one work 
effort: 
.. "Role Two", 0.01 
.. "Another Project", "Analysis Artifact", "Cycle Two" contains one work effort: 
.. "Role One", 0.00 
.. "Role Two", 0.00 
.. "Third Project", "Analysis Artifact #3", "Cycle Three" contains three work effort: 
.. "Role One", 1.00 
.. "Role Two", 2.00 
.. "Role Three", 3.00 
VerifY ArtifactCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Analysis Artifact", 20 ("Analysis") 
• 2, "Design Artifact", 30 ("Design") 
• 3, "Construct & Unit Test Artifact", 40 ("Construct & Unit Test") 
• 4, "Test Artifact", 50 ("Test") 
• 5, "Manage Artifact", 1 0 ("Manage") 
• 6, "Analysis Artifact #2", 20 ("Analysis") 
• 7, "Analysis Artifact #3",20 ("Analysis") 
VerifY CycleCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "No cycles in project" 
• 2, "Cycle One" 
• 3, "Cycle Two" 
• 4, "Cycle Three" 
VerifY ElementCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Element One", 1 
• 2, "Element Two", 1 
• 3, "Element Three", 1 
• 4, "Element One", 6 
• 5, "Element Three", 6 
• 6, "Element Two", 6 
• 7, "Element Three". 7 
VerifY RoleCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Role One" 
• 2, "Role Two" 
• 3, "Role Three" 
Test Case #3: Delete Items in Software Size Database 
This test case uses the software size database that results from the second test case 
(described above). 
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Table 48 Test Case #3: Delete Items in Software Size Database 
Step Expected Result Same 
Actual 
Result? 
1. Copy SSUpdate W asEmpty.mdb to 
SwSize.mdb. 
2. Start application. List of projects shows 3 projects. 
3. Open the "First Project" project. List of artifacts shows 7 artifacts. 
4. Select the "Analysis Artifact #2" artifact. Artifact is selected. 
5. Select the "No cycles in project" cycle. Cycle is selected 
6. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements shows three elements. 
List of work effort shows one role. 
7. Delete the "Element Three" element. List of elements shows 2 elements. 
8. Indicate Done with elements and work effort List of elements and work effort 
disappears. 
9. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
10. Open the "Third Project" project. List of artifacts shows 3 artifacts. 
List of cycles shows 2 cycles. 
11. Select the "Analysis Artifact #3" artifact. Artifact is selected. 
12. Select the "Cycle Three" cycle. Cycle is selected. 
13. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements shows no elements. 
List of work effort shows 3 roles. 
14. Delete the "Role One" role. List of work effort shows 2 roles. 
15. Indicate Done with elements and work effort List of elements and work effort 
disappears. 
16. Open the "Cycle Two" cycle. List of elements shows no elements 
List of roles shows no roles. 
17. Indicate Done with elements and work effort List of elements and work effort 
disappears. 
18. Delete the "Cycle Two" cycle. List of cycles shows 1 cycle. 
19. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
20. Open the "First Project" project. List of artifacts shows 7 artifacts. 
21. Select the "Analysis Artifact #2" artifact. Artifact is selected. 
22. Select the ''No cycles in project" cycle. Cycle is selected. 
23. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements shows 2 elements 
("Element Three" no longer in list) 
List of roles shows 1 role. 
24. Indicate Done with elements and work effort List of elements and work effort 
disappears. 
25. Delete the "Analysis Artifact #2" artifact. List of artifacts shows 6 artifacts. 
26. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
27. Open the "First Project" project. List of artifacts shows 6 artifacts. 
List of cycles shows 1 cycle. 
28. Select the "Analysis Artifact" artifact. Artifact is selected. 
29. Select the "No cycle in project" cycle. Cycle is selected. 
30. Open the selected artifact and cycle. List of elements shows 3 elements and 
list of roles shows 3 roles. 
31. Indicate Done with elements and work effort List of elements and work effort 
disappears. 
32. Delete the "No cycles in project" cycle. List of cycles shows 0 cycles. 
33. Indicate Done with artifacts and cycles. List of artifacts and cycles disappears. 
34. Delete the "Another Project" project. List of projects shows 2 projects. 
Step 
35. Indicate Done with projects. 
36. Rename SwSize.mdb to 
SSDeleteUpdate WasEmpty.mdb. 
37. Create and print five reports: 
a. Open SwSizeReports.mdb in Microsoft 
Access. 
b. Delete any tables currently linked in 
SwSizeReports.mdb. 
c. Link to all tables in 
SSDelete WasEmpty.mdb. 
d. Run and print ShowAllProjects report. 
e. Run and print Show Al1Artifacts report. 
f. Run and print ShowAllCycles report. 
g. Run and print ShowAllElements report. 
h. Run and print ShowAllEffort report. 
38. Verify the five reports. 
39. Verify the four catalog tables. 
Verify ShowAllProjects report: 
• Database contains two projects: 
• "First Project" 
• "Third Project" 
Verify ShowAllArtifacts report: 
• "First Project" contains seven artifacts: 
• "Analysis Artifact", "Analysis" 
• "Design Artifact", "Design" 
Expected Result 
Application exits. 
See details below. 
See details below. 
• "Construct & Unit Test Artifact", "Construct & Unit Test" 
• "T est Artifact", "Test" 
• "Manage Artifact", "Manage" 
• "Analysis Artifact #3", "Analysis" 
• "Third Project" contains three artifacts: 
• "Analysis Artifact #3", "Analysis" 
• "Manage Artifact", "Manage" 
• "T est Artifact", "T est" 
Verify ShowAllCycles report: 
• "Third Project" contains one cycle: 
• "Cycle Three" 
Verify ShowAllElements report: 
There are no elements in this database. 
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Same 
Actual 
Result? 
Verify ShowAllEffort report: 
• "Third Project", "Analysis Artifact #3", "Cycle Three" contains three work effort: 
• "Role Two", 2.00 
• "Role Three", 3.00 
Verify ArtifactCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Analysis Artifact", 20 ("Analysis") 
• 2, "Design Artifact", 30 ("Design") 
• 3, "Construct & Unit Test Artifact", 40 ("Construct & Unit Test") 
• 4, "Test Artifact", 50 ("Test") 
• 5, "Manage Artifact", 10 ("Manage") 
• 6, "Analysis Artifact #2", 20 ("Analysis") 
• 7, "Analysis Artifact #3", 20 ("Analysis") 
Verify CycleCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, ''No cycles in project" 
• 2, "Cycle One" 
• 3, "Cycle Two" 
• 4, "Cycle Three" 
Verify ElementCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Element One", 1 
• 2, "Element Two", I 
• 3, "Element Three", 1 
• 4, "Element One", 6 
• 5, "Element Three", 6 
• 6, "Element Two", 6 
• 7, "Element Three". 7 
Verify RoleCatalog table: 
• Open this table in datasheet view. 
• The following records should exist: 
• 1, "Role One" 
• 2, "Role Two" 
• 3, "Role Three" 
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Appendix J 
Effort Prediction Model Implementation: Analysis 
Use Case EEl: Directed Effort Estimation 
Primary Actor: Researcher 
Stakeholders and Interests: 
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• Researcher: Wants to generate multiple estimates for one target project by selecting 
the target project and using all other projects as historical. 
Preconditions: 
• Software size data has been collected and recorded in the software size database. 
Success Guarantee (Postconditions): 
• Accurate estimates have been generated for the selected target project. 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
20. System displays list ofproject descriptions in the software size data. 
21. System displays the effort prediction criteria. 
22. System displays an empty display used to show progress information during 
estimation. 
23. Researcher selects existing project description as the target project. 
24. Researcher selects the effort prediction criteria: 
a. Selects the software size entity and software size instance to be used as the basis 
for the estimate. 
b. Selects the software size entity and software size instance to be predicted. 
25. Researcher indicates to generate the estimates based on steps 4 through 6. 
26. System generates estimates and displays progress information to the researcher. 
27. Researcher verifies results as shown in the progress display. 
28. Researcher repeats steps 4-8, as necessary. 
29. Researcher exits the software effort prediction application. 
30. System closes the application. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flows): 
4a. Researcher selects the jack knife approach be used (i.e., each historical project takes 
its turn at being the target project). 
1. Step 7: System generates estimates and displays progress information 
pertinent to the jack knife approach. 
5a. Research selects the "generate predictions for each historical project" prediction 
criteria option. 
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1. Step 7: System generates estimates and displays progress information 
associated with the selected prediction criteria option. That is, each historical 
project will be considered as being most analogous to the target project. Thus, 
each historical project will generate a set of estimates. 
7a. System also saves the generated estimate data to a database. 
7b. System also generates and saves error statistics to a database. 
Special Requirements: 
• Verification of the results (step 7) will be done by comparing the results to a 
spreadsheet. 
Technology and Data Variations List: 
• None. 
Frequency of Occurrence: As needed. 
Open Issues: 
• None. 
Use Case EE2: View Generated Estimate Data 
Primary Actor: Researcher 
Stakeholders and Interests: 
• Researcher: Wants to have access to the generated estimate data outside of the 
application. 
Preconditions: 
• The use case EEl extension step 7a (and optionally 7b) must be completed. 
Success Guarantee (Postconditions): 
• Estimates and error statistics are available outside of the application. 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
7. Researcher indicates to view the generated estimates and error statistics. 
8. System displays the generated estimates and error statistics. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flows): 
2a. System also displays the error statistics. 
Special Requirements: 
• None. 
Technology and Data Variations List: 
• None. 
Frequency of Occurrence: As needed. 
Open Issues: 
• None. 
System Sequence Diagram 
The following is the system sequence diagram for the main success scenario. 
: Researcher 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
selectTar~et!:ErojectID2 
selectEstimateCri teria( dbObject) 
generateEstimatesO 
: System 
I 
~I 
I 
I 
~' I 
I 
I 
~I 
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I I 
I estimates, error statistics I ~----------------------------------------------------------, 
I I 
I * [more estimates 1 I I I 
I I 
I I 
Figure 42 System Sequence Diagram (Effort Prediction) 
Domain Model 
The domain model is Chapter 4. 
Test Plan 
Use Case EEl: Directed Effort Estimation 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
1. Display empty list when software size data has no projects. 
1. Display correct list ofprojects when software size data has projects. 
Si. Displays Project, Knowledge Type, Artifact, and Cycle as the valid software size 
entity types. 
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Si. When software size entity type is Project, display no choices for the software size 
entity instances. 
Si. When software size entity type is Knowledge Type, display Manage, Analysis, 
Design, Construct & Unit Test, and Test as the five software size entity instances. 
Si. When software size entity type is Artifact, display all unique artifacts contained in 
the software size database. 
Si. When software size entity type is Cycle, display all unique cycles contained in the 
software size database. 
Sii. Same test criteria as step Si. 
8. The progress display shows that estimates are generated based on the selected 
prediction criteria. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flow): 
4a. The progress display shows that each historical project takes its tum at being the 
target project. 
Sa. The progress display shows that each historical project is being used as the most 
analogous project. 
7a. Display of estimates matches the database stored estimates. 
7a. Estimates for the target project match the spreadsheet. 
7b. Display of error statistics matches the database stored error statistics. 
7b. Error statistics for the target project match the spreadsheet. 
Use Case EE2: View Generated Estimate Data 
Main Success Scenario (or Basic Flow): 
2. Estimates for the target project match the spreadsheet. 
Extensions (or Alternative Flow): 
• None. 
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AppendixK 
Effort Prediction Model Implementation: Design 
Sequence Diagrams 
The DirectedEffort object is executable from a command prompt. 
Error detection andreporting is not included in the sequence diagrams. Instead, a general 
error handling approach is used throughout the Directed Effort application. The error 
handling approach is that any logic error that is detected or any exception that is caught 
will be immediately reported and the Directed Effort application will be aborted. 
Main Success Scenario: steps 1-3 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 43. First, the EffortTerminal object is created. 
This object isolates the GUI logic from the database processing. The EffortTerminal 
object then creates the DBFacade object. This object creates the connection to the 
database by using DBDataSource. Next, the DBProject and DBCatalog objects are 
created. The DBProject object is responsible for retrieving the appropriate element and 
work effort data for one project. The DBCatalog object is responsible for creating all 
listings (catalogs) of items from the database. After the DBFacade object has been 
created, the EffortTerminal object creates the GUIDirected object. This object is a 
JFrame and will contain all of the user controls. 
Once both the database and GUI objects are created, the EffortTerminal object asks the 
database object to build a listing of all projects currently in the database. The 
EffortTerminal object gives this catalog object to the GUI so that the list of projects can 
be displayed. Finally, the JFrame creates the three JPanel objects. The first JPanel will 
contain the list ofprojects, the second JPanel will display controls allowing the researcher 
to select the estimation criteria, and the third JPanel will display results from the directed 
estimation. 
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showPanels( ... ) 
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create( ... ) 
.. 
create( ... ) i 
Figure 43 Sequence Diagram (Effort Prediction - Steps 1-3) - u 
Main Success Scenario: steps 4-7 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 44. The researcher selects a target project, 
selects the estimation criteria, then indicates to generate the estimates. First a message is 
displayed in the GUI explaining the estimation to be generated. The EstimateByAnalogy 
object is created, which is responsible for generating both the estimates and the error 
statistics. See the Part A interaction diagram below for details on what happens when the 
EstimateByAnalogy object is created. After the EstimateByAnalogy object is created, it 
is instructed to compute the best estimates (see the Part B interaction diagram for details). 
These estimates are formatted and displayed. Then the EstimateByAnalogy object is 
instructed to compute the error statistics (see the Part C interaction diagram for details). 
These error statistics are formatted and displayed. 
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Part A creating EstimateByAnalogy object 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 45. When the EstimateByAnalogy object is 
created, it obtains the project data for the selected target project, then creates the list of 
historical projects (i.e., all projects but the target). 
: GUICriteriaPanel I I : EffortT~rminal 
i 
enerateEstimates ... i 
: GUIDisplayPanel : EstimateByAnalogy 
create( ... ) 
~ 
computeBestEstirnatesOi 
formatBestEstimatesO I 
, 
estimatd 
-------------i-------------
addToDisplay( ... ) 
com uteErrorStatistics : 
formatErrorStatisticsO I 
addToDisplay( ... ) 
see Part A below 
see Part B below 
see Part C below 
FiQure 44 Seauence DiaQram (Effort Prediction - Steps 4-7) 
: EstirnateByAnalogy 111... __ : D_B_F---;ac_ad_e_-, : HistoricalProjects 
O
· getProject C . .) ~Dl ! 
~reate( .. .) ~ I 
o 
Figure 45 Sequence Diagram (Effort Prediction - Steps 
Part B computeBestEstimatesO 
This sequence diagram is shown in Figure 46. The EstimateByAnalogy object computes 
the estimates by first determining which historical projects are most similar to the target 
project. It then uses each most similar historical project to estimate the effort and size of 
the target project. Three methods are used to generate the estimate: a linear extrapolation 
of the historical project's work effort, a linear extrapolation ofthe historical project's 
size, and an effort estimation based on the target's estimated size and it's SSR. 
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: PredictionEiementsLinearExt 
: EstimateByAnaiogy : MostSimiiarProjects : PredictionEffortLinearExt : PredictionEffortUsingEiements 
create( ... ) 
o create <. . .) * 3 times .. 0 
Figure 46 Sequence Diagram (Effort Prediction - Steps 4·7 Part B) 
Part C computeErrorStatisticsO 
The EstimateByAnalogy object computes the error statistics by creating three 
RelativeError objects, one for each of the three estimation methods (described in Part B). 
This sequence diagram is not shown. 
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Package and Class Diagrams 
The following package diagram shows the classes that interact with classes in other 
packages. Each class in this diagram hides the public methods and private fields defined 
within the class. The class diagrams below describe the details of these and other classes. 
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Figure 47 Package and Class Diagrams (Effort Prediction) 
Classes in effort Package 
The classes in this package are responsible for performing the estimation by analogy 
method. Figure 48 shows this package diagram. 
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rl effort I I 
EstimateBy Analogy EffortConstants SSProject 
EffortTerminal 
db roundDoubleToCurrency( ... ) ID 
gui I---- useEntityType elementData[ ] [ 1 
db useInstanceID effortIDs[ ] [ ] 
predictEntityType effort[ ] 
terrnO predictInstanceID RelativeError addElementldx 
doneO target addEffortldx 
generateEstimates ( ... ) historical I-- are[][ ] getElementIdx 
openAII(. .. ) mostSimilar 
mre[] [] getEffortldx 
effortLinearEstimate SSCount 
elementsLinearEstimate getAREO SSWorkEffort 
HistoricalProjects effortUsingElementsEstimate getMREO 
addElement( ... ) 
db I-- computeBestEstimatesO addEffort( ... ) 
estimationLevel initNextEstimatesO getIDO 
useID computeNextEstimatesO Prediction getSSCO 
predictID computeErrorStatsO getSSWO 
historicalIDs[ ] getEstimateIDO I--- db getSSRO 
savedUseHistory[ ] target getNbrElementsO 
savedPredictHistory[ ] historical setInitElementO 
nextHistoryldx Similarity useEntityType setNextElementO 
uselnstanceID getElementArtiractIDO 
getIDs 0 mostSimilarID[ ] predictEntityType getElementCycleIDO 
initNextHistoryIDO mostSimilarMeasure[ ] predictInstanceID getElementIDO 
get NextHistoryIDO estimateID estimates[ ] [ ] getElementCountO 
getUseHistory( ... ) getNbrEffortsO 
getPredictHistory( ... ) getID( ... ) 
I 
getEstimate( ... ) setInitEffortO 
getDistance( ... ) setEstimate( ... ) setNextEffortO 
getSizeO IinearExtrapolation( ... ) getEffortArtiractIDO 
DistanceElement getEstimateIDO saveEstimates( ... ) getEffortCycleIDO 
getUseHistory( ... ) getEffortRoleIDO 
historyDistances[ ] / \ getPredictHistory( ... ) getEffortO historyRanks[ ] getTargetIDO 
smallestDistIdx l>. l, 
l I smallestRankldx PredictionEffortLinearExt 
getSmallestDistanceldxO 
getSmallestDistanceO 
getSmallestRankldxO 
getSmallestRankO 
getDistance( ... ) 
getRank( ... ) 
PredictionElementsLinearExt 
~ DistanceEffort DistanceRatio I historyDistances[ ] historyDistances[ ] DistanceSum 
historyRanks[ ] historyRanks[ ] 
smallestDistIdx smallestDistldx historyDistances[ ] PredictionEffortUsingElements 
smallestRankldx smallestRankldx historyRanks[ ] 
smallestDistIdx 
getSmallestDistanceldxO getSmallestDistanceldxO smallestRankldx 
getSmallestDistanceO getSmallestDistanceO 
getSmallestRankldxO getSmallestRankldxO getSmallestDistanceldxO 
getSmallestRankO getSmallestRankO getSmallestDistanceO 
getDistance( ... ) getDistance( ... ) getSmallestRankldxO 
getRank( ... ) getRank( ... ) getSmallestRankO 
Figure 48 Class Diagrams (Effort Prediction· effort Package) 
rl 
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Classes in effort. db Package 
The database fayade for the effort prediction database makes use of a few classes in the 
software size database package. 
swsize.db : rl effort. db I I 
DBProject 
DBCatalog DBFacade 
dbConnection 
dbConnection filename r--- stmt 
stInt dbConnection sql 
sql dbProject 
getData ( ... ) ids[ 1 dbCatalog 
projectCatalogs[ 1 dbTable getHistoryProjectIDs( ... ) 
getCatalog( ... ) closeDBO DBDataSource 
deleteCatalog( ... ) getCatalog( ... ) 
getCatalogID( ... ) getProject( ... ) DBTabie uri 
getProjectIDO usemame getAlICatalog( ... ) 
getArtifactIDO password getHistoryProjectIDs( ... ) dbConnection 
getCycieIDO saveMostSimilar( ... ) stInt 
getAlICatalog( ... ) getConnection 0 saveEstimate( ... ) sql 
saveRelativeErrors( ... ) swSizeEntity[ 1 
getSwSizeEntitiesO swSizeEntityID[ 1 
saveMostSimilar( ... ) 
saveEstimate( ... ) 
saveRelativeErrors( ... ) 
calcPredO 
getSwSizeEntitiesO 
Figure 49 Class Diagrams (Effort Prediction - effort.db Package) 
Classes in effort.gui Package 
The classes in this package are responsible for providing the researcher with the ability to 
identify the target project to estimate and the level to perform the estimation at. 
effort.gui 
GUIProjectPanel GUICriteriaPanel 
GUIDirected 
gui terminal 
win Listener tb IProj ects 
terminal gUiProject 
gridPanel getSelectedProjectO specifics[ 1 
projPanel IxtLevels 
dirPanel chkSingleHistory 
displayPanel chkJackKnife GUIDisplayPanel 
showPanels( ... ) actionPerformed( ... ) gui 
createGUITable( ... ) txtDisplay 
addToDisplay( ... ) 
pauseO addItem( ... ) 
Figure 50 Class Diagrams (Effort Prediction - effort.gui Package) 
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Database Diagram 
The following represents a fully-attributed logical data model for the relational database 
used to store effort prediction data. 
SwSizeEntityCatalog 1...2 * EstimateCatalog 1 1 MostSimilarProject 
swSizeEntityID (PK) estimateID (PK) estimateID (PK) 
description targetID elementDist 
useSwSizeEntityID effortDist 
uselnstanceID ratioDist 
predictSwSizeEntityID eElementRank 
1 effortRank predictlnstanceID 
estimateDateTime ~ ratioRank sumDist 1 1 1 sumRank MostSimilarDistance 
estimateID (PK) 
3 3 3 
elementDist 
effortDist 
Prediction ARE MRE ratioDist 
elementRank 
estimateID (PK) estimateID (PK) estimateID (PK) effortRank 
predictionID (PK) predictionID (PK) predictionID (PK) ratioRank 
swSizeMeasureID (PK) swSizeMeasureID (PK) swSizeMeasureID (PK) sumDist 
elementDist elementDist elementDist sumRank 
effortDist effortDist effortDist 
ratioDist ratioDist ratioDist 
elementRank elementRank elementRank 3 
effortRank effortRank effortRank 
ratioRank ratioRank ratioRank Pred 
sumDist sumDist sumDist 
sumRank sumRank sumRank 
predID (PK) 
predictionID (PK) 
swSizeMeasureID (PK) 
total Count 
elementDist 
effortDist 
ratioDist 
swSizeMeasureCatalog PredictionCatalog PredCatalog elementRank 
effortRank 
swSizeMeasureID (PK) predictionID (PK) predID (PK) ratioRank 
sumDist description description pred 
sumRank 
predDateTime 
Figure 51 Database Diagram (Effort Prediction) 
The following defines the attribute and table characteristics: 
• All ofthe ID fields (estimateID, targetID, useSwSizeEntityID, useInstanceID, 
predictSwSizeEntityID, predictInstanceID, swSizeEntityID, predictionID, 
swSizeMeasureID, predID) are long integers. 
• The estimateID values for will start at 1 and will be incremented by 1 for each new 
instance. 
• The targetID values will come from projectID in the software size database. 
• The useSwSizeEntityID and predictSwSizeEntityID values will come from 
swSizeEntityID in the SwSizeEntityCatalog table. The four SwSizeEntityCatalog 
instances are: 
swSizeEntityID description 
10 Project 
20 Knowledge Type 
30 Artifact 
40 Cycle 
• The uselnstanceID and predictlnstanceID values will come the 
KnowledgeTypeCatalog, ArtifactCatalog, or the CycleCatalog in the software size 
database, based on the following: 
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o When the useSwSizeEntityID or predictSwSizeEntityID identifies Project as 
the software size entity type, the uselnstanceID or predictInstanceID, 
respectively, is null. 
o When the useSwSizeEntityID or predictSwSizeEntityID identifies Knowledge 
Type as the software size entity type, the uselnstanceID or predictInstanceID, 
respectively, comes from knowledgeTypeID in the software size database. 
o When the useSwSizeEntityID or predictSwSizeEntityID identifies Artifact as 
the software size entity type, the uselnstanceID or predictInstanceID, 
respectively, comes from artifactID in the software size database. 
o When the useSwSizeEntityID or predictSwSizeEntityID identifies Cycle as the 
software size entity type, the uselnstanceID or predictlnstanceID, 
respectively, comes from cycleID in the software size database. 
• The prediction Catalog table identifies the prediction method used to generate the 
instances found in the Prediction, ARE, and MRE tables. The table instances are: 
predictionID description 
10 predict effort using linear extrapolation 
20 predict element count using linear 
extrapolation 
30 predict effort using predicted element count 
• The swSizeMeasureCatalog table the software size measure used in the linear 
extrapolation when generating the predictionID 10 or 20 estimates. The table 
instances are: 
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swSizeMeasureID description 
0 SSC 
1 SSW 
2 SSR 
3 sum 
• The predCatalog table identifies the percent values used to compute the Pred table 
values. The table instances are: 
predID pred 
5 5% 
10 10% 
15 15% 
20 20% 
25 25% 
• All description fields are character strings capable of holding up to 255 characters. 
• The eight fields representing the eight distance formulas (elementDist, effortDist, 
ratioDist, elementRank, effortRank, ratioRank, sumDist, and sumRank) represent 
different types of data depending on the table: 
o In the MostSimilarProject table these eight fields contain the projectID value 
representing the historical project that is closest to the target project for the 
respective distance method. Thus these fields are long integers. 
o In the MostSimilarDistance table these eight fields contain the computed 
distance values between the most similar historical project and the target 
project. These fields are defined using the Currency data type in Microsoft 
Access, which has a precision of 15 digits to the left of the decimal point and 
4 digits to the right of the decimal point. 
o In the Prediction table these eight fields contain the computed estimates. 
These fields are defined using the Currency data type in Microsoft Access. 
o In the ARE table these eight fields contain the Absolute Relative Error value. 
These fields are defined using the Currency data type in Microsoft Access. 
o In the MRE table these eight fields contain the Magnitude of Relative Error 
value. These fields are defined using the single data type in Microsoft Access. 
o In the Pred table these eight fields contain the number of MRE values that are 
less than or equal to X%, where the X% comes from pred in the PredCatalog 
table. These fields are defined as long integers. In addition, the total Count 
field is a long integer and represents the total number ofMRE rows that exist 
for the particular predictionID and swSizeMeasureID. 
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Appendix L 
Effort Prediction Model Implementation: Test Plan 
Effort Prediction Test Plan 
The effort prediction application will be tested to ensure that the estimates and error 
statistics are computed accurately and stored in the correct database tables. In addition, 
the jack knife algorithm will be tested to ensure that the correct number of estimates is 
generated given the number of projects in the software size database. 
The Directed Effort Estimation application is designed to be used by only one person -
the researcher. Given this, the testing will focus on the normal usage ofthe application 
and will disregard testing the application for abnormal behavior not relevant to the 
researcher. 
All ofthe test cases below use an effort prediction database that contains eight projects 
whose projectID values are 1 through 8. When the jack knife approach is not being 
tested, project ID 3 will be the target project and all other projects represent historical 
projects. A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet is used to compute the estimates and error 
statistics between each historical project and the target project. The spreadsheet values 
represent the expected results from the application. These values will be compared with 
the actual results from the application as a way to verify the computations done within 
the application. 
Each of the eight projects has a similar structure: Two knowledge types (Analysis, 
Design), three artifacts (logical data model, requirements document, and physical data 
model), and two cycles (Cycle One, Cycle Two). The logical data model and 
requirements document represent Analysis knowledge, while the physical data model 
represents design knowledge. Each type of artifact contains the same types of elements. 
The logical data model artifacts have attributes, entities, and associations. The 
requirements document artifacts have functional requirements and non-functional 
requirements. The physical data model artifacts have fields, tables, and associations. 
The spreadsheet is designed to show that each artifact was produced (or updated) during 
the two cycles. However, some of the cycle effort and count values will be zero, 
effectively eliminating this cycle from the estimation process. 
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Test Case #1: Verify Project Measures 
This test case tests the Effort Prediction computations associated with the Project-level in 
the Software Size data. These computations include the eight distance measures, effort 
and size predictions, ARE, MRE, and Pred, as specified in the Software Effort Prediction 
Model. 
Table 49Test Case #1: Verify Project Measures 
Step Expected Result Actual Result Same? 
1. COIJY SwSizeEight.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Copy EffortPredEmpty.mdb to EffortPred.mdb. 
3. Change the TEST boolean constant in the effortlEffortConstants.java source file to true. Make sure the 
DEBUG and DEBUG SQL boolean constants are both false. 
4. Compile all code in the effort, effortldb, and effortlgui packages. 
5. Start application using List of projects shows eight projects. 
java EffortPrediction > 
distanceTest.txt 
6. Select "Third Project" "Project Three" is highlighted in the list of 
as the target project. projects. 
7. Select "Project" as the Project is shown as the use entity. 
use entity type. The use instance list is empty. 
8. Select "Project" as the Project is shown as the predict entity. 
predict entity type. The predict instance list is empty. 
9. Place a check mark in The check box has a check mark in it. 
the "Generate 
predictions for each 
historical project" 
check box. 
10. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID's 1 through 7 are then displayed 
on the GUI (this results from the estimates 
and error statistics being computed and stored 
in the database for each historical project). 
II. Remove the check The Single History check box does not have a 
mark from the Single check mark in it. 
History check box. 
12. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID 8 is then displayed on the GUI 
(this results from the estimates and error 
statistics being computed and stored in the 
database for the most similar historical 
projects). 
13. Click on the Done The application exits. 
button. 
14. Rename distanceTest.txt to testCasel.txt 
15. Rename EffortPred.mdb to EffortPredProject.mdb. 
16. Use EffortPredReports.mdb to link to the tables in EffortPredProject.mdb. 
17. Generate the MostSimilar report. 
18. Generate the Prediction report. 
19. Generate the Pred report for 25% (enter 25 at the ????? prompt). 
20. Compare MostSimilar report against the distanceTest.txt file and the 
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Step I Expected Result I Actual Result Same? 
EffortPredEight.xls Historical Data worksheet 
21. Compare Prediction report against the EffortPredEight.xls Project worksheet. 
22. Compare the Pred report against the Prediction report. This involves 
counting the number of predictions whose MRE is less than or equal to 25%. 
Test Case #2: Verify Knowledge Type Measures 
This test case tests the Effort Prediction computations associated with the Knowledge 
type-level in the Software Size data. These computations include the eight distance 
measures, effort and size predictions, ARE, MRE, and Pred, as specified in the Software 
Effort Prediction Model. 
Table 50 Test Case #2: Verify Knowledge Type Measures 
Step Expected Result Actual Result Same? 
1. Copy SwSizeEight.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Copy EffortPredEmpty.mdb to EffortPred.mdb. 
3. Change the TEST boolean constant in the effortiEffortConstants.java source file to false. Make sure 
the DEBUG and DEBUG SQL boolean constants are both false. 
4. Compile all code in the effort, effortldb, and effortlgui packages. 
5. Start application using List ofprojects shows eight projects. 
java EffortPrediction 
6. Select "Third Project" "Project Three" is highlighted in the list of 
as the target project. projects. 
7. Select "Knowledge Knowledge Type is shown as the use entity. 
Type" as the use entity The use instance list shows the five knowledge 
type. types. 
8. Select "Analysis" as Analysis is shown as the use instance. 
the use instance. 
9. Select "Knowledge Knowledge Type is shown as the predict entity. 
Type" as the predict The use instance list shows the five knowledge 
entity type. types. 
10. Select "Design" as the Design is shown as the use instance. 
predict instance. 
11. Place a check mark in The check box has a check mark in it. 
the "Generate 
predictions for each 
historical project" 
checkbox. 
12. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID's 1 through 7 are then displayed 
on the GUI (this results from the estimates 
and error statistics being computed and stored 
in the database for each historical project). 
13. Remove the check The Single History check box does not have a 
mark from the Single check mark in it. 
History check box. 
14. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID 8 is then displayed on the GUI 
(this results from the estimates and error 
statistics being computed and stored in the 
database for the most similar historical 
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Step Expected Result Actual Result Same? 
projects). 
15. Click on the Done The application exits. 
button. 
16. Rename EffortPred.mdb to EffortPredKnowledgeType.mdb. 
17. Use EffortPredReports.mdb to link to the tables in 
EffortPredKnowledgeType.mdb. 
18. Generate the MostSirnilar report. 
19. Generate the Prediction report. 
20. Generate the Pred report for 25% (enter 25 at the ????? prompt). 
21. Compare MostSirnilar report against the EffortPredEight.xls Historical Data 
worksheet 
22. Compare Prediction report against the EffortPredEight.xls Knowledge Type 
worksheet. 
23. Compare the Pred report against the Prediction report. This involves 
counting the number of predictions whose MRE is less than or equal to 25%. 
Test Case #3: Verify Artifact Measures 
This test case tests the Effort Prediction computations associated with the Artifact-level 
in the Software Size data. These computations include the eight distance measures, effort 
and size predictions, ARE, MRE, and Pred, as specified in the Software Effort Prediction 
Model. 
Table 51 Test Case #3: Verify Artifact Measures 
Step Expected Result Actual Result Same? 
1. Copy SwSizeEight.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Copy EffortPredEmpty.mdb to EffortPred.mdb. 
3. Change the TEST boolean constant in the effortiEffortConstants.java source file to false. Make sure 
the DEBUG and DEBUG SQL boolean constants are both false. 
4. Compile all code in the effort, effortldb, and effortlgui packages. 
5. Start application using List of projects shows eight projects. 
java EffortPrediction 
6. Select "Third Project" "Project Three" is highlighted in the list of 
as the target project. projects. 
7. Select "Artifact" as the Artifact is shown as the use entity. 
use entity type. The use instance list shows three artifacts. 
8. Select "Logical Data Logical Data Model is shown as the use instance. 
Model" as the use 
instance. 
9. Select "Artifact" as the Artifact is shown as the predict entity. 
predict entity type. The use instance list shows three artifacts. 
10. Select "Physical Data Physical Data Model is shown as the use instance. 
Model" as the predict 
instance. 
11. Place a check mark in The check box has a check mark in it. 
the "Generate 
predictions for each 
historical project" 
checkbox. 
12. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
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button. • EstimateID's 1 through 7 are then displayed 
on the GUI (this results from the estimates 
and error statistics being computed and stored 
in the database for each historical project). 
13. Remove the check The Single History check box does not have a 
mark from the Single check mark in it. 
History check box. 
14. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID 8 is then displayed on the GUI 
(this results from the estimates and error 
statistics being computed and stored in the 
database for the most similar historical 
projects). 
15. Select "Requirements Requirements Document is shown as the use 
Document" as the use instance. 
instance. 
16. Place a check mark in The check box has a check mark in it. 
the "Generate 
predictions for each 
historical project" 
checkbox. 
17. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID's 9 through 15 are then displayed 
on the GUI (this results from the estimates 
and error statistics being computed and stored 
in the database for each historical project). 
18. Remove the check The Single History check box does not have a 
mark from the Single check mark in it. 
History check box. 
19. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID 16 is then displayed on the GUI 
(this results from the estimates and error 
statistics being computed and stored in the 
database for the most similar historical 
projects). 
20. Click on the Done The application exits. 
button. 
21. Rename EffortPred.mdb to EffortPredArtifact.mdb. 
22. Use EffortPredReports.mdb to link to the tables in EffortPredArtifact.mdb. 
23. Generate the MostSirnilar report. 
24. Generate the Prediction report. 
25. Generate the Pred report for 25% (enter 25 at the ????? prompt). 
26. Compare MostSimilar report against the EffortPredEight.xls Historical Data 
worksheet 
27. Compare Prediction report against the EffortPredEight.xls 'Analysis LDM-
>PDM' worksheet and the 'Analysis Reqs->PDM' worksheet. 
28. Compare the Pred report against the Prediction report. This involves 
counting the number of predictions whose MRE is less than or equal to 25%. 
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Test Case #4: Verify Cycle Measures 
This test case tests the Effort Prediction computations associated with the Cycle-level in 
the Software Size data. These computations include the eight distance measures, effort 
and size predictions, ARE, MRE, and Pred, as specified in the Software Effort Prediction 
Model. 
Table 52 Test Case #4: Verify Cycle Measures 
Step Expected Result Actual Result Same? 
I. Copy SwSizeEight.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Copy EffortPredEmpty.mdb to EffortPred.mdb. 
3. Change the TEST boolean constant in the effortiEffortConstants.java source file to false. Make sure 
the DEBUG and DEBUG SQL boolean constants are both false. 
4. Compile all code in the effort, effortldb, and effortlgui packages. 
5. Start application using List ofprojects shows eight projects. 
java EffortPrediction 
6. Select "Third Project" "Project Three" is highlighted in the list of 
as the target project. projects. 
7. Select "Cycle" as the Cycle is shown as the use entity. 
use entity type. The use instance list shows three cycles. 
8. Select "Cycle One" as Cycle One is shown as the use instance. 
the use instance. 
9. Select "Cycle" as the Cycle is shown as the predict entity. 
predict entity type. The use instance list shows three cycles. 
10. Select "Cycle Two" as Cycle Two is shown as the use instance. 
the predict instance. 
II. Place a check mark in The check box has a check mark in it. 
the "Generate 
predictions for each 
historical project" 
checkbox. 
12. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID's 1 through 7 are then displayed 
on the GUI (this results from the estimates 
and error statistics being computed and stored 
in the database for each historical project). 
13. Remove the check The Single History check box does not have a 
mark from the Single check mark in it. 
History check box. 
14. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • EstimateID 8 is then displayed on the GUI 
(this results from the estimates and error 
statistics being computed and stored in the 
database for the most similar historical 
projects). 
15. Click on the Done The application exits. 
button. 
16. Rename EffortPred.mdb to EffortPredCycle.mdb. 
17. Use EffortPredReports.mdb to link to the tables in EffortPredCycle.mdb. 
18. Generate the MostSimilar report. 
19. Generate the Prediction report. 
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20. Generate the Pred report for 25% (enter 25 at the ????? prompt). 
21. Compare MostSimilar report against the EffortPredEight.xls Historical Data 
worksheet 
22. Compare Prediction report against the EffortPredEight.xls 'Analysis LDM-
>PDM' worksheet and the 'Analysis Reqs->PDM' worksheet. 
23. Compare the Pred report against the Prediction report. This involves 
counting the number of predictions whose MRE is less than or equal to 25%. 
Test Case #5: Verify Knowledge Type predict Artifact Measures 
This test case tests the Effort Prediction computations associated with using a Knowledge 
Type to predict effort and size of an Artifact. These computations include the eight 
distance measures, effort and size predictions, ARE, MRE, and Pred, as specified in the 
Software Effort Prediction Model. 
Table 53 Test Case #5: Verify Knowledge Type predict Artifact Measures 
Step Expected Result Actual Result 
Same? 
1. Copy SwSizeEight.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Copy EffortPredEmpty.mdb to EffortPred.mdb. 
3. Change the TEST boolean constant in the effortiEffortConstants.java source file to false. Make sure 
the DEBUG and DEBUG SQL boolean constants are both false. 
4. Compile all code in the effort, effortldb, and effortlgui packages. 
5. Start application using java List of projects shows eight projects. 
EffortPrediction 
6. Select "Third Project" as the "Project Three" is highlighted in the list of 
target project. projects. 
7. Select "Knowledge Type" as Knowledge Type is shown as the use entity. 
the use entity type. The use instance list shows the five 
knowledge types. 
8. Select "Analysis" as the use Analysis is shown as the use instance. 
instance. 
9. Select "Cycle" as the predict Cycle is shown as the predict entity. 
entity type. The use instance list shows three cycles. 
10. Select "Cycle Two" as the Cycle Two is shown as the predict instance. 
predict instance. 
11. Place a check mark in the The check box has a check mark in it. 
"Generate predictions for 
each historical project" 
check box. 
12. Click on the Estimate button. • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
• EstimateID's 1 through 7 are then 
displayed on the GUI (this results from 
the estimates and error statistics being 
computed and stored in the database for 
each historical project). 
13. Remove the check mark The Single History check box does not have a 
from the Single History check mark in it. 
checkbox. 
14. Click on the Estimate button. • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
• EstimateID 8 is then displayed on the 
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Same? 
GUI (this results from the estimates and 
error statistics being computed and stored 
in the database for the most similar 
historical projects). 
15. Click on the Done button. The application exits. 
16. Rename EffortPred.mdb to EffortPredAnalysisPredictCycleTwo.mdb. 
17. Use EffortPredReports.mdb to link to the tables in 
EffortPredAnalysisPredictCycleTwo.mdb. 
18. Generate the MostSimilar report. 
19. Generate the Prediction report. 
20. Generate the Pred report for 25% (enter 25 at the ????? prompt). 
21. Compare MostSimilar report against the EffortPredEight.xls Historical Data 
worksheet 
22. Compare Prediction report against the EffortPredEight.xls 'Analysis->PDM' 
worksheet. 
23. Compare the Pred report against the Prediction report. This involves counting 
the number of predictions whose MRE is less than or equal to 25%. 
Test Case #6: Jack Knife Project Measures 
This test case tests the generation of estimates and error statistics at the project level. It 
will use the jack knife algorithm to have each historical project in tum be the target 
project. When project ID 1 is the target project, project IDs 2 through 8 represent the 
historical projects. When project ID 2 is the target project, project IDs 1, and 3 through 8 
represent the historical projects. And so on. 
Table 54 Test Case #6: Jack Knife Project Measures 
Step Expected Result Actual Result Same? 
1. Copy SwSizeEight.mdb to SwSize.mdb. 
2. Copy EffortPredEmpty.mdb to EffortPred.mdb. 
3. Start application. List ofprojects shows eight projects. 
4. Select "Project" as the Project is shown as the use entity. 
use entity type. The use instance list is empty. 
5. Select "Project" as the Project is shown as the predict entity. 
predict entity type. The predict instance list is empty. 
6. Place a check mark in The Single History check box has a check mark in 
the Single History it. 
checkbox. 
7. Place a check mark in The Jack Knife check box has a check mark in it. 
the Jack Knife check 
box. 
8. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • Project ID 1 is the target and estimate ID's 1 
through 7 are then displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 2 is the target and estimate ID's 8 
through 14 are displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 3 is the target and estimate ID's 15 
through 21 are displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 4 is the target and estimate ID's 22 
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through 28 are displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 5 is the target and estimate ID's 29 
through 35 are displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 6 is the target and estimate ID's 36 
through 42 are displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 7 is the target and estimate ID's 43 
through 49 are displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 8 is the target and estimate ID's 50 
through 56 are displayed on the GUI. 
9. Remove the check The Single History check box does not have a 
mark from the Single check mark in it. 
History check box. 
10. Click on the Estimate • An explanation is displayed in the GUI. 
button. • Project ID 1 is the target and estimate ID 57 is 
displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 2 is the target and estimate ID 58 is 
displayed on the Gill. 
• Project ID 3 is the target and estimate ID 59 is 
displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 4 is the target and estimate ID 60 is 
displayed on the Gill. 
• Project ID 5 is the target and estimate ID 61 is 
displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 6 is the target and estimate ID 62 is 
displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 7 is the target and estimate ID 63 is 
displayed on the GUI. 
• Project ID 8 is the target and estimate ID 64 is 
displayed on the GUI. 
II. Click on the Done The application exits. 
button. 
12. Rename EffortPred.mdb to EffortPredProjectJackKnife.mdb. 
13. Use EffortPredReports.mdb to link to the tables in 
EffortPredProjectJackKnife.mdb. 
24. Generate the MostSirnilar report. 
25. Generate the Prediction report. 
26. Generate the Pred report for 25% (enter 25 at the ????? prompt). 
27. Compare MostSirnilar report against the EffortPredEight.xls Historical Data 
worksheet 
28. Compare Prediction report against the EffortPredEight.xls 'Project' 
worksheet. 
29. Compare the Pred report against the Prediction report. This involves 
counting the number of predictions whose MRE is less than or equal to 25%. 
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